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(OFFICE OF THE INDEPENDENT POLICE REVIEW DIRECTOR, APPLICANT)

(Pursuant to section 40 of the Supreme Court Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. S-26 and Rule 25 of the Rules
of the Supreme Court of Canada, SOR/2002-156)
TAKE NOTICE that the Office of the Independent Police Review Director applies for leave to

the Supreme Court of Canada, under section 40 of the Supreme Court Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. S-26
and Rule 25 of the Rules of the Supreme Court of Canada, SOR/2002-156 from the judgment of
the Court of Appeal for Ontario (Docket Number: C66899) made on April 15, 2020, and for an
order granting the Applicants leave to appeal from the Court of Appeal Decision, and any further
or other order that the Court may deem appropriate.
AND FURTHER TAKE NOTICE this application for leave is made on the following grounds:

Issue One: The Power of the Director to Reconsider
Does the Director of the OIPRD have authority to reconsider its decision to refer a case
for a disciplinary hearing? Does s. 72 of the PSA or a common law exception to the
doctrine of functus officio provide that authority? How should the “decisions” of an
OIPRD Director be classified? Should an “investigative” decision (akin to a decision
made during a criminal investigation, which is always ongoing and does not end once a
charge is laid) be subject to the same standards applicable to an “adjudicative”
decision?
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Issue Two: Can Administrative Tribunals Develop & Apply Rules of Procedure
Can an administrative tribunal follow its own interpretation of governing legislation, and
enact rules of procedure pursuant to that legislation, or does the SPPA govern?
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REASONS FOR DECISION
MULLINSJ.

[1]

This is an application for judicial review of the decision of the Director of the Office of
the Independent Police Review dated December 10, 2015. The Applicants ask that this
decision be quashed, that the Director's decision of March 4, 2015 be reinstated and that
there be a referral to the Toronto Police Service ("TPS") for a disciplinary hearing
regarding the conduct of Constable Christopher Howes under the Police Services Act,
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R.S.0. 1990, c. P-15 and the Office of the Independent Police Review Director Rules of
Procedure.
[2]

Complaints were filed on July 3, 2014 at the Office of the Independent Police Review
Director ("OIPRD") by and on behalf of Faye Stanley and her three sons, who are the
Applicants in this proceeding. The complaints arose from the circumstances under which
a search warrant was executed at the Stanley home in the early morning hours of April
25, 2014.

[3]

On March 4, 2015, the Director wrote to the Applicants saying that he had completed his
investigation, concluded that there was evidence of misconduct regarding Constable
Howes and that the findings regarding this officer would be forwarded to the Chief of
TPS for adjudication.

[4]

Two months later, the Director wrote to the Applicants indicating that since his decision
of March 4, 2015, it had been brought to his attention that there may be inaccuracies in
his Jeport. As well, the allegation regarding the search warrant had not been fully
investigated. The Director indicated that he had decided to re-open his investigation, but
he did not disclose to the Applicants that it was the TPS that had raised inaccuracies with
him nor that he had had discussions with TPS about changing his decision. This
information came to the Applicants' attention in these court proceedings.

[5]

The Director released a second decision on December 10, 2015. That decision, which is
challenged in this application, found that all of the issues raised in the Applicants'
complaints were unsubstantiated, including those against Constable Howes.

Background

[6]

On April 25, 2014, the Emergency Task Force and the Guns and Gangs Task Force of the
TPS executed a search warrant at the Applicants' home. The police had received
information that there was a firearm located at the home. None were found.

[7]

There is significant dispute about the conduct of the officers during the execution of the
search warrant. The Applicants claimed that Constable Howes had stomped twice on
Yasin Stanley's head/neck while he lay prostrate on the ground with his hands
handcuffed behind his back. Constable Howes' account was. that Yasin was not
handcuffed at the time and he used force once by using his foot to push Yasin's head
back to the ground as Yasin tried to lift himself from the floor. Yasin was subsequently
taken to hospital and released later that morning, having been diagnosed with a
"contusion/minor head injury."

[8]

The complaints to the OIPRD included allegations that the officers destroyed property,
physically assaulted and made deliberate attempts to humiliate two of the young men,
uttered threats and used racial epithets toward at least one of them. As well, Ms. Stanley
requested to see the search warrant at the time of the search and was shown only a onepage document, which referenced appendices that were not provided to her.
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[9]

The OIPRD conducted an investigation of the complaints. An Investigative Report was
prepared, dated March 4, 2015. As set out in the report, there was sufficient evidence to
conclude that Constable Howes had committed misconduct and therefore the allegation
of unnecessary exercise of authority against him was substantiated .. All of the other
allegations could not be substantiated.

[10]

On March 4, 2015, the Director wrote to the Applicants informing them that the
investigation had been completed. He indicated that after "careful investigation" he
found that there was evidence of misconduct regarding Constable Howes and the matter
would be forwarded to the Chief of the TPS for adjudication. The Director further stated
that the misconduct was of a serious nature.

[11]

After the release of the March 4, 2015 decision, the OIPRD was contacted by Acting
Inspector Russell Jarosz of the TPS, who raised concerns about the decision.

[12]

The record before us does not contain a complete account of what transpired, however, it
contains a letter from Acting Inspector Russell to the Director dated March 25, 2015 that
begins as follows: "Thank you for revisiting your decision of March 4, 2015, in relation
to Constable Christopher Howes .... "
The letter further refers to a telephone
communication in which the Director told Acting Inspector Jarosz that "although the
findings of misconduct against Constable Howes would not be altered," the Director
would allow the matter to be treated as "less serious" and therefore be eligible for
disposition without a hearing. The record before us also includes an email dated April
15, 2015, which shows that there were further communications between these parties.

[13]

Having been told by the TPS of alleged inaccuracies in his understanding of the evidence,
the Director agreed to re-open the investigation. Reportedly, he found some areas of
·concern, namely that Constable Howes' interview was not accurately summarized in the
report.

[14]

The Director wrote to the Applicants on May 6, 2015 notifying them that inaccuracies in
the earlier report had been identified and that the Applicants' complaints relating to the
. search warrant had not been fully investigated. The Director indicated that he would be
re-opening the investigation and suspending all of his previous investigative findings.
The Director did not disclose to the Applicants that it was the TPS that had raised
inaccuracies with him nor that he had discussions with TPS about changing his decision.

[15]

The OIPRD conducted second interviews with Faye Stanley, Constable Howes, and a
Constable Balint and prepared an Addendum to the earlier Investigative Report dated
September 22, 2015.

[16]

On December 10, 2015, the Director wrote to the Applicants notifying them that the
investigation was complete and he had concluded that all allegations of misconduct were
unsubstantiated, including those against Constable Howes.
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Delay·

[17]

This application was brought on December 22, 2016. The Respondents raised a
preliminary objection that this application should be dismissed due to the delay of more
than a year before it was commenced and further delay thereafter.

[18]

The Applicants were originally represented by counsel at the African Canadian Legal
Clinic, which was de-funded. The Applicants continued to pursue their complaints,
ultimately retaining Mr. Selwyn Pieters, and the transfer took some time. It also appears
that the Applicants were trying to have this matter adjudicated by the Human Rights
Tribunal, which declined to consider their application. The evidence explaining the delay
largely came from coilnsel, which ought not to be the normal approach, but it was based
on matters of public record.

[19]

The delay was lengthy. However, I note that there were no submissions advanced at the
oral hearing that there was any actual prejudice arising from the delay. In this case, we
are not prepared to exercise our discretion to dismiss this application for delay.

Issues

[20]

The Applicants raised a number of issues, summarized as follows:
1.

Whether the OIPRD had the authority to re-open the investigation and
reconsider the decision of March 4, 2015;

2.

Whether there was a breach of procedural fairness arising from the OIPRD's
dealings with the TPS in the course of reopening the investigation and changing
the decision; and,

3.

Whether the amended decision was reasonable regarding both Constable Howes
and the search warrant.

[21]

The search warrant issue is not properly before us. That issue involved another officer,
not Constable Howes, who was not given notice of these proceedings. We are therefore
not addressing that issue.

[22]

As set out below, we conclude that the issue of procedural fairness determines the
outcome of this application and we therefore need not address the remaining issues. For
procedural fairness, the issue is whether or not the requisite level of procedural fairness
was provided.

Procedural Fairness

[23] · The Applicants submit that there was a breach of procedural fairness arising from the
OIPRD's handling ofthe inquiry from the TPS and failure to disclose how, or by whom,
assertions of inconsistencies arose which, evidently, prompted the Director to re-open the
investigation and re-consider his decision. It is apparent from the record before this
Court that the TPS raised issues with the OIPRD and that there were discussions about
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changing the decision that had already been made and communicated to the Applicants.
None of those discussions were disclosed.
[24]

The OIPRD argues that the decision to re-open the investigation did not deny the
Applicants procedural fairness since they were notified of the decision to re-open and
permitted to participate insofar as one of the Applicants was interviewed again in the reinvestigation. As well, the OIPRD states that the decision to re-open was not one that
conclusively altered the outcome of the investigation. It was simply a decision to have a
second look at the outcome. Further, the TPS submits that there is nothing improper
about the TPS, as essentially the prosecutor moving forward with the adjudication,
talking to the investigator without including the complainants. However, the record
before us shows a discussion about the Director changing his decision, not about
advancing the adjudication by the Chief of Police.

[25]

Pursuant to s. 68(1) of the Police Services Act, the Independent Police Review Director is '
required to investigate every complaint retained by him or her and every investigation is
to be reported in a written report. At the conclusion of the investigation, the Director
must decide whether the complaints are substantiated or unsubstantiated.

[26]

Under s. 68(3), if, at the conclusion of the investigation, the Director believes on
reasonable grounds that the conduct of a police officer who is the subject of a complaint
constitutes misconduct, the Director "shall refer the matter, together with the written
report, to the chief of police of the police force to which the complaint relates."_ Under s.
68(5)(6), the chief of police is then required to hold a hearing or, if the misconduct is not
of a serious nature, the chief of police may deal with the matter informally.

[27]

The investigation of the Applicants' complaints resulted in a report of March 4, 2015 and
a decision of the Director. In that decision, the Director indicated that after careful
investigation he found that there was evidence of misconduct regarding Constable Howes
and the matter would be forwarded to the Chief of the TPS for adjudication. Section 68
of the Act then provided for mandatory steps to be taken by the Chief of Police of the
TPS. Instead, there were undisclosed discussions with the Director about changing his
decision.

[28]

As is emphasized by the name of the decision-maker, the Director of the Office of
Independent Police Review was obliged to conduct an independent investigation and
reach an independent decision. This independence is central to the OIPRD's role in
providing a public complaints system against police officers in Ontario: Nobody v.
Ontario Civilian Police Commission, 2016 ONSC 5824 (Div. Ct.), at para. 49. Here, in
circumstances which belie the independence of the OIPRD, the Director had undisclosed
discussions with the TPS about changing his decision and, ultimately, he did change his
decision. These undisclosed communications give rise, at least, to an appearance of
unfairness and compromise the independence of the Director.

[29]

We therefore conclude that there was a breach of procedural fairness in reaching the
decision that is challenged in this application for judicial review.
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Order

[30]

The Director's decisions regarding the complaints relating to Constable Howes are
quashed and those complaints shall be referred back to the OIPRD for a fresh
investigation by an investigator other than those who were involved in the earlier
investigations, report and decision by a Director's delegate.

[31]

The Applicants are not seeking costs.

11)µ tltYVJ 3/£-! 0tvi
J tice A.M. Mullins
I agree

I agree

{?f;:J~"
Justice W. Matheson

Released:

.....,

JAN 09 2019
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On appeal from the order of the Divisional Court (Regional Senior Justice Geoffrey
B. Morawetz and Justices Anne M. Mullins and Wendy M. Matheson) dated
January 8, 2019, with reasons reported at 2019 ONSC 180.
Trotter J.A.:
A.

INTRODUCTION

[1]

This appeal concerns an investigation into alleged police misconduct. The

respondents – Faye Stanley, Yasin Stanley, Yusuf Stanley and Taufiq Stanley
(collectively “the Stanleys”) – filed complaints with the Office of the Independent
Police Review Director (“the OIPRD” or “the Director”) about a number of police
officers.
[2]

The Stanleys’ complaints arose from the execution of a search warrant at

their home by members of the Toronto Police Service (“TPS”), including Constable
Christopher Howes. They alleged excessive use of force, the failure to show them
the entire contents of the search warrant, unnecessary property damage, and other
discreditable conduct, including a racist threat.
[3]

The OIPRD is an independent civilian oversight agency that receives,

manages, and oversees all public complaints about the police in Ontario. It
receives its legislative authority from the Police Services Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. P.15
(“PSA”).
[4]

After an investigation, the OIPRD found that an allegation that Constable

Howes had used excessive force was “substantiated” and referred the matter to
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the Chief of Police of the TPS for a disciplinary hearing. The infraction was deemed
“serious”. Shortly after the referral, an officer from the Professional Standards Unit
of the TPS contacted the Director about a transcription error in Constable Howes’
statement to the investigators. He also asked the Director if the matter could be reclassified as “less serious”, allowing for the option of informal resolution by way of
discipline without a hearing.
[5]

The Director advised the Stanleys that new information had come to light

that required further investigation, but he did not disclose who brought this
information to his attention. Following a further investigation, the Director
determined

that

the

allegation

against

Constable

Howes

was

now

“unsubstantiated” and advised the Stanleys of his decision. The file was closed.
There was no disciplinary hearing.
[6]

The Stanleys sought judicial review of the Director’s second decision in the

Divisional Court. That court framed the issues as follows: (1) whether the OIPRD
had authority to re-open the investigation and reconsider its initial decision; (2)
whether there was a breach of procedural fairness arising from the OIPRD’s
dealings with the TPS in the course of re-opening the investigation and
reconsidering the initial decision; and (3) whether the new decision was
reasonable, both in terms of the allegation against Constable Howes, and in
relation to the search warrant issue. The Divisional Court allowed the application
on the procedural fairness ground. It set aside the Director’s “decisions” and
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ordered the OIPRD to conduct a third investigation using investigators not
previously involved in the case. Moreover, it ordered that a delegate of the Director
decide whether the case should be referred to the TPS for a disciplinary hearing.
[7]

The OIPRD appeals this decision, supported by the TPS and Constable

Howes.
[8]

I would allow the appeal in part. I would uphold that part of the Divisional

Court’s decision setting aside the Director’s second decision (i.e., finding that the
allegation against Constable Howes was “unsubstantiated”). However, I would do
so for different reasons than the Divisional Court. The Director lacked any authority
to reconsider his decision to refer the case to the TPS for a disciplinary hearing.
The Director was functus officio. Although the OIPRD has since amended its Rules
of Procedure to permit the type of reconsideration at issue on this appeal, that
power did not exist when the Director dealt with the Stanleys’ complaints. However,
I would set aside that part of the Divisional Court’s decision ordering that a third
investigation be conducted. In the circumstances, it is unnecessary to directly
address the procedural fairness issue.
B.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

(1)

Execution of the search warrant

[9]

The police received information that Taufiq Stanley was unlawfully in

possession of a firearm. A warrant was obtained. On April 25, 2014, just after
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midnight, the police broke down the front door of the Stanleys’ house and 19 police
officers, many from the Emergency Task Force, rushed inside.
[10]

Faye Stanley had been sleeping and was awakened by her son, Yasin, who

told her that the police were at the door with their firearms drawn. When the police
ascended the stairs, Faye and Yasin were ordered to the ground. Faye was
eventually allowed to sit on her bed.
[11]

Yasin, who was close by, asked if he could get up as well. He said that an

officer stomped on his neck while he was handcuffed. Faye described it differently.
She said the officer put his foot on Yasin’s neck and then pushed down, but she
could not tell how hard. Both Yasin and Faye complained about this treatment to
the officers.
[12]

Faye was asked to move the family dog from one room to another. When

Yasin commented on what was happening, a white police officer (allegedly
Constable Howes) yelled “shut up” and stomped on his neck. Faye said she
witnessed this incident. Yasin further alleged that, when the dog was being moved,
the same officer leaned down and whispered, “Shut the fuck up, or I will put you in
a hole with the rest of them, n…..” Faye saw the officer lean down to speak to her
son, but she did not hear what was said.
[13]

The officers did not locate any firearms in the Stanleys’ home. No charges

were laid.
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[14]

Yasin was eventually taken to the hospital in an ambulance, wearing a neck

brace. He was released later that morning, having been diagnosed with a
“contusion/minor head injury”.
[15]

In addition to the alleged assault on Yasin, the Stanleys complained about

the damage caused to their possessions while the police executed the warrant.
They alleged other discreditable conduct, including inappropriate remarks about
the tidiness of their home. Lastly, Faye complained that, although she was shown
the search warrant, she was not shown the appendices.
(2)

Proceedings before the OIPRD

[16]

The Stanleys filed complaints with the OIPRD on July 3, 2014. The

allegations were investigated and resulted in an investigative report, dated March
4, 2015 (“the first report”). The 118-page report contains a thorough review of the
evidence of the Stanleys, civilian witnesses (i.e., paramedics), and 19 police
officers. Of the numerous allegations made by the Stanleys, the Director
determined that only one of the allegations was substantiated. The first report
concludes:
The available information indicates that Constable
Howes stepped on Yasin’s neck two times. His actions
and the force are deemed unnecessary and
unreasonable.
Therefore, with the respect to the allegation of
Unnecessary Exercise of Authority against Constable
Howes, upon review of all available information, the
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Director has determined that there is sufficient
evidence to conclude that misconduct occurred.
Therefore this allegation is found to be substantiated.
[Emphasis in original.]
All other allegations were determined to be “unsubstantiated”.
[17]

On March 4, 2015, the Director wrote to the Stanleys to inform them that he

had completed his investigation. He said:
After careful investigation I have found that there is
evidence of misconduct of a serious nature as it relates
to Constable Chris Howes, Badge 7716, as defined by
the Police Services Act…A final report has been
completed and will be forwarded to the Chief of the
Toronto Police Service for adjudication. A copy of the
report is attached to this letter.
The letter also explained that there was “insufficient evidence for me to determine
that there are reasonable grounds to believe” that any other misconduct occurred.
The Stanleys were told that a prosecutor would contact them in the near future.
[18]

On the same day, the Director sent a letter to the Chief of the TPS, to the

attention of Acting Inspector Russell Jarosz of the Professional Standards Unit,
advising of his findings. The Director indicated that the allegation of excessive
force against Constable Howes was substantiated and had been classified as
serious and, pursuant to s. 68(3) of the PSA, a hearing must be scheduled.
[19]

The facts giving rise to this appeal occurred in the days that followed. On

March 10, 2015, Acting Inspector Jarosz sent the following email to the Director:
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Superintendent Ed Boyd and I have had the opportunity
to review your March 4, 2015, report of investigation with
regard to the above noted matter. We have some
concerns with regard to the investigative findings and
would like to discuss the matter with you at your earliest
convenience. I am suggesting a conference call if that is
most convenient for you.
[20]

What occurred next is not entirely clear because no record was kept. It would

appear that a conference call did occur, during which Acting Inspector Jarosz
identified an error in the transcription in Constable Howes’ statement to OIPRD
investigators. The purported error went to whether Constable Howes perceived
Yasin to be assaultive and a threat. Acting Inspector Jarosz also requested that
the matter be treated as “less-serious”, permitting the possibility of a disposition
without hearing. However, this would require Constable Howes’ consent. Acting
Inspector Jarosz said he would communicate this option to Constable Howes. This
conference call was followed up in a March 25, 2015 letter from Acting Inspector
Jarosz to the Director in which he thanked him for “revisiting your decision of March
4, 2015”.
[21]

On April 15, 2015, Acting Inspector Jarosz sent another email to the Director

to advise that Constable Howes was not willing to accept a disposition without a
hearing (i.e., a reprimand) and that a hearing would need to be conducted.
[22]

The next part of the documentary trail consists of a series of redacted

internal OIPRD emails on April 17, 2015. They reveal the Director’s request for a
wholesale review of the first report. A five-page, undated internal document
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entitled, “Investigative Review – Stanley Investigation” was produced. The Review
found some “areas of concern” relating to Constable Howes’ statement.
[23]

On May 6, 2015, the Director wrote again to the Chief of Police of the TPS,

to the attention of Acting Inspector Jarosz, and reported that he had re-opened his
investigation. The Director explained:
It has since been brought to my attention that there may
be inaccuracies in the Investigative Report. I have
undertaken a review of my investigation and have in fact
identified some inaccuracies, as well as some areas that
warrant further investigation. I have also identified that
one of the allegations set out in Faye Stanley’s complaint,
namely that she was not shown the search warrant in its
entirety, was not fully investigated.
As a result, I have decided to re-open my
investigation. I am accordingly suspending all of my
previous investigative findings against all twenty
officers, all of whom remain designated as respondent
officers. [Emphasis in original.]
On the same day, the Director wrote to the Stanleys to apprise them of his decision.
[24]

On June 10, 2015, the African Canadian Legal Clinic, on behalf of the

Stanleys, wrote to the Director to protest the decision to re-open the investigation.
The author, Mr. Roger Love, said that neither the PSA nor the Rules under the
PSA authorized the Director to re-open an investigation once it has been referred
to the Chief of Police for a hearing. Mr. Love also expressed concerns about the
lack of openness in the process, writing, “The circumstances which caused these
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‘inaccuracies’ to come to your attention and your decision to review the completed
report are unknown to the complainants and raise fairness concerns.”
[25]

The Director responded to Mr. Love on June 24, 2015. He explained the

focus of his re-investigation – whether Constable Howes had used excessive force,
as well as the lack of a proper investigation of Faye Stanley’s complaint about the
search warrant. The Director specifically referred to issues concerning Constable
Howes’ statement, but did not mention that the issue arose through
communications with the TPS. The Director explained his authority to re-visit his
decision in the following passage:
I have carefully considered your position that I not have
the authority to reopen my investigation. With respect, I
disagree. While you are correct that neither the
Police Services Act (the “PSA”) nor the OIPRD Rules
of Procedure explicitly set out the authority for doing
so, neither do they explicitly preclude it. Importantly,
section 72 of the PSA permits me to direct the chief
of police to deal with a complaint in the manner in
which I specify, before a hearing under subsection
66(3) or 68(5) is commenced. The Divisional Court in
Figueiras v. (York) Police Service Board [2013 ONSC
7419, at paras. 56-57(Div. Ct.)] affirmed that this power
of direction applies to both investigations which have
been referred to the chief of police and those which have
been retained by the OIPRD.
In addition to my statutory authority derived from
subsection 72 of the PSA, I take the position that I
have common law authority to suspend my
investigative finding and reopen my investigation.
My decision to do so is an investigative decision, made
at an investigative stage, not an adjudicative one. This
decision is very different from the caselaw respecting the
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inability of administrative tribunals to change their
decisions after a hearing on the merits. Rather, my
investigative decision is akin to a decision made during a
criminal investigation, which is always ongoing and does
not end once a charge is laid [citing Hill v. HamiltonWentworth Regional Police Services Board, 2007 SCC
41, [2007] 3 S.C.R. 129, at para. 84]. [Emphasis added.
Footnotes omitted.]
[26]

On December 10, 2015, the Director sent near-identical letters to the TPS

and Mr. Love, explaining the results of his reinvestigation, attaching an Addendum
to the first report. The Director explained that, due to conflicting evidence regarding
whether Yasin was handcuffed when Constable Howes applied pressure to his
head/neck area, and the dynamic situation faced by the officers, the allegation of
excessive force was unsubstantiated.
[27]

The Director also found that providing Faye Stanley with a copy of the

warrant, regardless of the appendices, was sufficient to discharge the duties set
out in s. 29(1) of the Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46, which provides:
It is the duty of every one who executes a process or
warrant to have it with him, where it is feasible to do so,
and to produce it when requested to do so.
In light of R. v. Cornell, 2010 SCC 31, [2010] 2 S.C.R. 142, the Director concluded
that providing Faye Stanley with a copy of the warrant alone was sufficient.
C.

PROCEEDINGS IN THE DIVISIONAL COURT

[28]

The Stanleys made an application for judicial review to quash the Director’s

second decision of December 10, 2015 and sought to have the March 4, 2015
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decision reinstated. The Stanleys argued that: (a) the Director lacked the authority
to re-open the investigation after his March 4, 2015 decision to refer the matter to
the TPS for a hearing; (b) there was a breach of the rules of procedural fairness
arising from the communications between the Director and the TPS; and (c) the
Director’s second decision was unreasonable.
[29]

The Divisional Court allowed the application solely on the basis of the

procedural fairness issue. As Mullins J. wrote, at para. 28:
As is emphasized by the name of the decision-maker, the
Director of the Office of Independent Police Review was
obliged to conduct an independent investigation and
reach an independent decision. This independence is
central to the OIPRD's role in providing a public
complaints system against police officers in
Ontario: Nobody
v.
Ontario
Civilian
Police
Commission, 2016 ONSC 5824 (Div. Ct.), at para. 49.
Here,
in
circumstances
which
belie
the
independence of the OIPRD, the Director had
undisclosed discussions with the TPS about
changing his decision and, ultimately, he did change
his decision. These undisclosed communications
give rise, at least, to an appearance of unfairness and
compromise the independence of the Director.
[Emphasis added.]
[30]

The court found that there had been a breach of procedural fairness and that

there was no need to address the Stanleys’ other arguments. The Director’s
decision was quashed and the complaints were referred back to the OIPRD for a
fresh investigation.
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[31]

The OIPRD obtained leave to appeal to this court on April 26, 2019. On

August 26, 2019, Pepall J.A. stayed the order of the Divisional Court: see Stanley
v. Office of the Independent Review Director, 2019 CarswellOnt 13600.
D.

THE POSITIONS OF THE PARTIES

[32]

The OIPRD submits that the Divisional Court erred in finding that the

decision to re-open the investigation was not in accordance with rules of
procedural fairness. He submits that the Divisional Court erred in its approach by
applying procedural standards applicable to adjudicative decision-making rather
than investigative decision-making. The TPS and Constable Howes support the
Director’s position. All three contend that the Director had the power to re-open his
investigation and reverse his decision to refer the case to the TPS for a hearing.
[33]

The Stanleys contend that the Divisional Court was correct to find a breach

of the rules of procedural fairness. They support the order that a fresh investigation
be conducted.
E.

ANAYLSIS

(1)

Introduction

[34]

In my view, the December 10, 2015 decision of the Director must be set

aside. However, I would do so for different reasons than the Divisional Court. The
Director had no authority to reconsider his decision to refer the case to the TPS for
a disciplinary hearing. Despite his claim, he lacked common law powers to do so.
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He also lacked such statutory powers: s. 72 of the PSA does not supply this power,
nor did the OIRPD’s Rules of Procedure that were in place at the time.
Consequently, the December 10, 2015 decision of the Director must be set aside.
However, as explained below, I would not direct that a third investigation be
conducted at this stage and would set aside that part of the Divisional Court’s
decision.
(2)

Legislative Context

[35]

In order to explain my conclusions, it is necessary to outline the legislative

framework within which the OIRPD operates. The procedure for addressing police
complaints is complex. This summary, which is not comprehensive, highlights the
difference between the powers of the OIPRD to refer cases to a chief of police for
investigation and the power to refer a case for a hearing.
[36]

The OIPRD is an arms-length agency of the Ministery of the Attorney

General. It derives its authority from Parts II.1 and V of the PSA. As stated in its
Annual Report (April 1, 2018 to March 31, 2019), at p. 7: “The OIPRD ensures that
public complaints about police are effectively dealt with in a manner that is
transparent and fair to both the public and the police. All decisions are independent
of the government, the police and the public.”
[37]

In general, any member of the public may make a complaint to the OIPRD

under the PSA about the policies of, or the services provided by, a police force, or
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the conduct of one of its officers (ss. 58(1), (2)). The Director shall review every
complaint it receives (s. 59). A complaint is presumptively “screened in” (meaning
that it will be investigated), unless the Director exercises his legislative discretion
to “screen out” the complaint (meaning that it will not be investigated) (s. 60). This
may occur, for example, when the Director determines that the complaint is
vexatious (s. 60(4)). Therefore, the presumption is that complaints are “screened
in”.
[38]

This initial screening power has been interpreted to be a statutory power of

decision within the meaning of the Judicial Review Procedure Act, R.S.O. 1990, c.
J.1: see Endicott v. Ontario (Independent Police Review Office), 2014 ONCA 363,
373 D.L.R. (4th) 149, at para. 28.
[39]

In Wall v. Office of the Independent Police Review Director, 2014 ONCA

884, 123 O.R. (3d) 574, at paras. 33-36, the Director decided not to consider a
complaint that had been made six months after the alleged incident. He relied upon
s. 60(2), which provides that the Director “may decide not to deal with a complaint
by a member of the public if the complaint is made more than six months after the
facts on which it is based.” The Divisional Court held that the Director erred in
treating s. 60(2) as a limitation period, failing to apply the discoverability principle,
and failing to give adequate reasons: Wall v. Independent Police Review Director,
2013 ONSC 3312, 362 D.L.R. (4th) 687 (Div. Ct.).
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[40]

In dismissing the Director’s appeal, this court described the Director’s

discretion under s. 60 as a “screening” function: Wall (ONCA), at para. 62. Writing
for the court in Wall (ONCA), Blair J.A. observed, at para. 45, that this function
involves the exercise of “a discretion to be exercised within the confines of the
factors set out in s. 60(3) and the bounds of procedural fairness”: see also paras.
28, 49, 60.
[41]

If a complaint remains “screened in”, s. 59(2) requires the Director to ensure

that every complaint reviewed under s. 59(1) is “referred or retained and dealt with
in accordance with section 61”. Section 61 gives the Director three options:
(a) refer the complaint to be investigated by the chief of police of the officer’s
force (s. 61(5)(a));
(b) refer the complaint to be investigated by the chief of police of another
force (s. 61(5)(b)); or
(c) retain the complaint to be investigated by the OIPRD (s. 61(5)(c)).
Where the OIPRD retains the complaint for investigation and finds it to be
substantiated, it must refer the matter under s. 68(3) to the chief of police for a
hearing. That is what happened in this case – the Director originally found the
Stanleys’ complaint to be substantiated and made a hearing referral.
[42]

Thus, it can be seen that there are two types of referral: investigation referral

under ss. 61(5)(a), (b), and hearing referral under s. 68(3).
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[43]

At the conclusion of an investigation, the decision-maker (be it the Director

or a chief of police) must report on the investigation in writing and provide reasons
explaining whether there are reasonable grounds to believe misconduct occurred
(ss. 66(1)-(3) (chief of police); ss. 68(1)-(4) (OIPRD)).
[44]

The decision-maker must then determine whether the misconduct is

“serious”. Misconduct that is determined to be “not of a serious nature” may be
dealt with by informal resolution, or discipline without a hearing, with the consent
of the complainant and the officer (ss. 66(4)-(7) (chief of police); ss. 68(4)-(7)
(OIPRD)). Importantly, with all “serious” misconduct findings, a hearing must be
held to determine whether the officer committed the misconduct alleged.
[45]

In his letter to Mr. Love, and in submissions made in the Divisional Court

and this court, the Director stresses that his investigative role is predominant. But
the OIPRD is more than just an investigative body. It is also an administrative
decision-maker. This is clear from this court’s decisions in Endicott and Wall, both
of which dealt with the initial screening function of the OIPRD. In my view, the
determination of whether reasonable grounds exist to believe misconduct has
been committed, and the concomitant decision of whether to refer the case to the
chief of police for a disciplinary hearing, cast the Director in a more enhanced
decision-making role, even if it falls short of adjudication.
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(3)

The Power to Reconsider and the Doctrine of Functus Officio

[46]

The doctrine of functus officio applies to administrative decision-makers.

The general common law rule is that a decision-maker (historically, a court) is
functus officio when they make “a final decision in respect of the matter before it”:
Chandler v. Alberta Association of Architects, [1989] 2 S.C.R. 848, at p. 861. In
Chandler, the Supreme Court considered this doctrine in the administrative law
context. Writing for the majority, Sopinka J. wrote that “there is a sound policy
reason for recognizing the finality of proceedings before administrative tribunals”:
Chandler, at p. 861. He defined the rules as follows:
As a general rule, once such a tribunal has reached a
final decision in respect to the matter that is before it in
accordance with its enabling statute, that decision cannot
be revisited because the tribunal has changed its mind,
made an error within jurisdiction or because there has
been a change of circumstances. It can only do so if
authorized by statute or if there has been a slip or error
within the exceptions enunciated in Paper Machinery Ltd.
v. J.O. Ross Engineering Corp. [[1934] S.C.R. 186].
Sopinka J. further clarified that the doctrine should not operate so strictly in the
administrative law context, “where there are indications in the enabling statute that
a decision can be reopened in order to enable the tribunal to discharge the function
committed to it by enabling legislation”: Chandler, at p. 862; see also the helpful
discussion in David J. Mullan, Administrative Law (Toronto: Irwin Law, 2001), at
pp. 384-389.
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[47]

In Jacobs Catalytic Ltd. v. I.B.E.W., Local 353, 2009 ONCA 749, 98 O.R.

(3d) 677, this court considered whether the Ontario Labour Relations Board had
jurisdiction under the Labour Relations Act, 1995, S.O. 1995, c. 1, Sched. A. (“the
LRA”) to issue a second, supplementary set of reasons elaborating on a short set
of original reasons. Following Chandler, Epstein J.A. (Blair J.A., concurring) wrote,
at para. 33: “Beyond clerical or mathematical errors, or an error in expressing the
tribunal’s intention, functus officio generally applies except where varied by statute.
There is no suggestion in this case of a slip or error. Therefore the Board's
jurisdiction to revisit its reasons must be through the authorization of the LRA.”
[48]

Epstein J.A. found that, although s. 114 of the LRA furnished the Board with

jurisdiction to “reconsider any decision, order, direction, declaration or ruling made
by it and vary or revoke any such decision, order, direction, declaration or ruling”,
it did not permit the issuance of supplementary reasons in the absence of
reconsideration (which was accompanied by a set of procedural safeguards).
Having no jurisdiction to issue the second set of reasons, the majority found a
denial of procedural fairness and the appeal was allowed: Jacobs Catalytic, at
para. 71.1

1

In concurring reasons, Simmons J.A. would have allowed the appeal for different reasons, finding the
power to issue supplementary reasons implicit in the power to reconsider.
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[49]

Therefore, the question becomes whether the OIPRD, as a creature of

statute, is empowered by its legislative framework to reconsider a hearing referral
decision. At the time of the Stanleys’ complaints, it was not.
(a)

No Power at Common Law

[50]

Before I address the legislative framework, I briefly consider the Director’s

claim – in his letter to Mr. Love of June 24, 2015 (set out at para. 25, above), in his
factum, and in his submissions before this court – that he had a common law power
to reconsider his decision. I am unable to discern such a power.
[51]

The Director relies upon the oral reasons of the Divisional Court in Greer v.

Ontario Provincial Police Commissioner, [2006] O.J. No. 4771 (Sup. Ct. (Div. Ct.)).
Greer involved an application for judicial review of the Superintendent of the police
force to reconsider a police complaint that he had previously determined to be
unsubstantiated. After the Superintendent reversed his original decision, the
subject officer sought judicial review of this decision.
[52]

The Divisional Court held that the Superintendent was not prohibited from

revisiting a decision that the complaint was unsubstantiated. As the court said in
its reasons, at para. 7: “Such a decision in our opinion is not a final adjudicative
decision and the doctrine of functus officio is not applicable. [The Superintendent]
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was performing a screening function that was investigative, not adjudicative and
therefore administrative in nature.”2
[53]

Respectfully, this decision is unhelpful. It was decided before the creation of

the OIPRD and the framework for decision-making under the current model.
Further, the characterization of decisions as “investigative”, “adjudicative”, “final
adjudicative”, and “administrative” is inconsistent with the approach in Endicott and
Wall. Moreover, these types of distinctions are not evident in Chandler or Jacobs.
If the OIPRD is correct that all of the decisions it makes are investigative in nature,
then it would never be functus officio in respect of any decision taken by the
Director. This cannot be the case. It would undermine the principle of finality that
was at the heart of Chandler.
[54]

The Director has no power at common law to re-open an investigation and

reconsider his hearing referral decision.
(b)

No Statutory Power under the PSA

[55]

In his letter to Mr. Love, the Director acknowledged that he had no explicit

statutory power of reconsideration but insisted that the PSA and the OIPRD’s

2

The Director also relies upon Barnes v. Ontario (Social Benefits Tribunal) (2009), 96 Admin L.R. (4th)
243 (Ont. Sup. Ct. (Div. Ct.)), where the Social Benefits Tribunal held a reconsideration hearing.
However, the Tribunal had issued rules with respect to reconsideration hearings. The decision of the
Divisional Court does not address the doctrine of functus officio. It is unhelpful to the determination of the
issue in this case.
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Rules of Procedure in force at the time did not “explicitly preclude it”. The Director
purported to find the power in s. 72 of the PSA.
[56]

I am unable to find a power to reconsider a hearing referral decision in s. 72.

Section 72 reads as follows:
Public complaints may be directed
72 (1) The Independent Police Review Director may, with
respect to a complaint made by a member of the public
under this Part about the conduct of a police officer other
than a chief of police or deputy chief of police, at any time
after the complaint is referred to a chief of police under
clause 61 (5) (a) or (b) and before a hearing under
subsection 66 (3) or 68 (5) in respect of the complaint is
commenced,
(a) direct the chief of police to deal with the complaint as
the Independent Police Review Director specifies;
(b) assign the investigation of the complaint or the
conduct of a hearing in respect of the complaint to the
chief of police of a police force other than the police force
to which the complaint relates;
(c) take over the investigation of the complaint; or
(d) take or require to be taken by the chief of police any
other action with respect to the complaint that the
Independent Police Review Director considers
necessary in the circumstances. [Emphasis added.]
[57]

The distinction between investigative referrals and hearing referrals

discussed above is crucial to a proper reading of s. 72(1). According to the
underscored words above, the applicability of s. 72 is conditional upon an
investigative referral having been made under ss. 61(5)(a) or (b). Moreover, the
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window closes after a disciplinary hearing commences. The powers enumerated
in s. 72(1)(a) to (d) all contemplate the director taking action after having referred
the matter for investigation under ss. 61(5)(a) or (b). For example, ss. 72(1)(b) and
(c) specifically refer to the “the investigation”.
[58]

In its factum, the Chief of Police relies upon the power to take over an

investigation in s. 72(1)(c) as authorizing what the Director did in this case. I
disagree. The Director had retained the investigation, completed it, and then
referred the matter to the Chief of Police to conduct a hearing. There was no longer
any investigation to “take over”. Again, the power in s. 72(1) is triggered by an
investigative referral. It has no application where there has been a retention under
s. 61(5)(c) followed by a hearing referral under s. 68(3) – the situation in this case.
[59]

The Director relies on the underscored reference to hearings under s. 66(3)

(hearing after investigation by a chief of police) and 68(5) (hearing referral by the
Director) as supporting his position that s. 72(1) applies in the circumstances of
this case. On its face, the inclusion of s. 68(5) supports the position of the Director.
However, these references to hearings being commenced cannot be disjoined
from the requirement that the complaint must first be referred to a chief of police
under s. 61(5)(a) or (b) (for investigation). Admittedly, the reference in s. 72(1) to
a hearing under s. 68(5) is confusing. However, it may be explained by a scenario
whereby an investigation was initially referred to a chief of police (ss. 61(5)(a) or
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(b)), only to be subsequently taken over by the Director (s. 72(1)(c)), ultimately
resulting in a hearing referral under s. 68(5).
[60]

The Chief of Police also relies on Figuerias v. York Police Services Board,

2013 ONSC 7419, 317 O.A.C. 179 (Div. Ct.), in which the court rejected the
argument that the powers in s. 72(1) may not be exercised when the complaint is
retained by the OIRPD and then referred to a chief of police for hearing. As the
court said, at para. 57: “Neither the language of the legislation nor the policies
behind the legislation support the limited interpretation of these sections urged
upon us by the Respondents.” However, the court explicitly noted that the
determination of this issue was “not essential” to its to determination of the issues
before it. This obiter from Figuerias has not been adopted in any subsequent
decision. For the reasons already given, I respectfully reject this interpretation.
[61]

I return to the underscored words of s. 72(1), above. Although the section

presents certain interpretative difficulties by the inclusion of a reference to a
hearing under s. 68(5), a fundamental precondition to its operation is an
investigative referral. Without an investigative referral in the first place, the Director
is powerless to exercise the powers set out in ss. 72(1)(a)-(d).
[62]

Even if could be said that s. 72(1) applied to situations where the Director

has made a hearing referral, the powers listed in paras. (a) to (d) cannot be read
so broadly so as to include the power to reconsider the hearing referral in the first
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place. In this regard, it is noteworthy that the PSA does provide for reconsideration
where a complaint is found to be unsubstantiated: s. 71. The implied exclusion rule
of statutory interpretation further supports the conclusion that the PSA does not
provide for reconsideration of substantiated complaints. Where legislation provides
for one exception to a general rule – in this case, being an exception to functus
officio where there is an unsubstantiated complaint – this suggests that other
exceptions are excluded: Zeitel v. Ellscheid, [1994] 2 S.C.R. 142, at p. 152. This
lends further support to the idea that there is no exception to functus officio in the
event of a substantiated complaint.
[63]

For these reasons, I conclude that the Director was powerless to suspend

his decision made under s. 68(3) of the PSA, conduct a new investigation, and
then decide that the complaint was unsubstantiated.
(c)

The Rules of Procedure and the Path Forward

[64]

Since the Director considered the Stanleys’ complaints, circumstances have

changed. The OIPRD’s Rules of Procedure now clothe the Director with the
reconsideration authority he purported to exercise in relation to the Stanleys’
complaints.
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[65]

The Statutory Powers and Procedures Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. S.22 (“the

SPPA”) addresses when it is appropriate for tribunals3 to reconsider its decisions.
Sections 21.1 and 21.2 provide as follows:
21.1 A tribunal may at any time correct a typographical
error, error of calculation or similar error made in its
decision or order.
21.2 (1) A tribunal may, if it considers it advisable and if
its rules made under section 25.1 deal with the matter,
review all or part of its own decision or order, and may
confirm, vary, suspend or cancel the decision or order.
(2) The review shall take place within a reasonable time
after the decision or order is made.
(3) In the event of a conflict between this section and any
other Act, the other Act prevails. [Emphasis added.]
[66]

The OIPRD’s Rules of Procedure that were in force at the time of the

Stanleys’ complaints did not address the powers in s. 21.2(1). On July 7, 2016 (in
the summer following the Director’s reversal of his original decision in this case),
the OIPRD amended its Rules of Procedure. The new Rule 17 deals specifically
with the jurisdictional issue on appeal:
Rule 17 Reconsiderations
17.1 The Director may, at any time, correct a
typographical error, error of calculation, misstatement,
ambiguity, technical error or other similar error made in
his or her decision or determination.

Section (1)(1) provides that “tribunal’ means one or more persons, whether or not incorporated and
however described, upon which a statutory power of decision is conferred by or under a statute”.
3
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17.2 The Director may reconsider his or her decision
when it is in the public interest to do so, and having
regard to any relevant considerations including, but not
limited to, the following:
(i) the need to correct an error of fact or law, defect in
procedure or improper application of its mandate or
jurisdiction.
(ii) there is new information which was not available at
the time of the original decision that may have reasonably
affected the outcome.
(iii) the extent to which any party has relied on the
original decision.
(iv) the extent to which any party or person has been
affected by the original decision.
(v) the balancing of interests between the need for
finality of decisions and the prejudice to all parties.
[Emphasis added.]
[67]

This rule applies to the situation of the present case – the ability to

reconsider a decision. The creation of this new power confirms the Director’s view,
expressed in his letter to Mr. Love, that there was no explicit power to reconsider
his decision to refer the complaint to the TPS for hearing. Had this rule been in
place at the time, it would have been a complete answer to the jurisdictional
objection raised by Mr. Love.
[68]

Consequently, while this power was not available to the OIPRD at the time

it dealt with the Stanleys’ complaints, it is now empowered to reconsider certain
decisions mandated under the PSA, in accordance with the factors enumerated in
r. 17.2.
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(4)

The Rules of Procedural Fairness

[69]

Given my conclusion that the Director lacked authority to take the steps that

he did, it is not strictly necessary to address the Divisional Court’s finding that the
rules of procedural fairness were infringed and the independence of the OIPRD
was compromised. However, I would not wish these reasons to be considered as
an endorsement of the conclusions that were reached. Nevertheless, I would make
the following observations.
[70]

This litigation was triggered by a mistake. The statement given by Constable

Howes seems to have been transcribed inaccurately, and in a very important way.
Although the Stanleys disagree with the ultimate decision taken by the Director,
they do not dispute that there was a mistake in the original transcription.
[71]

For the Director, this mistake was potentially very serious, and portrayed the

complaints in an entirely different light. Concerned about the integrity of his
investigation, he was anxious to correct any error that investigators in his office
might have made, and which may have led him into error in assessing the
complaints.
[72]

The manner in which this information was brought to the attention of the

Director raised some eyebrows. It emanated from a police force from which the
OIPRD was required to maintain its independence. The entire situation might have
been avoided had the Director advised the Stanleys of exactly what had happened.
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When Mr. Love responded to the Director’s letter informing the Stanleys of his
decision to re-open his investigation, he said: “The circumstances which caused
these ‘inaccuracies’ to come to your attention and your decision to review the
completed report are unknown to the complainants and raise fairness concerns.”
The Director did not respond.
[73]

The Director, along with the TPS and Constable Howes, brush aside these

concerns because Mr. Love did not come right out and ask who brought the
inaccuracies to the Director’s attention, nor did he follow up with a further inquiry.
They essentially assert that the factual lacuna was Mr. Love’s fault. I reject this
approach. Mr. Love raised legitimate concerns. He did so in a temperate and
professional manner. As it turned out, he was on solid legal ground. Irrespective
of the dictates of procedural fairness, he deserved an answer.
[74]

Had the Director advised Mr. Love of exactly what happened, it is likely that

their dialogue would have continued, perhaps to resolution. Litigation may have
been avoided. The failure to provide this information turned an unusual situation,
in which the Director was undoubtedly attempting to act in the public interest, into
one that quite reasonably aroused the suspicions of the Stanleys. This approach
must be avoided in the future.
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F.

CONCLUSION AND DISPOSITION

[75]

I would uphold the Divisional Court’s decision to set aside the Director’s

decision made on December 10, 2015. However, I would set aside the Divisional
Court’s order requiring the Director to conduct a fresh investigation. There would
be little point in ordering a third investigation now that almost six years have passed
since the underlying events took place. Memories will have faded or have been
tainted by the interview process that has already transpired.
[76]

The effect of these reasons is to restore the Director’s original decision of

March 4, 2015, referring the complaint against Constable Howes to the Chief of
Police for a hearing, pursuant to s. 68(3) of the PSA.
[77]

While I would return this case to the TPS for hearing, the case is not

transported back to 2015. The Director now has the authority of reconsideration
under r. 17. Procedural laws are intended to have immediate effect and avoid the
strictures of retrospectivity: see Peel (Police) v. Ontario (Special Investigations
Unit), 2012 ONCA 292, 110 O.R. (3d) 536, at paras. 71-77; R. v. R.S., 2019 ONCA
906, at para. 27; and R. v. Chouhan, 2020 ONCA 40, 60 C.R. (7th) 1, at paras.
186-191. Consequently, there is no barrier to the Director applying the new Rules
of Procedure to this case.
[78]

The Director was aware of the transcription error with respect to Constable

Howes’ statement before formally re-opening his investigation. As early as the
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internal Investigative Review written in April or May of 2015 (referred to in para.
22, above), the Director learned of the problem. If the Director determines that it is
in the public interest to do so, he may exercise his discretion under r. 17.2 to
reconsider his original decision to refer the matter to the TPS for a hearing.
G.

DISPOSITION

[79]

The appeal is allowed in part. As no party sought costs of the appeal, no

order will be made.
Released:

April 15, 2020
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PART I – OVERVIEW & STATEMENT OF FACTS
Overview
Why We’re Here
1.

The Applicant Office of the Independent Review Director (“OIPRD” or “the Director”) is

an independent civilian oversight agency that receives, manages, and oversees all public
complaints about the police in Ontario. It derives its authority from the Police Services Act
(“PSA”). 1 This Application for Leave is about whether the Director should be permitted to
review a complaint after it has been referred to the Chief of Police for a disciplinary hearing. 2
2.

3.

Which body/person has oversight of the police?
•

the oversight body statutorily assigned,

•

or the police themselves, i.e. the head police officer, chief of police?

Interpreting its home statute, the Director determined it can reconsider investigative

findings under the terms of the PSA and the common law. The Divisional Court and the Court of
Appeal disagree, but for different reasons, thereby disagreeing with each other. 3 The decisions
below directly clash with the Director’s understanding of its role, fundamental to the
implementation of the “LeSage Report” for a more transparent police complaints system. 4 This
Leave provides this Honourable Court a key opportunity to clarify two significant legal issues
affecting the relationship between law enforcement and the Canadian public:
•

1

the power to review investigative findings re complaints against police (including an
exception to the doctrine of functus officio); and

Police Services Act, RSO 1990, c P.15. [PSA].
PSA at s. 68(3), s. 68(5), and s. 72.
3
Stanley v. Office of the Independent Police Review Director, 2020 ONCA 252 (CanLII) at para.
34. [Court of Appeal Decision].
4
Nobody v Ontario Civilian Police Commission, 2016 ONSC 5824 (CanLII) at para. 49.
2
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•
4.

the scope of the Statutory Powers and Procedures Act 5 for administrative rulemaking (especially where governing legislation already provides a means to do so).

This matter is literally of national importance. Every jurisdiction in Canada has a police

presence. Every Canadian/resident of Canada (visitors too) can, and do, come into contact with
national/provincial/territorial/municipal/military/first nation/corporate (e.g. CN Police Service)
police. 6 And, police services across Canada are subject to statutory oversight from coast (e.g.
B.C.’s Independent Investigations Office) to coast (e.g. Newfoundland & Labrador’s Royal
Newfoundland Constabulary Public Complaints Commission) to coast (e.g. the Civilian Review
and Complaints Commission for the RCMP). 7
5.

By way of summary, just at the municipal level, there are 141 stand‑alone police services,

and First Nations service 36 self‑administered police services. 8 In addition, there are another 50
stand‑alone municipal police services or municipalities policed by the RCMP. 9 In Ontario, a total
number of 46 police services are directly affected by the court below. An additional 37 more law
enforcement agencies are affected whose members are not “police officers” but nonetheless are
responsible for keeping the peace or conducting investigations that lead to federal and provincial
charges. Finally, the decision affects any number of extra-provincial police services whose
members are appointed as “police officers” in Ontario pursuant to the Interprovincial Policing

5

Statutory Powers and Procedures Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. S.22 (“the SPPA”).
For a detailed chart listing Canadian law enforcement entities, applicable Federal/Provincial
oversight bodies, and relevant statutory authority, see Appendix A.
7
For a complete list, see: https://www.crcc-ccetp.gc.ca/en/provincial-links. Note: the Yukon,
6

Northwest Territories, and Nunavut do not have independent complaint and review bodies for
municipal/Territorial police services, however in Yukon an Ombudsman performs similar
functions.
8

Data accurate as of 2017: https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/pub/85-002x/2018001/article/54912-eng.htm.
9
Data accurate as of 2017: https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/pub/85-002x/2018001/article/54912-eng.htm.
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Act. 10 And, most recently, Nunavut has committed to setting up a “civilian-led investigation”
police oversight body. 11
6.

The number of police services across Canada by jurisdiction potentially affected by a

decision of this Honourable Court:
•

Federal:
o Federal Agencies (including RCMP): 16
o Military: 2
o Railway: 3 (Total: 21)

•

B.C.:
o Municipal: 11
o RCMP: 63 municipalities in B.C. contract with the province for RCMP
municipal police service. 12 (Total: 74)

•

Alberta:
o Municipal & Rural (RCMP): 41 13 or 43 14

o Provincial (non-RCMP, including First Nations): 11 15
o First Nations: 3 16 (Total: 98)
•

Saskatchewan:
o Municipal & Rural RCMP: 11 17

o Municipal & First Nations police services: 13 18 (Total: 24)

•

Manitoba:
o Municipal & Rural (RCMP): 9 19 or 22 20

10

Interprovincial Policing Act, 2009, SO 2009, c 30.
Justice Minister J. Ehaloak, Globe and Mail, June 6, 2020, p. A3.
12
Municipal Policing in British Columbia.
13
Statistics Canada: Municipal and Rural Police Services in Alberta.
14
Table 12-9 Police personnel in municipal police services — Alberta, 2012.
15
Ibid.
16
https://www.alberta.ca/indigenous-policing.aspx.
17
Statistics Canada: Municipal and Rural Police Services in Saskatchewan.
18
Saskatchewan Police Commission Annual Report for 2017-18.
11
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o Non-RCMP: 8 21 (Total: 39)
•

Ontario:
o Municipal police services (including OPP): 72 22

•

Quebec:
o Municipal: 53 23

•

Nova Scotia:
o Municipal (non-RCMP): 12
o RCMP: 8 24 (Total: 20)

•

New Brunswick:
o Municipal (non-RCMP): 9
o RCMP: 11 25 (Total: 20)

•

Newfoundland: 4 26

•

P.E.I:
o Municipal (non-RCMP): 3
o RCMP: 2 27 (Total: 5)

•

Northwest Territories:
o Rural (RCMP): 1 28

o Municipal (RCMP): 1 29 (Total: 2)

19

Statistics Canada: Municipal and Rural Police Services in Manitoba.
Table 12-7 Police personnel in municipal police services — Manitoba, 2012.
21
Ibid.
22
Table 12-6 Police personnel in municipal police services — Ontario, 2012. The current
20

number of services captured by OIPRD jurisdiction is limited to 46.
23

Table 12-5 Police personnel in municipal police services — Quebec, 2012.
Table 12-3 Police personnel in municipal police services — Nova Scotia, 2012.
25
Table 12-4 Police personnel in municipal police services — New Brunswick, 2012.
26
Table 12-1 Police personnel in municipal police services — Newfoundland and Labrador,
2012.
27
Table 12-2 Police personnel in municipal police services — Prince Edward Island, 2012.
28
Statistics Canada: Municipal and Rural Police services in Northwest Territories.
29
Table 12-12 Police personnel in municipal police services — Northwest Territories, 2012.
24
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•

Yukon Territories:
o Municipal (RCMP): 1 30

o Alternative figure RCMP: 4 31 (Total: 5)
•
7.

Nunavut: 1. 32

So, nationwide, approximately 362 police services and/or law enforcement agencies can

be affected by this Appeal herein. The latest available government statistics indicate there are
99,612 police personnel, including 68,562 police officers, in Canada. 33
Why it Matters
8.

The Director’s duties and functions have a distinct public interest character. 34 As noted in

the Report on the Police Complaints System in Ontario by the Honourable Patrick J. Lesage,
concerns about police officers investigating other police officers, and the resulting reluctance of
witnesses to participate in the process, undermines the integrity of the justice system. 35
9.

To date, judicial consideration of the OIPRD’s powers has been limited. Both the

Director and the Court of Appeal below have presented alternative and clashing interpretations
of those powers. By granting Leave, this Honourable Court can now provide clear guidance to
aid not just future courts and the Director herein, but every police service, every Police Chief,
and every police officer. Bottom line: what is the extent to which police oversight is allowed?
10.

The Court of Appeal decision also represents a fundamental policy choice affecting all

administrative investigations – namely, that investigative findings, made at an investigative stage
of an administrative process, are subject to strict application of functus officio. This policy shift

30

Table 12-11 Police personnel in municipal police services — Yukon, 2012.
Statistics Canada: Municipal and Rural Police Services in Yukon.
32
Municipal and Rural Police Services in Nunavut.
33
Police Personnel and Selected Crime Statistics as of 2018.
34
Office of the Independent Police Review Director v Regional Municipality of Niagara Police
Services Board, 2016 ONSC 5280 (CanLII) at para. 45.
35
A.F. v. Durham Regional Police Services Board, 2010 HRTO 1508 (CanLII) at para. 10.
31
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will have negative implications both for the OIPRD and for any statutory-decision maker
exercising investigative functions in Canada. It blocks the Director from exercising common law
authority to review investigative conclusions. Has this Court of Appeal so rigidly formalized a
process that a search for truth is also blocked?
Statement of Facts
11.

The OIPRD report describes the Respondents (the Stanleys 36) as “black”. 37 The issues of

public importance in this case arise from an investigation into alleged police misconduct during a
“hard entry” in to the Respondents’ 2-storey townhouse by Toronto Police (“TPS”):
•

police were given information Taufiq Stanley had a firearm 38

•

after midnight, Faye Stanley was woken up by her son, Yasin, saying police were
at the front door, with guns drawn 39

•

police broke down the front door 40

•

nineteen police officers pushed inside 41

•

Faye described the atmosphere when the police first entered as “terrifying and
chaotic” 42

•

Yusuf's bedroom was in the basement. When police arrived, he was asked to
come upstairs and was placed on a chair in the kitchen 43

36

Faye Stanley, Yasin Stanley, Yusuf Stanley, and Taufiq Stanley (collectively “the Stanleys”).
OIPRD Investigative Report of Gerry McNeilly at pp. 44, 46, 47, and 50. [Tab 4B]
38
Court of Appeal Decision at para. 9.
39
Court of Appeal Decision at para. 10
40
Court of Appeal Decision at para. 9.
41
Court of Appeal Decision at para. 9.
42
OIPRD Investigative Report of Gerry McNeilly at p. 9. [Tab 4B]
43
OIPRD Investigative Report of Gerry McNeilly at pp. 14-15. [Tab 4B]
37
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•

police went up the stairs, and in the bedroom ordered Yasin and his mother, Faye
to the floor 44

•

Faye was after allowed by the police to sit on her bed

•

police did not let Yasin get up 45

•

a “white” 46 police officer used his foot to push Yasin’s head to the ground as he
tried to lift himself from the floor 47

•

when Faye asked police if she could move the family dog to another room, a
“white” 48 police officer yelled “shut up” and “stomped” on Yasin’s neck while he
lay on the ground, handcuffed 49

•

when the dog was being moved, a “white police officer” 50 officer leaned down,
and whispered “Shut the fuck up, or I will put you in a hole with the rest of them,
n…” 51 (abbreviated by the Divisional Court below to “racial epithets”) 52

•

Taufiq, whose bedroom was located upstairs, was woken up by two officers
“punching and kicking him”; his boxers “pulled down to his ankles exposing his
private parts” 53

44

Court of Appeal Decision at para. 10.
Court of Appeal Decision at para. 11.
46
Court of Appeal Decision at para. 12
47
Divisional Court Decision at para. 11.
48
Court of Appeal Decision at para. 12.
49
Court of Appeal Decision at para. 11; Stanley v. Chief of Police of the Toronto Police Service,
2019 ONSC 180 (CanLII) at para. 7. [Divisional Court Decision].
50
Court of Appeal Decision at para. 12.
51
Court of Appeal Decision at para. 12.
52
The Divisional Court, at para. 8.
53
OIPRD Investigative Report of Gerry McNeilly at p. 17. [Tab 4B]
45
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•

when Faye asked to see the search warrant, she was shown a one-page document,
referencing appendices not provided to her 54

12.

•

Faye said, urns containing the remains of her deceased dogs, were “torn open” 55

•

no firearms were found 56

•

no charges laid. 57

Yasin was taken to hospital in an ambulance, and wearing a neck brace. 58 He was

released later that morning, diagnosed with a “contusion/minor head injury”. 59
Procedural History
13.

Complaints were made to the OIPRD. The allegations were investigated and reported.

The Court of Appeal notes the Director’s 118-page investigative report contained a “thorough
review of the evidence”. 60 The Director:
•

concluded there was “sufficient evidence” misconduct occurred; and

•

referred the matter to the Chief of Police for a disciplinary hearing pursuant to s.
68(3) of the PSA. 61

14.

Shortly after the referral, an Officer from the Professional Standards Unit contacted the

Director about an alleged “transcription” error. 62 The statement given by police was transcribed

54

Divisional Court Decision at para. 8.
OIPRD Investigative Report of Gerry McNeilly at p. 9. [Tab 4B]
56
Court of Appeal Decision at para. 13.
57
Court of Appeal Decision at para. 13.
58
Court of Appeal Decision at para. 14.
59
Court of Appeal Decision at para. 14.
60
Court of Appeal Decision at para. 16.
61
Court of Appeal Decision at para. 18.
62
Court of Appeal Decision at para. 4.
55
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inacurately, and in a “very important way”. 63 For the Director, this mistake portrayed the
complaints in an entirely different light. 64
15.

Concerned about the integrity of his investigation, the Director intervened and

reconsidered the matter. 65 The Director’s further investigation said there was conflicting
evidence whether Yasin was handcuffed when police “stomped” on his head and neck. 66 The
Director subsequently concluded the allegation of unnecessary force was “unsubstantiated”
based on the alleged transcription error. 67
16.

The Stanleys were originally represented by counsel from the African Canadian Legal

Clinic, but they were “de-funded”. 68 A Judicial Review application was later brought against the
Director’s investigative findings, arguing the Director lacked authority to reconsider his first
“decision”, 69 and the Director had breached the rules of procedural fairness in having
undisclosed communications with the police. 70
The Divisional Court
17.

The Divisional Court allowed the Respondents’ application. 71 Although it implicitly

found that the Director had the authority to reconsider investigative findings, the Divisional
Court also found his undisclosed communications with the police gave rise to an appearance of
unfairness and compromised the Director’s independence. 72

63

Court of Appeal Decision at para. 70.
Court of Appeal Decision at para. 71.
65
Court of Appeal Decision at para. 71.
66
Court of Appeal Decision at para. 26.
67
Court of Appeal Decision at para. 26.
68
Divisional Court Decision at para. 18.
69
Note: the word “decision” does not appear in s. 68(3) of the PSA.
70
Court of Appeal Decision at para. 6.
71
Divisional Court Decision at paras. 29-30.
72
Divisional Court Decision at paras. 27-28.
64
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18.

The Divisional Court set aside the Director’s secondary conclusion and ordered a fresh

investigation by a previously uninvolved investigator. 73 This decision generated media attention
and has stirred public opinion on the investigation of police complaints. 74
The Court of Appeal
19.

The Court of Appeal declined to engage on the procedural fairness issue. Instead, the

Court of Appeal upheld the Divisional Court’s decision (i.e. to set aside the Director’s secondary
conclusion) on the basis that the Director had no common law, or statutory authority to
reconsider investigative findings. 75
20.

The Court of Appeal also said, following the events of this matter, the OIPRD

subsequently acquired the power to reconsider. 76 Without taking into account the rule-making
powers of the OIPRD contained at s. 56 of the PSA, the Court of Appeal noted the Statutory
Powers and Procedures Act (“SPPA”) 77 as the source of the Director’s “new” power to
reconsider pursuant to the OIPRD’s Rules of Procedure. 78 The Court of Appeal also suggested
the Director could make use of this “new” power to reconsider his election to refer the matter for
a hearing. 79

73

Divisional Court Decision at para. 30.
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/ontario-police-watchdog-skewered-for-back-roomchats-that-cleared-officer-of-misconduct-1.4972179.
75
Court of Appeal Decision at para. 34.
76
Court of Appeal Decision at para. 64.
77
Statutory Powers and Procedures Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. S.22.
78
https://www.oiprd.on.ca/wp-content/uploads/Rules-of-Procedure-2016_E.pdf.
79
Court of Appeal Decision at para. 78.
74
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PART II – QUESTIONS IN ISSUE
21.

This Leave raises the following questions of public importance:
Issue One: The Power of the Director to Review & Reconsider
Does the Director of the OIPRD have authority to reconsider its statutory election to
refer a case for a disciplinary hearing? Does s. 72 of the PSA or a common law exception
to the doctrine of functus officio provide that authority? How should the “decisions” of
an OIPRD Director be classified? Should an “investigative” decision be subject to the
same standards applicable to an “adjudicative” decision?
Issue Two: Can Administrative Tribunals Develop & Apply Rules of Procedure
Can an administrative tribunal follow its own interpretation of governing legislation, and
enact rules of procedure pursuant to that legislation, or does the SPPA govern?
PART III – STATEMENT OF ARGUMENT

Issue One: The Power of the Director to Review & Reconsider
The Practical Question & Its Implications
22.

The Director determined an allegation of excessive force was both “substantiated” and

“serious”. 80 Before additional evidence came to light, the matter was referred to the Chief of
Police for a disciplinary hearing. 81
23.

However, as serious as these allegations are, there was also a serious error in the

transcription of the officer’s statement and other material “inaccuracies” which threatened the
integrity of the Director’s findings. 82 In light of the public interest character of police misconduct
allegations, should these not also be considered by the Director pursuant to the PSA and common
law? The allegations made against police merit careful consideration by the Director. The
practical question here is: should they not also merit careful re-consideration in these
circumstances?

80

Court of Appeal Decision at para. 4.
Court of Appeal Decision at para. 4.
82
Court of Appeal Decision at paras. 70-74.
81
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Should the Director Have Power to Reopen an Investigation and Reconsider a “Hearing
Referral Decision”?
24.

The Divisional Court did not take issue with the Director’s justification for reopening and

reconsidering the complaint as against the police officer. Rather, the Divisional Court found that
the nature of this particular decision to reopen violated procedural fairness; gave rise to “an
appearance of unfairness”. 83 The Court of Appeal determined the Director’s reconsideration was
improper because the Director lacked “any authority to reconsider his decision to refer the case
to the TPS for a disciplinary hearing” and was functus officio. 84
Legislative Framework & Interpretative Controversy
25.

The legal controversy herein stems from clashing interpretations of Part V of PSA and the

role of the Director. 85 Where a complaint has been made, the Director is specifically empowered
to conduct an investigation, and make preliminary investigative findings in accordance with s. 68
of the PSA.
26.

So what happens if evidence comes to light which undermines the objective basis for a

Director’s reasonable grounds? The language of the PSA suggests that the referral under s. 68(5)
is not the end of the Director’s involvement. Section 72 provides that “at any time after the
complaint is referred” and even “before a hearing” under s. 68(5), the Director may “direct”,
“assign”, and even “take over the investigation of the complaint”.
27.

Judicial consideration of powers under s. 72 is limited. For example, in Stewart v. Office

of the Independent Police Review Director, the Court there expressly declined to do so, noting
that this question would remain open for future litigants. 86

83

Divisional Court Decision at paras. 28-29.
Court of Appeal at para. 8.
85
Succinctly summarized in the OIPRD’s Complaints Process Chart. [Tab 4A].
86
Stewart v. Office of the Independent Police Review Director, 2013 ONSC 7907 (CanLII) at
para. 38.
84
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28.

In Office of the Independent Police Review Director v Regional Municipality of Niagara

Police Services Board, the Court there noted that when the Director refers a complaint to a chief
of police, s. 72 of the PSA reserves to the Director “the authority to direct the Chief of Police to
deal with the complaint as the Director specifies.” 87 Further, the Director affirmed that this
power of direction applies to both investigations which have been referred to the Chief of Police
and those which have been retained by the OIPRD. Accordingly, the Director has interpreted its
statutory authority to include a power of reconsideration. 88 The decision below fundamentally
clashes with this interpretation. 89
29.

Simply put, Leave is sought because the Director, the Divisional Court, and the Court of

Appeal cannot agree on what clearly are the fundamentals.
The Role of the Director: “Investigative” vs. “Adjudicative” Decisions
30.

The Court of Appeal below takes the view that the Director is not permitted under that

Act (or via an available exception to the doctrine of functus officio) to reconsider an investigative
finding made about complaints made against police. In its view, the role of the OIPRD is not to
investigate complaints, it is to decide. 90 Once it has rendered an investigative “decision”, there is
no turning back – a model law, not in need of remodelling.
31.

On the other hand, the OIPRD, supported by previous judicial interpretations of the

PSA, 91 has determined that it does have the authority to reconsider. Simply put, the Director has
interpreted its role differently, as essentially that of a fact-finder. Contrary to the Court of
Appeal’s view, for the OIPRD, the role of the Director is not to adjudicate (that is for the Chief
of Police). Rather, the Director’s role is to determine whether complaints are or are not

87

Office of the Independent Police Review Director v Regional Municipality of Niagara Police
Services Board, 2016 ONSC 5280 (CanLII) at para. 45.
88
Figueiras v. (York) Police Service Board, 2013 ONSC 7419 at paras. 56-57.
89
Court of Appeal Decision at para. 60.
90
Court of Appeal Decision at para. 45.
91
See, for example, Greer v. Ontario Provincial Police, 2006 CanLII 40230 (ON SCDC).
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“substantiated”, which is essentially a search for reasonable grounds (i.e. facts or circumstances
that would lead an ordinary and cautious person to believe that misconduct occurred). 92
32.

The issue for the OIPRD is simply this: where the objective basis for those grounds is

compromised by new and compelling evidence, should the Director’s hands be tied or should
they be empowered to search for the truth? Does the Chief of Police know enough to believe he’s
right, but not know enough to know he’s wrong? And who decides that? Who/what is the
oversight? Is knowledge a fixed point in time, or can it be expanded by new, credible
information?
33.

The OIPRD’s investigative decision–making was previously understood as being

analogous to the kind of “decision” made during a criminal investigation (which is always
ongoing and does not end once a charge is laid). 93 The Court of Appeal decision below marks a
significant break with this approach – a recasting of the OIPRD’s investigative findings as
adjudicative decisions. Leave is sought because the Court of Appeal’s interpretation blocks
principled reconsideration by a Director, even in the face of new evidence which may affect the
outcome.
34.

The Court of Appeal criticized prior authority on the basis that a distinction between

administrative and investigative decisions was “not evident in Chandler or Jacobs”. 94 Both of
these decisions pre-date the current legislative framework applicable to the OIPRD, highlighting
the dearth of clear appellate authority on a critical issue of public concern: investigations into
alleged police misconduct.
35.

Whether there is (or should be) a material distinction in law as between “investigative”

and “substantive” decisions is a significant issue of public importance affecting the OIPRD and
any administrative tribunal exercising similar functions. By granting Leave in this case, this

92

https://www.oiprd.on.ca/complaints/investigations/.
Hill v. Hamilton-Wentworth Regional Police Services Board, 2007 SCC 41 at para. 84.
94
Stanley v. Office of the Independent Police Review Director, 2020 ONCA 252 (CanLII) at
para. 53.
93
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Honourable Court would have an opportunity to give guiding principles on the proper role of
police oversight, and whether that should be categorized as “investigative” or “adjudicative”.
Common Law Powers of Reconsideration
36.

This Honourable Court has not addressed the doctrine of functus officio in the

administrative context since 1989. 95 In Chandler v. Alberta Association of Architects, this
Honourable Court determined that the doctrine should not apply strictly, especially “where there
are indications in the enabling statute that a decision can be reopened in order to enable the
tribunal to discharge the function committed to it by enabling legislation”. 96
37.

Are there such “indications” in the present case? For the Director, s. 72 strongly suggests

the answer is “yes”. But the Court of Appeal say “no”, fundamentally disagreeing. Simply put, a
lack of appellate authority on the application of functus officio in the administrative context has
resulted in an interpretative crisis. This Honourable Court declined to discuss this issue in British
Columbia (Workers’ Compensation Appeal Tribunal) v. Fraser Health Authority. 97 By granting
Leave in this case, the issue could now be resolved.
Has the Court of Appeal Interpreted the Doctrine Too Narrowly?
38.

The test applied by the Court of Appeal for determining the application of functus officio

in the administrative law context is nearly 30 years old – judicially and juridically, a generation
ago. The Court of Appeal noted Sopinka J.’s statement in Chandler, including that the doctrine
should not operate so strictly in the administrative law context. 98 However, by deciding as it did
(i.e. that strict application of the doctrine was warranted), has the Court of Appeal interpreted the
PSA and common law powers of the Director too narrowly?

95

Chandler v. Alberta Association of Architects, 1989 CanLII 41 (SCC).
Chandler v. Alberta Association of Architects, 1989 CanLII 41 (SCC) at p. 862.
97
British Columbia (Workers’ Compensation Appeal Tribunal) v. Fraser Health Authority, 2016
SCC 25 (CanLII) at paras. 26-28.
98
Chandler, at p. 862.
96
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Functus Officio in the Law Enforcement Context
39.

In Greer v Ontario Provincial Police Commissioner, 99 the Divisional Court confirmed

functus officio did not apply to the ability of the OPP Commissioner (per the old regime) to
reconsider his findings post-investigation. In Greer, the Court found that the OPP
Commissioner’s decision to reopen his/her prior investigation and vary the earlier finding that
there were no grounds to believe misconduct existed – to a finding that there were such grounds
– i.e. was not a final adjudicative decision.
40.

In Greer, the Court found the Commissioner was exercising a screening function that was

investigative, as distinct from decisions to which the strict application of functus officio adhere.
Similarly, in Barnes v Ontario (Social Benefits Tribunal), 100 the Divisional Court recognized that
this type of reconsideration process applied in the context of administrative decision-makers. The
Court found that the reconsideration process did not follow the judicial model and acknowledged
that it would be inappropriate to adopt all of the procedural requirements of the judicial system in
order to achieve fairness. 101
41.

Greer and Barnes recognize a simple truth: investigative decisions are different and

should be treated differently.
Functus Officio in Other Administrative Contexts
42.

Whether functus officio applies to reconsideration of an administrative decision has been

considered by appellate courts across Canada, with limited consensus. 102 On one hand, some

99

Greer v. Ontario Provincial Police, 2006 CanLII 40230 (ON SCDC).
Barnes v Ontario (Social Benefits Tribunal), 179 ACWS (3d) 744, [2009] OJ No 3096 (Div
Ct).
101
Barnes at paras. 27-28.
102
Fraser Health Authority v. Workers’ Compensation Appeal Tribunal, 2014 BCCA 499
(CanLII); Workers' Compensation Commission (Newfoundland) v. Breen, 1997 CanLII 14639
(NL CA); Cape Breton Explorations Ltd. v. Nova Scotia (Attorney General), 2013 NSCA 134
(CanLII); Nova Scotia Government and General Employees Union v. Capital District Health
Authority, 2006 NSCA 85 (CanLII); El-Helou v. Courts Administration Service, 2016 FCA 273
100
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courts note well-established exceptions to functus officio permitting a tribunal to correct an error
in expressing its “manifest intent.” 103 This rule dates back to a Depression-era 1934 decision of
this Honourable Court. 104 On the other hand, there are also a number of authorities which
express the Chandler decision and functus officio in the administrative context as restrictive. 105
43.

Judicial consideration of the doctrine occurs in many contexts, including labour

relations, 106 aeronautics, 107 human rights, 108 and public service disclosure. 109 One notable
comment on this jurisprudence is the fact that the current binding authority from this Honourable
Court pre-dates the Dunsmuir 110 decision (which has subsequently been overtaken by
Vavilov 111). After 30 years, is it time for reconsideration of Chandler?
Chandler & Its Implications
44.

For the Court in Chandler, it was relatively clear that once an administrative tribunal

fulfilled its mandate, it is considered functus officio. Sopinka J. stated at para. 20:
…there is a sound policy reason for recognizing the finality of proceedings before
administrative tribunals. As a general rule, once such a tribunal has reached a final
decision in respect to the matter that is before it in accordance with its enabling statute,
that decision cannot be revisited because the tribunal has changed its mind, made an error
within jurisdiction or because there has been a change of circumstances. It can only do so

(CanLII); Newfoundland and Labrador Assn. of Public and Private Employees v. Newfoundland,
2002 NFCA 59 (CanLII).
103
See, for example, Nova Scotia Government and General Employees Union v. Capital District
Health Authority, 2006 NSCA 85 (CanLII) at para. 39; Canadian Broadcasting Corp. v. Joyce,
1997 CanLII 16219 (ON SC).
104
Paper Machinery Ltd. et al. v. J.O. Ross Engineering Corp. et al., 1934 CanLII 1 (SCC),
[1934] SCR 186 at p. 188.
105
Westfair Foods Limited v. Watt, 1998 ABCA 337; Spruce Grove (City) v. Parkland (County),
2000 ABCA 199 at para. 10.
106
Fraser Health Authority v. Workers’ Compensation Appeal Tribunal, 2014 BCCA 499
(CanLII).
107
Ramos v. Canada (Attorney General), 2019 FCA 205 (CanLII).
108
Zutter v. British Columbia (Council of Human Rights), 1995 CanLII 1234 (BC CA).
109
El-Helou v. Courts Administration Service, 2016 FCA 273 (CanLII).
110
Dunsmuir v. New Brunswick, 2008 SCC 9.
111
Canada (Minister of Citizenship and Immigration) v. Vavilov, 2019 SCC 65 (CanLII).
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if authorized by statute or if there has been a slip or error within the exceptions
enunciated in Paper Machinery Ltd. v. J. O. Ross Engineering Corp., supra. 112
45.

Does the language in Chandler favour the Court of Appeal’s view of the matter, or that of

the Director? For the Director, s. 72 of the PSA preserves this narrow common law authority to
reconsider investigative findings. Does the power to reconsider in this case provide the Director
a means to complete its statutory task – namely to determine whether objective reasonable
grounds exist to substantiate the Respondents’ complaint? Leave is sought in order to establish
with clarity whether there is authority for administrative decision-makers to finish what they
start.
Issue Two: What is the Source of Rules Governing OIPRD (the PSA or the SPPA)?
46.

In addition, Leave is sought in this case because the Court of Appeal charted a “path

forward” which fundamentally alters the way in which Courts interpret the PSA and derive the
authority of the OIPRD to craft rules of procedure. The PSA leaves to the decision-maker the
ability to choose its own procedures. 113 By ignoring the explicit rule-making provisions of the
PSA at s. 65, has the Court of Appeal appropriately imposed the Statutory Powers Procedure
Act 114 (“SPPA”) over a legislative structure which is already, to use the language of the Court of
Appeal, “confusing”? 115 If the Court of Appeal decision below sets a “path forward” for the
interpretation of the PSA, the question for this Honourable Court is whether that path leads to
safety or hazard.
47.

The SPPA has limited application to the PSA. For example, s. 83 of the PSA provides that

the SPPA applies to a hearing under s. 68(5) – in other words, had the complaint in this matter
proceeded to a hearing before the Chief of Police, the SPPA applies to that hearing. As regards

112

Chandler at para. 20. [Emphasis added].
PSA at para. 56(1).
114
Statutory Powers and Procedures Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. S.22. (“the SPPA”).
115
Court of Appeal Decision at para. 59.
113
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the rule-making powers of the Director, s. 56 of the PSA explicitly empowers the Director to
make rules. As such, was there a need to transplant the SPPA in this context?
48.

The Court of Appeal’s decision in Stanley is the first time that a Canadian court has

found that the SPPA applies to any of the Director’s statutory investigative powers. The SPPA is
a procedural statute that governs hearings conducted by many administrative tribunals in
Ontario.
49.

Generally, the SPPA has only applied to tribunals that are required to hold a hearing by

virtue of their home statute, or otherwise required to hold a hearing by the rules of procedural
fairness. The greater concern for other non-adjudicative tribunals is the potential application of
the SPPA to all statutory decisions. The Court of Appeal pointedly makes no reference to these
provisions.
50.

Finally, the finding that authority to revisit or reconsider investigative decisions is

derived from the SPPA was not argued before the panel by anyone at the Court of Appeal. It
appeared for the first time in the decision. As such, is it appropriate for the Court of Appeal to
impose this interpretation on the OIPRD?
Conclusion: Police Oversight – Time-limited or Functional?
51.

This Honourable Court now has a critical opportunity to weigh in on the powers of the

OIPRD, clarify functus officio in the administrative context, and determine the scope of the
SPPA for administrative rule-making (especially where governing legislation has already
provided a means to do so).
52.

The issues in this case raise a number of fundamental, practical questions that, by reason

of their significance for determining the legal relationship between the Canadian public and law
enforcement, are matters of public importance. It remains unclear whether (and when) police
oversight is cut off (and therefore time-limited) or can continue as credible evidence is received
(and therefore functional). The issue was placed squarely before the Court of Appeal below, on a
clean clear factual record developed for the express purpose of answering questions of policy
applicable throughout Canada.
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PART IV – SUBMISSIONS CONCERNING COSTS
53.

The Applicant requests costs in the cause.
PART V – ORDER SOUGHT

54.

The Applicant respectfully asks that the application for Leave be granted with costs.

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED THIS 12th DAY OF JUNE, 2020.
________________________
Eugene Meehan, Q.C.
Scott Childs
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Royal Canadian Mounted Police Act,
R.S.C., 1985, c. R-10, ss. 45.29-45.88.

British Columbia
Police Act, RSBC 1996, c 367, ss. 38.0138.13

Alberta
Police Act, RSA 2000, c P-17, ss. 9-20.1

Prince Edward Island
Police Act, RSPEI 1988, c
P-11.1, ss. 20-33

Saskatchewan
The Police Act, 1990, SS 1990-91, c P15.01, ss. 37-43

Manitoba
The Law Enforcement Review Act, CCSM c
L75

Supreme Advocacy LLP, Ottawa

Ontario
Police Services Act, RSO 1990, c
P.15 at ss. 56-98

Québec
Police Act, CQLR c P-13.1, Title IVV.1; P-13.1, r. 2.1 - Règlement sur la
preuve, la procédure et la pratique du
Comité de déontologie policière

New Brunswick
Police Act, S.N.B. 1977, c. P-9.2, ss.
25-32.6

Nova Scotia
Police Act, SNS 2004, c 31, ss. 13-26
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POLICE FORCES – OVERSIGHT BODY
Nunavut
Civilian Review and Complaints
Commission for the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police

Quebec

Northwest Territories
Civilian Review and Complaints
Commission for the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police

Newfoundland and Labrador
Royal Newfoundland Constabulary
Public Complaints Commission

Yukon
Civilian Review and Complaints
Commission for the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police
British Columbia
B.C.: Independent Investigations Office

Alberta
Law Enforcement and Oversight Branch

Prince Edward Island
Office of the Police
Commissioner

Saskatchewan
Saskatchewan Public Complaints
Commission

Manitoba
Manitoba Law Enforcement Review
Agency

Supreme Advocacy LLP, Ottawa

Ontario
Office of the Independent Police
Review Director

Québec
Commissaire à la déontologie
policière

New Brunswick
New Brunswick Police Commission

Nova Scotia
Office of the Police Complaints
Commissioner
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Complaint
CSR
OIPRD

Complaint
submitted

The Complaints
Process

Outcome
Customer Service
Resolution

Unsuccessful

Allegations
substantiated serious

Successful

Screened out,
closed

Screened in

Allegations
unsubstantiated,
closed

Informal Resolution
via mediation
Possible outcome

This chart is an overview of
what happens, and when, in the
public complaints process. Each
complaint is looked at individually
and is handled according to the
legislation, the OIPRD’s Rules
of Procedure and the Director’s
discretion.

Investigation
by OIPRD

Police service

Informal Resolution
via mediation may
be requested

Allegations
substantiated less
serious

Investigation by
police service

Allegations
substantiated less
serious

To chief

Allegations
unsubstantiated

Allegations
substantiated serious

OIPRD views investigative report

Complainant
may request a
review (appeal)

OIPRD confirms
decision or
substitutes decision
for that of chief
To chief

Disciplinary
hearing and
decision

To chief for
Informal Resolution
or penalty

Allegations
unsubstantiated,
closed

Disciplinary
hearing and
decision
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Police Service:

Toronto Police Service

Director:

Gerry McNeilly

Date:

March 4, 2015
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Summary of the Complaint

The Complainants were in their home after midnight on April 25, 2014, when suddenly they
heard their front door bang open. Emergency Task Force officers in masks entered and secured
them with handcuffs.

Faye alleged she was not told the purpose of the officers’ search nor provided with a copy of the
search warrant.

Yasin and Taufiq alleged excessive force was used against them during the detention and
handcuffing by officers. They also alleged they were exposed to inappropriate and humiliating
treatment by officers. Yasin alleged an officer made a racial and derogatory comment. Taufiq
alleged officers threatened to arrest his family unless he provided them with the location of
firearms. No firearms were located at the residence.

The Complainants alleged property was broken or damaged during the search and officers
made inappropriate or insulting remarks.
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Code of Conduct Allegations

Allegation 1 – Unnecessary Exercise of Authority
2(1)(g)(ii) in that he or she uses any unnecessary force against a prisoner or other person
contacted in the execution of duty.

Faye and Yasin Stanley alleged that Yasin Stanley’s head/neck was stomped twice while he
was handcuffed and lying on the ground.

Taufiq Stanley alleged that officers used excessive force in handcuffing him.
Allegation 2 – Discreditable Conduct
2(1)(a)(ii) in that he or she uses profane, abusive or insulting language that relates to a person's
race, ancestry, place of origin, colour, ethnic origin, citizenship, creed, sex, sexual orientation,
age, marital status, family status or disability.

Yasin Stanley alleged an officer whispered, “shut the fuck up or I’ll put you in a hole with the rest
of them, nigger.”
Allegation 3 – Discreditable Conduct
2(1)(a)(xi) in that he or she acts in a disorderly manner or in a manner prejudicial to discipline or
likely to bring discredit upon the reputation of the police force of which the officer is a member.

Taufiq Stanley alleged that he was blindfolded with a T-shirt and his boxers were pulled down to
his ankles, exposing his private parts. Officers did not assist in fixing his boxers until after he
made multiple requests.

Yasin Stanley alleged he was dragged across the floor by his belt which resulted in his pants
being pulled down and his buttocks exposed.
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Allegation 4 – Discreditable Conduct
2(1)(a)(xi) in that he or she acts in a disorderly manner or in a manner prejudicial to discipline or
likely to bring discredit upon the reputation of the police force of which the officer is a member.

Yasin Stanley alleged that an officer made inappropriate statements while en route to the
hospital and at the hospital in an attempt to intimidate him.
Allegation 5 – Discreditable Conduct
2(1)(a)(xi) in that he or she acts in a disorderly manner or in a manner prejudicial to discipline or
likely to bring discredit upon the reputation of the police force of which the officer is a member.

Faye, Yasin and Taufiq Stanley alleged that their property was mistreated by officers during the
search and in some cases was damaged by officers.
Allegation 6 – Discreditable Conduct
2(1)(a)(xi) in that he or she acts in a disorderly manner or in a manner prejudicial to discipline or
likely to bring discredit upon the reputation of the police force of which the officer is a member.

Faye Stanley alleged that she was not told about the reason for the search warrant nor provided
a copy until the very end.

Faye Stanley alleged she requested names and badge numbers of officers and was not
provided with this information.
Allegation 7 – Discreditable Conduct
2(1)(a)(v) In that he or she uses profane, abusive or insulting language or is otherwise uncivil to
a member of the public.

Faye Stanley alleged that an officer made inappropriate statements about having a garage sale
and insinuated one of her sons had engaged in criminal activity.
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Allegation 8 – Discreditable Conduct
2(1)(a)(v) In that he or she uses profane, abusive or insulting language or is otherwise uncivil to
a member of the public.

Taufiq Stanley alleged that officers, in particular one female officer, threatened to arrest his
family if he did not tell them where the guns were located.
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Summary of Statements – Witnesses (Civilian & Police)

Complainant 1 – Faye Stanley
(The Complainant was interviewed by the OIPRD on October 15, 2014. The following is a
summary of the relevant portions of the interview.)

Faye Stanley lived with her five children at her home in Toronto. On April 25, 2014, one child
was away at school and another son was not at home. On that date, she was woken up by her
son Yasin who told her that the police were at the door with guns and were going to come
inside. Faye jumped out of bed and pulled on pants and head covering. By that time, the police
had already broken the door down and were inside the house. She heard police rush up the
stairs and announce that everyone should get on the floor.

Yasin quickly closed the door to the dog’s room to ensure the safety of the officers. The officers
told both her and Yasin to get down and handcuffed them. Faye explained that she was in her
bedroom at the time and Yasin was on the threshold of her bedroom, with his feet near her head
and 80 percent of his body in the hallway.

A tall white, masked officer came into their room. This officer was very abrupt, very rude and
very rough. He asked about who was in each room. Faye and Yasin tried to be accommodating
and were polite. After a few minutes Faye was told she could get up and sit on the bed. Yasin
asked if he could sit up as well and the officer stomped on his neck. Faye clarified that the
officer did not stomp on Yasin’s neck the first time. The officer was inside her room but close to
the doorway. He just quickly went over to Yasin and just put his foot on Yasin’s neck and
pressed down. Faye could not tell what kind of pressure was exerted except that she heard
Yasin moaning and then his glasses which he had been wearing went down the side of his face
and then he lay there, quiet for a minute. Yasin was moaning “why did you have to do that” and
“you hurt me” and was complaining that he was hurt.

Faye told the officer, “That’s not necessary. We’re cooperating, we, that’s not necessary. That’s
abuse.” Then another brown skinned officer, who looked Indian but was not masked, was in the
hallway and asked Faye to come out and move the dog into the bathroom. Faye’s handcuffs
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were removed and she was walked over to the dog’s room. Faye noted that it was very crowded
because the landing was small and there were other officers up there as well. The officers were
“right up” on her with their guns.

The officer asked about a leash for the dog and retrieved it from downstairs at her direction.
Faye then leashed the dog and was bringing him out of his room when Yasin asked officers to
give her some space. Yasin did this because their dog was big and he may have reacted to the
aggression around him.

Yasin was constantly trying to be helpful by giving the officers information when the same white
officer told him to “shut up” and stomped on his neck very hard. Faye said she saw it and could
not believe it. She said that Yasin’s body “jerked” since it was a heavy stomp. The officer looked
as though he weighed over 240 lbs. During this stomp, Yasin screamed out and said “you’re
hurting me.” She said something [to the officer] but became afraid the officer might become
more violent so she did not protest too much.

As to what might have caused the officer to stomp on Yasin’s neck, Faye said it seemed he did
not want to hear anyone’s voice and was “hyper aggressive.” When asked, Faye recalled
seeing the same officer lean over Yasin, but she did not know what was happening.

Faye did not hear or see any of the handling of Taufiq.

Faye noticed that her clean towels had been thrown all over the place and her shelving unit was
thrown into the room across the hallway. She asked an officer to pick up her towels because the
dog would walk all over them while in the bathroom. The officer threw some towels into the
bathtub and the dog was placed in the bathroom. Faye was brought back into her bedroom
where she sat on her bed.

The Indian officer came back and said she would be taken downstairs. Faye was walked
downstairs and placed on the couch. Yasin was brought down shortly afterwards and was in a
bad state. He was very pale, shaky and did not look well. He also complained he did not feel
well. Faye believed she told an undercover officer in the living room that the other officer had
just stepped on his neck. The undercover officer said it looked as though [Yasin] was going into
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shock. That officer asked Yasin how he was feeling and Yasin said he was feeling really sick
and his neck and head were hurting. That officer called an EMS paramedic. Faye noted the
paramedic was dressed the same as the officers in black gear and helmet. The paramedic
provided Yasin with a neck brace and then escorted him out the door.

Faye recalled in general there were a lot of officers going in and out of the house and some
were ETF in unform and some in plainclothes. Faye had asked some questions and was told
the coordinator would speak to her. Faye said no one had told her anything such as what they
were looking for, etc. When she finally saw the coordinator and asked him what was going on,
he told her he would speak to her later.

Faye said there was never any mention of a search warrant and she was never shown one until
the very end when she requested it as they were leaving.

Yusuf was brought in to the living room and placed on the couch. Yusuf complained immediately
about his wrists hurting him but when she told the coordinator to loosen the handcuffs, he was
irritated and impatient and told her to wait. Faye could not place a fingernail inside Yusuf’s
handcuffs. Yusuf did not tell her anything else at the time. He was shaking and pale and scared.

Eventually an undercover officer came over and loosened the handcuffs. Faye said it was nice
of him to do so when he saw that the coordinator was not “giving her the time of day”. This
same undercover officer was in the living room searching through things, walking on the sofa
and looking behind pictures. This officer made comments about having a garage sale. Faye
noted she did not appreciate the comment or the walking on her sofa, but these were not the
biggest problems from that night; her main concern was how they had been treated.

She recalled Constable Pickett there as well. He had previously investigated her complaint
about a stolen dog but in the end another officer had resolved the matter. Faye had a pleasant
conversation with Constable Pickett. One officer passed her a blanket because she was
shaking.
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Faye asked Constable Pickett for the names of the officer and he told her to call the station if
she had a complaint. Faye did not see any names on any officers. However she noted that she
used eye glasses to see small things and did not have them on at the time.

Faye later advised that it was the coordinator whom she asked for name and badge number and
he refused to provide them. He then told her to call 54 Division for the names of the officers and
to report any problems or complaints.

An officer then asked Faye to bring the dog downstairs from the bathroom, which she did. The
dog was put in the kitchen.

Faye noted the officers were searching in her house for two hours. She may have called her
children’s father or a neighbour. Her children’s father and son came over to find out what had
happened. Faye’s neighbour later told her that she tried to come outside to see what was going
on and an officer put red lights on her and told her to get the “f” back in her house.

After the incident, for two to three weeks, Faye called the officer listed on the search warrant
and left him messages, but received no response. She called several people in that department
at the headquarters. Ultimately another officer later connected with her and said he would have
someone call her back.

Faye could not recall whether she voiced any complaints in those messages. Faye explained
that in her messages, she asked the officer about the reason the officers had entered her home,
what they were trying to locate, etc.

Faye described the atmosphere when the police first entered as “terrifying and chaotic.”

Regarding her complaint about property damage, Faye said that there were urns containing the
remains of her deceased dogs made out of cardboard and reinforced with aluminum edges that
had been torn open. Faye did not complain about this at the time because she only noticed
them later.
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There were other issues: The bedrooms were a mess and no one could go back to bed since
everything had been moved around or thrown on the floor. The glass from ceiling fans in the
basement had been broken and was all over the place. They received cuts from the glass which
had been lodged in the carpet. She noted, “the basement was completely trashed.” Things that
had been packed away were thrown into a pile.

At some point, after money had been found in Taufiq’s room, the coordinator told her not to be
naïve and that Yasin would need the money to take a taxi back home. So the coordinator said
he would take $50 from the money found and get it to Yasin. Faye refused this and said Yasin’s
father would bring him home.

Regarding what happened to Yasin, Faye stated that that officer was “really hyper aggressive,
with absolutely no reason whatsoever to be putting his foot on somebody who’s handcuffed and
not a danger, not being loud, not being rude, not swearing, not anything. Being as helpful as he
could just to make the process easier and smooth. And for him to get that aggressive and
ridiculous just totally uncalled for, just absolutely abusive and then, yeah, and I saw it. He can’t
tell me that he didn’t stomp on his neck. He can’t say, like Yasin had said that in the hospital this
officer tried to say, “Oh that’s because you’re, the room was crowded or something.” No, no, no,
this was not an accident. There’s a difference between, “Oops,” and [stomp sound]. That’s what
it was and I saw it and he can’t tell me any different than that. He stomped on my son’s neck.
He could have killed him, he could have killed him. And that, with that, those glasses being
down on his neck like that and having a little bit of a, you know, the wire things, you know, going
in his neck like that, it could have gone right through his vein. It could have, who knows what it
could have done. I mean that is like, disgusting and to do that in front of a mother, you know, is
pretty bold because you know, I was terrified to say anything in case he just got worse you know
and killed my son in front of me. Like just thinking about it now I, it just gets me very upset.”

Faye advised that her children have had trauma counselling from since a few days after the
incident. Faye said this was the first time [a search warrant] had been executed in her home.
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Complainant 2 – Yasin Stanley
(The Complainant was interviewed by the OIPRD on October 15, 2014. The following is a
summary of the relevant portions of the interview.)

Yasin advised that early on the morning of April 25, 2014, he had just returned from a long shift
at work when he heard an unusual sound that sounded like a construction sound. When he got
to his window, he saw multiple masked people with firearms coming towards his house and he
immediately became afraid. He told his mother that he thought the police were coming into the
house. He also tried to wake his younger brother up. Yasin closed the door to his dog’s room
before the police arrived because they might have harmed the dog. After doing that he went
down onto the floor.

Yasin heard a loud bang from the lower floor and then the officers came upstairs. They were
shouting “don’t have anything in your hands, put your hands behind your back.” Yasin complied
with these commands before he saw any officers. He saw a tall, white male officer in uniform
and wearing a mask arrive. Yasin could not recall exactly what that officer was saying as he was
handcuffed by him but it might have been about a warrant for his arrest. Yasin’s mother was
very small and officers could sometimes be rough therefore he politely asked the officer to be
very careful with his mother. Yasin said he was extra calm so as not to give that officer any
excuse to hurt him or anyone in his family. At that point, the officer stepped on his head. Yasin’s
glasses fell off and he became fearful for his life.

When asked if he was unconscious at any time, Yasin stated, “ … I was definitely drowsy. And I
was in a lot of pain.” His eyeglasses were bent and one lens was on the verge of popping out.

Yasin told the officer he was hurt and in pain asked if he could get up. Yasin had seen his
mother getting up and he asked to get up as well and the officer “stomped [his] face down.”
Yasin’s glasses were under his neck area and cut into his neck. At this time, he felt his legs
jump behind him. He had a lot of pain in his back, from his neck and along his spine.

Yasin was wearing jeans, a belt and a sweater or a T-shirt. Yasin’s mother yelled at the officer
to stop abusing him, but the officer did not care and ignored her.
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At some point there was talk of moving the dog out of his room. Yasin was aware of how the
dog would react given there was very little space. He wanted to ensure its safety and that of his
mother in case officers tried to shoot the dog and accidentally hit her therefore Yasin calmly told
them to make a little bit more room so that his mother could safely bring the dog across. Yasin
was told to shut up. He then complained that he was feeling more pain at which time the same
officer bent down to his ear and whispered, “Shut the fuck up, or I will put you in a hole with the
rest of them, nigger.”

When Yasin heard this, he became very terrified and felt hopeless. He decided not to plead for
any more help.

After Yasin’s mother was taken downstairs, someone grabbed him by his belt, pulled him back
and pulled his pants down below his knees and left him there for a few moments. He asked an
officer to help him pull his pants back up, but was not assisted. An officer who picked him up to
take him downstairs pulled his pants up a bit. Yasin felt that this officer felt bad about what was
happening.

Yasin was taken downstairs and placed in the living room with his mother. There was another
group of officers present and they were all talking so he was able to tell his mom that he was in
a lot of pain.

Officers then came over to check him and see if he needed to be taken to the hospital. Yasin
needed to go to the hospital because this was some of the worst pain he had ever felt in his life.
He had a very bad headache and his neck was hurting a lot. He could not move his neck at all
and his back was also hurting.

An officer and perhaps a nurse checked him out and said he was in shock and needed to go to
the hospital. Yasin could not stop shaking and his body was filled with fear. He was placed in a
neck brace and taken out to an ambulance. His handcuffs were removed until he was placed on
a gurney and handcuffed again. Yasin felt terrified for his family but felt a bit safer once inside
the ambulance because there were no officers around. However, an officer then entered and
Yasin became alert and frightened again.
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Yasin was taken to Sunnybrook hospital although he could have been taken to East York
General and received medical attention immediately. On the way to the hospital, the officer was
talking about different jobs he had held and how he had seen a life leave a body and how it was
“cool”. He also mentioned that he and his team were “kings” or the “elite” and the best in the
country. When asked whether the officer was directing his comments to him directly, Yasin said
he believed so because the officer sometimes looked directly at his face while having the
conversation with the paramedic. Yasin became fearful again. He believed it was the same
officer who had assaulted him earlier.

Later at the hospital, a nurse spoke to that officer and other officers also arrived. One officer
was bringing up “messed up” stories about picking up a body that had been dead for months
and seeing the insides pour out of it. Yasin felt as though the officer was trying to threaten or
frighten him.

Yasin said his face was swollen and he had a mark on it. He felt embarrassed because he
probably looked like a young criminal with all the police around him.

A female nurse asked him if he was okay and he told her he had been assaulted by police.
When he said this, an officer intervened and said it did not happen like that and denied that
someone had stomped on Yasin’s head. The officer claimed it was an accident that happened
because there was not a lot of space in the room where he had been. Yasin was not certain if
this was the same officer who accompanied him in the ambulance.

At some point, Yasin’s father arrived. A female officer also arrived and spoke to the officer with
Yasin. The handcuffs were then removed. Yasin believed the warrant was “over” before the
female officer arrived. He believed that the officer with him had received a phone call prior to the
female officer’s arrival but had kept Yasin in handcuffs. The female officer arrived ten to fifteen
minutes later.

Yasin was not seen by a doctor until later that morning. He could not recall the determination
regarding his injuries. He was prescribed painkillers for his back. However, his head was
throbbing for the entire week following the incident and it took a while to regain correct
movement in his neck. Yasin’s back was still giving him problems.
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Yasin was asked if his pants might have accidentally been pulled down in the process of being
dragged by his belt. Yasin said that after hearing what had happened to his brother, he was
convinced it was deliberate.

Yasin was not sure which officer dragged him by the belt. It could have been the same officer
who assaulted him or a different one. His pants were fixed when he got to the top of the
stairwell. His boxers also had been pulled down and then eventually an officer pulled them up.
He could not recall which officer pulled them up, but he recalled the officer was dressed
differently.

Yasin described the pain on his face as a throbbing pain similar to a carpet burn. His face was
also swollen. The experience was “traumatic” and a “nightmare.”

Regarding any property damage, Yasin said his TV has not worked [properly] since the incident.
He did not know if it had been thrown off of the dresser. His entire room was “flipped upside
down.” His clothes were tossed all over and the place was left a mess.
Complainant 3 – Yusuf Stanley
(The Complainant was interviewed by the OIPRD on October 15, 2014. The following is a
summary of the relevant portions of the interview.)

On April 25, 2014, Yusuf was in his room in the basement. He woke up after midnight to two
bangs on the door from police who were yelling, “Everybody get down! Everybody get down!”
He did not recall hearing anything before the bangs because he could not hear well from the
basement.

After entering, police initially went upstairs. Regardless, Yusuf had gone onto the floor and when
no one came downstairs, he started to become a little frightened because the police might think
he was hiding from them. He therefore shouted that he was downstairs and asked for directions
on what to do. He was told to come up the stairs with his hands on his head and when he
arrived on the first level, he turned and saw guns pointed at him. He was told to turn around and
put his hands on the wall. He did this and was handcuffed. They then proceeded up the stairs
backwards.
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Yusuf asked an officer if he was being arrested and about what was going on and was told he
was being held. He was brought into the kitchen and was questioned about who lived in his
house and where one of his brothers was. Yusuf told police that brother was living with his
sister.

Later Yusuf’s mother was brought down the stairs and put in the living room. Then Yasin was
brought down but he looked drowsy as if he had just been hit by a football. Yusuf only saw him
for a second but Yasin’s face was swollen and his pants were low on his hips. Yasin was also
put in the living room with their mother. Yusuf could hear Yasin complaining about his neck and
that he was hurt.

A few moments later Taufiq was brought down the stairs and was being held roughly. Officers
were dragging him and pushing him into the kitchen. He was not treated in a pleasant manner.
He was told to “Get into the kitchen! Sit down on this chair.” The officers were treating them as if
they believed [their lives] were in danger. While in the kitchen, a female officer was telling Taufiq
that she knew one hundred percent that there was a gun in the house and he needed to come
forward and tell them where it was otherwise everyone in the house would be arrested.

Taufiq told her he did not know what she was talking about. Yusuf and Taufiq were then led into
the living room. They sat there while officers went through their house, stepping on furniture in
the living room.

Faye Stanley asked police about what they were looking for and was told guns. This was a
shock to them. One of the officers talked about the search warrant stating, “This is a warrant
from a judge.”

At one point a dog was brought in to smell guns or ammunition in the residence, however
nothing was found.

Yusuf later learned that Yasin was put in a neck brace and taken away in an ambulance. Yusuf
spoke to Yasin the next morning and felt concerned for his brother who was hurt from this
incident. Everyone was traumatized from the incident and nothing had been found.
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Yusuf said that while conducting searches, officers were standing on top of couches trying to
see what was on top of a cabinet. They went through boxes and the cabinets and handled
things roughly. Yusuf pointed out in one of the pictures taken by police that a stepping stool was
available, so police did not have to step on the couches.

In terms of damaged items, Yusuf said that ceiling fans and the frame of Taufiq’s bed were
damaged. Yusuf did not see the officers damaging the items because he was upstairs in the
living room.

Yusuf said his experience with the first officer in an ETF uniform was not that bad because he is
pretty respectful when speaking to officers. However, overall, the incident impacted him as
follows:
“It was pretty bad at the beginning. Like, I’ve tried to sleep with like, white noise…. Like to have
something like a fan on because I couldn’t really, because I kept feeling like maybe they would
come back to my house. So it was just, and then if I would see a police officer like on the street,
I would feel like maybe they’re going to try to question me or something. Maybe they want to
talk to me or I feel like I’m being watched. And then the police around here they don’t really treat
us properly. Like you can tell, as soon as, like they’ll drive by my house or something and say
they see me walking with my friends and they’ll just slowly look at me or just actually an incident
happened the other day. There was a group of them walking through the neighbourhood and
they were just standing in front of my house and they noticed me and I noticed them notice me
and so I’m not going to just go straight into my house because of course I’m terrified of police
right now but so I just stayed calm and I just wanted to see, you know, I just was there. And then
they ended up approaching me and so, in front of my house for no reason out of nowhere
approaching me, asking me if I was, “Hi, how are you? Are you okay?” Just you know, just
asking me random questions and it just, I don’t really feel comfortable around police officers
right now.”

He and his family have met with a trauma specialist and talked about the incident. One of his
brothers could not sleep very well so the specialist assisted with that.
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Complainant 4 – Taufiq Stanley

(The Complainant was interviewed by the OIPRD on October 15, 2014. The following is a
summary of the relevant portions of the interview.)

Taufiq advised that on April 25, 2014, he fell asleep around midnight. Sometime later, he was
woken up by two ETF officers punching and kicking him. Taufiq was wearing boxers at the time
and possibly a T-shirt.

The officers wore black and grey uniforms and were masked and holding guns. He felt they
were trying to hurt him because they were hitting him pretty hard. He guessed he did not wake
up right away. However, he really woke up when someone kneed him in the back, really hard.
This took his breath away and he could not breathe for a second. The officers were screaming
at him but he could not recall what they were saying. Taufiq did not strike back at any time. The
officers then grabbed his arms and handcuffed him. They also grabbed his braids and hit his
head off the wall.

Regarding how the handcuffing occurred, Taufiq said they were trying to pull his hand out and
he may have believed it was a dream and he tried to pull it back. But they kept at him. After that
happened, he woke up and saw two guys with guns in the mirror and then just let them do
whatever they were doing. Taufiq clarified that one officer was kneeling on his bed and the other
officer was pointing a gun at him. He put his hands behind him and was handcuffed. Taufiq said
the handcuffs were very tight on his wrists.

Shortly afterwards, Taufiq also heard a big stomp in the hallway and heard his brother scream.
He tried to look over and saw some officers in the hallway. Then someone grabbed a T-shirt or
something off his chair and wrapped it around his head and over his eyes and blindfolded him.
This did not prevent him from breathing. He was then flipped onto his back and his boxers were
pulled down to his ankles exposing his private parts. The handcuffs were hurting his wrists. The
officer left the room and Taufiq was left this way for a while. He heard the officers talking about
his brother being hurt pretty badly and requiring an ambulance.
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Then a white, bald male who later identified himself as a Sergeant came in and took the T-shirt
off his head. He told Taufiq he would be moved downstairs. Taufiq asked him to pull his boxers
up because he was still handcuffed. The officer pulled them up and took a pair of pants from his
dresser, put them on Taufiq and brought him downstairs to the kitchen.

While on the way down, Taufiq saw his brother being taken away on a stretcher. Taufiq’s
mother Faye was in the living room and his brother Yusuf was in the kitchen. Taufiq was seated
in the kitchen. Taufiq was confused and frightened and shaking from the cold or from fear.

Then four officers, including one female officer, came in and picked him out of the chair and
pushed him in a corner and screamed at him asking where the guns were. The three male
officers were in plainclothes. The bald Sergeant became angry and yelled at him and told him
his family was going to jail unless he told them where the guns were. Taufiq was confused and
told them there were no guns. They then brought him back to his chair and later into the kitchen
with his mother. The handcuffs were so tight he sustained cuts from them. Initially he had asked
the bald Sergeant to loosen them but was ignored. After he asked louder, the Sergeant said
they would loosen them soon, but did not do so. Taufiq asked another officer who was
searching, but it wasn’t until his mother asked that the Sergeant okayed them being loosened
and an officer did so. Taufiq believed he was in the handcuffs for 30 minutes before they were
loosened.

Taufiq said his mom asked for names and badge numbers multiple times but was not provided
with them. One officer told her to ask the Sergeant and when she asked the Sergeant, he said
to look in the search warrant. However the search warrant did not contain this information.

Taufiq saw officers searching his home and felt they were not being careful and were throwing
stuff around. Taufiq’s bedframe was damaged with part of the frame pulled out, but he did not
know when it had happened. Shoe boxes in his room were ripped as well.

Taufiq said the officers did not find any guns but he heard them talking about finding some
marijuana. However no one was charged with that offence.
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Taufiq said he did not complain to the Sergeant of any injuries or the treatment he received from
officers. Taufiq said he did not want to say much as he was frightened. A day or two later Taufiq
saw the doctor and was given sleeping medication.
Civilian Witness 1
(Civilian Witness 1 was interviewed by the OIPRD on January 13, 2015. The following is a
summary of the relevant portions of the interview.)

Civilian Witness 1 was a tactical paramedic for Toronto EMS. He advised that as a tactical
medic, he attended residences where the Emergency Task Force (ETF) was conducting search
warrants. The medics would not be involved in the ETF briefings, but they would advise them of
what kind of warrant it was and the location.

The tactical medics wore similar uniforms to the ETF, but a different colour; the medics wore
navy blue as opposed to the ETF’s grey uniform. The medics wore vests and helmets but did
not carry firearms.

The medics usually followed the ETF team to the location and then remained a short distance
away in the event medical assistance was required by anyone.

Civilian Witness 1 advised that he did not recall the incident. He did not recall the conversation
on the way to the hospital. Civilian Witness 1 said he did not hear the comments alleged to have
been made by an officer, about life leaving a body and having seen a body that had been dead
for months or weeks with its insides pouring out. Civilian Witness 1 stated, “I don’t even know
who would make a comment like that, to be honest.”

Regarding any conversation he may have had with the officer, Civilian Witness 1 stated, it would
be general things such as how long it would take to get to the hospital. Civilian Witness 1 did not
engage because his main concern was to deal with the patient.

He also did not recall any conversation about the officer stating that he was part of some sort of
elite team or sort of the implication that they were special people. Civilian Witness 1 noted they
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were all plainclothes officers regardless; the ETF would not accompany the medics to the
hospital.

In terms of any dealings he had with the Complainant, Civilian Witness 1 reviewed what he
wrote in the report, which was what the Complainant had told him at the time. The Complainant
had told him that somebody had stomped on his head. Civilian Witness 1 would have dealt with
the injury and told him not to move, etc.

Civilian Witness 1’s report stated that the chief complaint was ‘trauma blunt head primary
trauma blunt neck’. Civilian Witness 1 explained that blunt could mean a push and noted that
anything to the head was considered blunt.

Civilian Witness 1 recalled they fully immobilized the Complainant and put him on the board and
then took him to the hospital.

His report indicated the patient complaint of headache and pain to the left eye and lower neck.
There was no loss of consciousness. On a scale of one to ten, the pain was classified by the
patient as four, with ten being the worst.
Civilian Witness 1 also did what medics referred to as a “head-to-toe” and found the patient’s
airway to be clear. When he re-assessed his neck he complained of pain again. Civilian Witness
1 listened to the male’s lungs and found them to be clear so there was no obvious sign of
distress and he did not complain of chest pain. When Civilian Witness 1 checked the male’s
pelvis, the male complained of lower back pain.

Civilian Witness 1 found the male’s extremities to be fine. The male had said he had been hit in
the face, but Civilian Witness 1 did not see anything like redness on the male’s face. He would
have written it down if he had seen something. The male did not have any pain in the abdomen.

Civilian Witness 1 stated the male had to be in a neck brace and was fully immobilized. This
was the treatment for someone who complained of neck pain. Once they were at the hospital,
the doctor would remove the brace and take X-rays before he cleared the neck.
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In Civilian Witness 1’s opinion, the injuries as noted on the report did not appear to be serious.
He had put “C-3” on a scale of one to five. One was death, two was if the person was having
chest pains and difficulty breathing, three indicated that the patient had to see the doctor to get
cleared off the board because it was very uncomfortable on the board. Four was if the patient
was able to walk and come with them to the hospital. Civilian Witness 1 said he put three for the
male because they put him on the “fracture” board.
Witness Officer 1 – Constable Danny Mavrou, Badge 9397
(Constable Mavrou was interviewed by the OIPRD on December 5, 2014. The following is a
summary of the relevant portions of the interview.)

Constable Mavrou was employed by the Toronto Police in April 2006. On the night of the
incident he was in the a uniformed officer in the Primary Response Unit.

Constable Mavrou was working with Constable Pickett that night. On April 25, 2014, they were
detailed by their Staff Sergeant to assist the Emergency Task Force, which was executing a
search warrant. Their role would be to transport any arrested parties to the station or stand by
any of the teams or provide a uniformed presence to watch the vehicles.

Constable Mavrou and Constable Pickett met with the personnel in the parking lot of 54 Division
and followed the caravan to the location.

Constable Mavrou stood by while the ETF went inside and executed the warrant. Once it was
safe, Constable Mavrou and Constable Pickett were told to come in and watch a female and two
handcuffed males in the living room while the Guns and Gangs executed their search warrant.
They stood by in the living room until they were no longer required.

Constable Mavrou was not told what kind of a warrant it was or what kind of a breach it would
be. He assumed since it was a Guns and Gangs warrant that it was for firearms and would
involve a dynamic entry.

Constable Mavrou recalled hearing the entry. It was a loud bang followed by a lot of loud noises.
He could not hear what was being said.
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Eventually Constables Mavrou and Pickett were called inside the home. Constable Mavrou
noted it was a very cluttered house and he could hear officers’ voices coming from upstairs and
downstairs. There were two or three officers near the living room where there two males and
one female were seated. The two males were handcuffed whereas the female was not. They
were all fairly quiet. His partner had more of a conversation with them. He recalled the mother
telling them that the reason it was so messy was because they were renovating the floors.
When the officers mentioned it was a great paint job, the female stated her son was a great
painter.

Constable Mavrou recalled there being a third male who was transported to the hospital. The
emergency personnel were there as well and he saw the male being transported [out of the
residence.] However, he did not recall hearing about that and did not have a vivid recollection of
the male. The male was taken away just before Constable Mavrou entered the house.

Constable Mavrou did not hear any complaints from the Complainants at any time. He did not
recall hearing anything about the handcuffs being too tight. However, it would not have been
unusual for someone to complain about the comfort of the handcuffs or them being too tight. He
did not recall hearing anything about the some of the individuals having been roughly handled or
that someone’s neck had been stomped.

Regarding the complaints about the manner of the search, Constable Mavrou stated, he only
saw what occurred in the living room and the hallway closet. There were a lot of boxes in the
living room and a few couches and a lot of clutter. When one of the officers was doing the
search in the living room he recalled the female stating to be careful as there were a lot of
valuables or precious items there. Constable Mavrou recalled the officer being very polite about
it and being careful with the items. There was a glass hutch with figurines or crystals and the
officer was careful with these delicate items. Constable Mavrou did not recall seeing officers
stepping on furniture.

Constable Mavrou did not recall how the boys were dressed and characterized their behaviour
as quiet. Constable Mavrou did not recall how long he was in the house or what time he left the
scene. When he left, the males had been released and the officers were leaving.
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Constable Mavrou did not hear any inappropriate things said by any of the police officers.
Constable Mavrou thought he might have heard a conversation in which the female was told to
have a garage sale. In the hallway closet, there were a lot of and shoes and jackets and while
searching an officer might have something to the effect, “You know with all the stuff that you
have, you should have a garage sale and you know get rid of some of your stuff.”

Constable Mavrou was not aware of any money being found.
Witness Officer 2 – Constable Travis Pickett, Badge 8147
(Constable Pickett was interviewed by the OIPRD on December 17, 2014. The following is a
summary of the relevant portions of the interview.)

Constable Pickett joined policing in April 2001. He worked in different divisions in Toronto, and
spent time in the Traffic Unit, Community Response Unit, Major Crime Unit and was currently a
School Resource Officer at Danforth Technical Collegiate. On the night of the incident, he was a
uniformed officer on C Platoon.

Constable Pickett had been asked to assist with a search warrant being executed at the
Complainants’ residence. Constable Pickett knew Complainant Faye Stanley from a previous
incident which was a dispute over a dog sale. Constable Pickett had explained to her that it was
a civil dispute and not a police matter. Faye told Constable Pickett eventually another officer
assisted her.

Constable Pickett met with Guns and Gangs and the Emergency Task Force in the parking lot
at 54 Division and then headed straight to the address. Constable Pickett did not recall
attending a briefing in regards to the warrant however he recalled viewing the warrant at the
residence.

Constable Pickett’s partner that night was Constable Mavrou. He was required to attend during
the execution as uniform presence. If anyone was arrested, he would have transported that
party to 54 Division.
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During the breach of the door of the residence, Constable Pickett was 50-75 yards west of the
location. He saw ETF officers lined up outside and enter after breaching the door. He heard
commands being yelled before the officers entered but could not recall specifically what was
yelled.

Constable Pickett and his partner stayed outside until they were called inside approximately 15
minutes after arriving on scene. He was asked to sit in the living room with Faye and her two
sons as officers conducted their search.

Constable Pickett described the house as cluttered and messy. It appeared there was
construction going on in the house. Constable Pickett could not recall which two sons were with
Faye. He recalled that one son left with the Tactical Paramedics. He saw the male on the
stretcher but did not get a good look at him.

Constable Pickett could not recall hearing why the male was taken away.

Constable Pickett said Faye and her two sons were polite. He recalled speaking to Faye about
general things and asked about her previous dog matter. Faye advised that she had managed
to get another officer to get her dog back.

Overall, in the living room, Constable Pickett thought it was a pretty relaxed atmosphere. The
sons wondered why they were in handcuffs and Constable Pickett explained to them that it was
to ensure they didn’t become aggressive and was for everyone’s safety.

Constable Pickett did not recall anyone complaining about the handcuffs being too tight,
however, it would not have surprised him since almost everyone who is in handcuffs feels they
are too tight.

Constable Pickett recalled a plainclothes officer in the room searching. Constable Pickett saw
the officer looking through items, in and around couches, on top of items. Constable Pickett said
the officer probably stepped on furniture to look on top of a tall unit that was there.
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Constable Pickett noted that it was very cluttered in the room and the officer would have had to
have stepped on something to look up high. Constable Pickett did not recall seeing a step
ladder there.

Regarding whether Faye complained about the manner of the search, Constable Pickett said
Faye and the officer spoke to one another and the officer apologized to her and told her it would
all be over soon. Constable Pickett thought the officer apologised for having to move things
around and said he’d try to replace the items where they belonged. The officer sympathized with
Faye and Faye was not negative or confrontational. Constable Pickett did not see any damage
to property.

Regarding whether an officer made a comment about having a garage sale, Constable Pickett
stated he heard that comment being made and it may have been the same officer. However,
Constable Pickett did not think the comment was meant to be derogatory or inflammatory. There
were a lot of items in the home and there was construction ongoing with floors being re-done
but Constable Pickett did not view the comment in that manner. He could not recall Faye’s
reaction to the comment although he was certain she had responded.

Constable Pickett was asked about the complaints about excessive force and damage to
property during the search and not being told what the search was for until the end. He said he
did not see any of the alleged behaviour. He recalled Faye speaking about her son who was
taken away, but he could not recall the details.

Constable Pickett did not recall hearing an officer tell Faye about the search warrant at anytime.
However, he was sure it would have happened because it was part of the process.

Constable Pickett did not recall hearing Faye asking for badge numbers or names of the
officers. Constable Pickett did not go upstairs at all. Constable Pickett believed he was with the
Complainants for approximately one hour.

Constable Pickett believed the officers were behaving very well. He did not recall any talk about
money or drugs found. He did not recall any conversation in which Faye was told by an officer
not to be naive about where the money had come from or requesting $50 of it.
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Summary of Statements – Respondent Officers
Respondent Officer 1 – Detective Michael Balint, Badge 99571
Respondent Officer 2 – Detective Constable Bryan Small, Badge 9249
Respondent Officer 3 – Sergeant Mark Armstrong, Badge 1107
Respondent Officer 4 – Constable Joe Shangi, Badge 5459
Respondent Officer 5 – Constable Mark Potts, Badge 8925
Respondent Officer 6 – Constable Gord Lusby, Badge 6080
Respondent Officer 7 – Constable Rene Kuhn, Badge 8713
Respondent Officer 8 – Constable Brock Ladurantaye, Badge 8529
Respondent Officer 9 – Constable Chris Howes, Badge 7716
Respondent Officer 10 – Constable Jason Contant, Badge 8296
Respondent Officer 11 – Detective Constable Mark Tan, Badge 8954
Respondent Officer 12 – Detective Constable Todd Storey, Badge 7547
Respondent Officer 13 – Sergeant Kimberly Harris, Badge 5322
Respondent Officer 14 – Sergeant Jodi Mitchell, Badge 7463
Respondent Officer 15 – Detective Constable Michel Brind’Amour, Badge 8575
Respondent Officer 16 – Detective Constable Matthew Oliver, Badge 7647
Respondent Officer 17 – Detective Constable Paul Askin, Badge 8062
Respondent Officer 18 – Constable Scott Aikman, Badge 416
Respondent Officer 19 – Constable Jonathan Rose, Badge 99548

Respondent Officer 1 – Detective Michael Balint, Badge 99571
(Detective Balint was interviewed by the OIPRD on November 27, 2014. The following is a
summary of the relevant portions of the interview.)

Detective Balint started as a court officer with Toronto Police Service in October 1995 before
being hired as a police officer ten months later. He was then a police constable for a few years
before becoming a detective constable and later a detective. He was currently a detective in the
Organized Crime Enforcement Gun and Gang Task Force.

On April 25, 2014, he was in plainclothes. Detective Balint received information regarding a
criminal code search warrant for a firearm that was to be executed. The person of interest was
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Taufiq Stanley. Detective Balint was advised that it would be best to execute this warrant later in
the evening. Given that it was a criminal code search warrant, they decided that the ETF would
be best suited to execute the warrant.

Detective Balint and other officers went to the residence later in the evening and took some
observations of the place. Detective Balint briefed the ETF and gave them copies of the warrant.
Detective Balint noted that Constable Brind’Amour was familiar with 54 Division as well as the
residence and the area so he may have taken him to the briefing.

Detective Balint was the officer in charge of the investigation. The officer in charge of the entry
would have been Sergeant Armstrong.

Detective Balint briefed his own team members at 6 pm. Once ETF had turned over the
residence to them, Detective Balint’s team’s role was to keep the people that were inside the
residence secure whether they were detained or under arrest, for the safe keeping of all officers
while they searched the residence. Detective Balint took photographs prior to the search in
order to record the condition of the home before the searching occurred. His role was also to
conduct some of the searches as well as deal with any incidents that arose. In this case, one of
the males required medical attention therefore Detective Balint dealt with that matter.

After the briefing there was a long wait time since the warrant would be executed much later.

At 1:15 am Detective Balint briefed ETF within the area of the residence. The doors were
breached at 1:51 am. ETF would have verbalized that this was a police search warrant upon
entering the residence. The Guns and Gangs team would have been present in the area
nearby.

At 2:09 am, the residence was turned over to them. They were advised that one female and
three males were inside the residence.

Detective Balint’s goal was then to get everyone into one central location and then begin
photographing. He explained that an ETF officer would have turned over each person to a Gun
and Gang officer.
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Detective Balint took photos of the entry and every room. Once the photos were completed, he
had one person remain with the parties. Detective Balint explained to the parties the purpose of
the search warrant. Detective Balint also provided a copy to Faye, although he could not recall
when he did this, whether it was at the beginning or later when she requested it.

Detective Balint spoke to Faye a little, but noted the males did not say very much. Once Yasin
was walked down, his medical issue was mentioned almost immediately. The paramedics had
accompanied the ETF therefore Yasin’s issues were dealt with fairly quickly.

Detective Balint said he was made aware that Yasin had a sore neck. While Detective Balint
acknowledged he was not a doctor, he did not believe it was a serious medical injury given
Yasin was standing and walking around and did not need to be put on a board. Detective Balint
said Yasin did not tell him what had happened. Faye also did not tell Detective Balint what had
happened. When Detective Balint was asked if he heard any information from officers about
how Yasin sustained the injury, he stated, “I don’t remember how the injury happened. I don’t
recall anybody saying anything about stomping on the head or neck.”

Detective Balint said it was typical for someone to complain about handcuffs being too tight and
he generally made note of it. In this case, he had no such notes, however it was possible that
some had made that complaint. Detective Balint acknowledged he may have loosened Taufiq’s
handcuffs. He noted that if someone asked for their handcuffs to be loosened and there were no
issues such as the person fighting or trying to escape, he would loosen them.

Regarding Faye’s issues of damage to property including the ceiling fans in the basement,
Detective Balint reviewed some of the photos he had taken that night and said they generally
tried not to damage property during the searches. In this case, the basement was stacked to the
ceiling with items and they had to search every item. It was possible things shifted and broke,
but “there would be no purpose, vengeful purpose to damage their property.” In this case, he
saw no photos of the damage and he did not make note of it. When he went downstairs
afterwards, he did not recall seeing the broken glass.

Faye’s allegations that officers stepped on her sofa to search above cabinets in the living room
and that her towel rack in the upstairs bathroom had been thrown and cardboard urns were torn
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open, were addressed. Detective Balint advised that when the ETF entered, it was possible they
incurred some damage when they searched for areas where people were hiding. He could not
comment on their actions. However, in the case of the search conducted by Gun and Gang
Task Force they did their best to restore items to their original positions. But in some cases such
as the basement, there was a wall of property to deal with. Detective Balint pointed out that the
whole house was cluttered. Detective Balint had searched the front hall closets which were full
of jackets. He tried to put his hand in between the coats in order to pat them down for a firearm,
but in this case, he couldn’t even squeeze his arm in between jackets. There was so much
property stuck in there that they had to remove things and move things around. It was not
possible to restore the residence to its original state. Detective Balint said he could not comment
on everybody’s search however he did not see any inappropriate searching or any property
being damaged. He did not see anybody stepping on couches. He could not comment on the
urns because they had been upstairs.

In terms of his search, he executed it in accordance with the policy. The areas he searched or
assisted in searching were the front closets, main floor, the kitchen and the basement. Detective
Balint did not ever walk on her sofas.

Detective Balint did not know that Taufiq and Yasin alleged that their pants and/or boxes were
pulled down. He did not see this or hear any complaints from them about it. He noted that all
three boys were very quiet through the whole process.

Detective Balint also did not hear any derogatory or racist comments made towards the
residents. He did not make any such comments.

Regarding Faye’s allegation that an officer made a comment about having a garage sale,
Detective Balint said he might have said that. He explained that there was a lot of clutter and
because of everything he observed, he likely made that “off the cuff” comment. However, he
had not meant anything by it.

Detective Balint said he did not take any video or any pictures of the Complainants.
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In terms of what was found, he recalled some cash and trace amounts of marijuana. However,
the drugs were not seized given the small quantity. Typically any cash found was brought to the
homeowner to be counted. It would not be seized unless there were narcotics seized and
proceeds charges were to be added.

Detective Small accompanied Yasin to the hospital. Detective Balint did not hear any of the
conversation between and Yasin and the Detective.

At the hospital, Yasin’s father arrived at some point and at approximately 5 am, Detective Balint
told Detective Small and Constable Harris they could leave the hospital. They would be advised
later if there was a serious injury.

Overall, Detective Balint believed the homeowners were treated fairly. Detective Balint recalled
the boys were quiet and Faye was talkative and friendly. Faye showed Detective Balint photos
of another son and talked a lot and asked a lot of questions. She wanted to know why they were
there but Detective Balint could not share a lot of information with her about the investigation.

When Detective Balint was again asked about Faye’s demeanour, Detective Balint said she was
talkative but was not yelling or rude to him. He found her to be different from most people he
had dealt with.

When asked whether her behaviour was consistent with the demeanor of someone who just
witnessed her son being stomped upon, Detective Balint said it was odd. He noted that she was
never enraged with them and was calm and coherent and just different.

Once ETF turned over the residence to them, they exited the residence.

Regarding Faye’s complaint that the ETF coordinator insinuated that the money found was from
selling drugs, Detective Balint said he did not recall having a conversation similar to that with
her.
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Detective Balint also did not recall whether Faye asked him for the names or badge numbers of
the officers involved [in the search warrant.] However, he had worn his badge and recalled
providing her with his badge number on a piece of paper.
Respondent Officer 2 – Detective Constable Bryan Small, Badge 9249
(Detective Constable Small was interviewed by the OIPRD on November 27, 2014. The
following is a summary of the relevant portions of the interview.)

Detective Constable Small has been a police officer for nine years. He started in 51 Division and
was in various units until he started working with the Guns and Gangs unit four years ago.

Detective Constable Small advised that on April 24, 2014, Detective Balint gave a briefing
regarding an approved criminal code search warrant for the Complainants’ residence. The
target of the search warrant was Taufiq Stanley.

At the time, there were other investigations ongoing and Detective Constable Small was
assigned to gather intelligence on another investigation. While working on the other file,
Detective Constable Small was contacted by Detective Balint to attend the Complainants’
residence.

He arrived on scene at 1:05 am on April 25 and stood by on the periphery. ETF breached the
residence while he stood by on the lawn. Detective Constable Small was not involved in the
entry and stood by and ensured there was no interference from the public. Shortly after 2:09
am, Detective Constable Small learned that the ETF had cleared the unit. The residence was
turned over to the Guns and Gangs Team.

Detective Balint photographed the residence at the outset while the Guns and Gang team stood
by. Detective Constable Small was in the living room area of the residence. Detective Constable
Small was aware that four occupants had been located in the unit, however he only had direct
contact with two. Detective Constable Small was told that the parties were eventually going to
be brought into the living room where they would likely be seated, so he quickly searched the
couches in the living room for anything that could be harmful to the residents or police. He did
not search anything else the living room.
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He did not recall any other officers searching the living room and he did not step on the couch at
any time. Detective Constable Small said he did not cause any property damage.

Detective Constable Small believed that Detective Balint explained the search warrant to Faye.
However, he did not have a specific recollection of a copy being provided to Faye, although this
was Detective Balint’s normal practice.

Faye Stanley was brought in first, then Yasin. Yasin complained of stiffness and soreness to his
neck and head and a headache. Detective Constable Small had limited interaction with Yasin.
The ambulance personnel examined Yasin. Detective Constable Small also saw two other
residents in the kitchen.

The EMS personnel advised that Yasin would be taken to hospital. Detective Balint told
Detective Constable Small to accompany the Complainant to the hospital.

Detective Constable Small was in the living room for approximately 10 minutes before he was
told to accompany Yasin to the hospital. Detective Constable Small did not see any physical
handling of the Complainants by ETF.

Detective Constable Small did not hear of any allegations of inappropriate behaviour against the
Complainants including removal of pants or underwear. Detective Constable Small did not make
or hear any derogatory comments against the Complainants.

On the date of the incident, Detective Constable Small was in plainclothes. A paramedic rode in
the ambulance.

At 2:25 am they left for the hospital. En route to North York General, they were re-routed to St.
Michael’s Hospital then to Sunnybrook Hospital. Detective Constable Small did not have any
decision making ability as to which hospital they would attend. During the ride to the hospital,
Detective Constable Small did not recall having any conversation with Yasin.

Detective Constable Small clarified that a tactical paramedic rode with him to the hospital. This
tactical medic wore the same equipment as an ETF officer absent any firearms. Regarding
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Yasin’s allegations that an officer wearing ETF gear boarded the ambulance with him and
recounted how fun it was to watch the transition from life to death and how his elite team was
unstoppable force, Detective Constable Small said he did not state this and he did not hear that
kind of conversation from the tactical paramedics.

At 2:38 am, they arrived at Sunnybrook Hospital. After waiting in the hallway, a triage nurse
examined Yasin. Detective Constable Small told the nurse that a search warrant had been
executed and the Complainant received some injury and had soreness in the neck and head.
Detective Constable Small denied interjecting or interfering in Yasin’s conversation with the
nurse. One hand of the Complainant was handcuffed to the stretcher. Detective Constable
Small asked him a number of times if anything was wrong and how he was feeling. Yasin was
mostly very quiet.

Detective Constable Small did not have a car since he had arrived at the hospital in the
ambulance. Detective Balint called Detective Constable Small and said the search warrant was
negative and nothing had been found. At that point Yasin was no longer detained. Detective
Constable Small removed the handcuffs from Yasin and advised him nothing had been found
and he was free to go or he could remain at the hospital. Yasin wanted to stay to be examined.
Detective Constable Small denied encouraging Yasin to leave.

Detective Constable Small did not make a note about what time the handcuffs were removed,
however he denied having delayed removing them.

Regarding Yasin’s allegation that Detective Constable Small explained to hospital staff that the
injury was an accident and there was very little room where it had occurred, Detective
Constable Small stated that he had no idea about where the Complainant was grounded or the
layout of his house.

Detective Constable Small was also told to remain with Yasin in the event Yasin had sustained
a serious injury and it resulted in an SIU investigation. At 4:20 am, Sergeant Harris arrived and
advised him that Yasin had been grounded upon entry by ETF and while being grounded, Yasin
attempted to stand up by grabbing the officer’s leg. Then “something” had happened and Yasin
sustained some injury as a result.
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Detective Constable Small and Sergeant Harris waited. Sometime later, Yasin’s father arrived
and they exchanged pleasantries with him and they all waited together. After a period of time,
Detective Constable Small was advised the Complainant would be examined in another room
and once that happened, it was going to be some time before they were given any results.
Detective Constable Small and Sergeant Harris were no longer required. Officers from the day
shift would perhaps follow up to see if there was anything of concern. At 5:13 am, Detective
Constable Small left the hospital.

Detective Constable Small noted they photos were taken by Detective Balint to document how
the residence appeared when they first entered it to safeguard themselves prosecution about
damage, etc.

Detective Constable Small did not recall being asked for his badge number.

Detective Constable Small said he did not see any injuries to Yasin. The only recollection he
had was when Yasin was sitting on the couch and when he was lying on the gurney with his
glasses on and a neck brace.
Respondent Officer 3 – Sergeant Mark Armstrong, Badge 1107
(Sergeant Armstrong was interviewed by the OIPRD on December 2, 2014. The following is a
summary of the relevant portions of the interview.)

Sergeant Armstrong has been an officer for just over 29 years. He has had front line experience
in 31 Division, worked in the Emergency Task Force (ETF) in the 1990’s and was a detective for
seven years. He then became an ETF Sergeant for approximately nine years.

On the evening of April 24, 2014, Sergeant Armstrong received a call from Detective Balint
saying that they were looking to execute a search warrant. They were looking for a 1:30 to 2 am
entry on April 25 and organized a briefing for 1 am. The warrant was a Criminal Code search
warrant for a firearm.
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Sergeant Armstrong said he attended, initiated, developed and participated in the actual plan of
the execution of the search warrant. He alone made decisions in regards to the execution of the
warrant and was “trained in command negotiation”.

Sergeant Armstrong went to 54 Division and was briefed by Detective Balint. They were given
the circumstances by the investigators and Sergeant Armstrong decided they would employ a
dynamic entry with no distraction devices. A distraction device was a hand-held device that was
deployed inside a unit and was regulated under the Explosives Act. It was designed to confuse
and deter individuals inside the location temporarily to allow entry. No such devices were to be
used in this case.

There was confidential information on the warrant which was sealed. The information indicated
that the male [in the residence] was in possession of a firearm. They were told he lived with his
mother and up to three brothers. The oldest brother might be incarcerated. Some surveillance
information indicated that two males, a female and a dog were seen at the residence. At 1:35
am on April 25, they held a tactical briefing with the ETF officers.

The plan was to breach the door, make a verbal announcement then the team would enter and
secure all occupants and ensure a safe environment for investigators to do the searches.
Tactical paramedics and Police Dog Services (PDS) were also part of the plan.

Sergeant Armstrong and his team headed to the residence at 1:50 am and were on scene at
1:52 am. The door was breached and loud verbals were issued approximately five times during
the team’s entry. Sergeant Armstrong was at the back of the lineup.

As officers entered the residence, normally primary firearms such as an MP or a C8 rifle would
be drawn. Their secondary weapons such as handguns would be holstered.

After entering the residence, Sergeant Armstrong went to the top of the basement stairs while
the rest of the team continued upstairs. He noted that generally, the basement was the first
place that was held. Then the primary location was the main floor and the floors above. If there
was enough manpower, each area would be accessed at the same time.
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Sergeant Armstrong held the basement and verbalized to any occupants in the basement
“Toronto Police Emergency Task Force”. A voice answered, “What do you want me to do?”
Sergeant Armstrong told the person to come up to the sound of his voice, look at the wall and
keep his hands on his head.

Sergeant Armstrong was asked if he told the person to come upstairs backwards. He
responded, “The way I recall it is that it was a two-tier staircase so he came up facing the wall.
And then he came up the stairs backwards. ‘Cause he’d be looking away from me.”

Sergeant Armstrong then handcuffed the male, who was identified as Yusuf, to the rear.

Yusuf was taken into the kitchen where he sat on a chair. A few officers then came downstairs
and cleared the basement. Sergeant Armstrong described the incident as non-eventful and did
not think there were any issues.

Sergeant Armstrong sat with Yusuf in the kitchen for the rest of the time. Sergeant Armstrong
had a lengthy conversation with him about his eldest brother. Sergeant Armstrong described
Yusuf as ‘very cordial”. The investigators were brought in and a dog issue upstairs was
resolved.

The securing of the house took ten minutes from the time ETF entered at 1:53 am to the time
they turned it over to Guns and Gangs at 2:03 am.

Sergeant Armstrong explained that relocating any parties found within a residence was up to the
investigators. He explained, “the detention at the point when I make contact, I’m going to turn
them over to the investigator in that position because once again when they move them say into
the living room to do the search and stuff, they gotta clear that area… generally where they’re
intercepted, is where we keep them.”
Sergeant Armstrong did not assist with the securing of any other individuals. He did not hear
any of the other things happening in the rest of the residence.

After waiting with Yusuf in the kitchen, the investigators came in, took over responsibility for
Yusuf from Sergeant Armstrong and he left since his role was finished.
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Sergeant Armstrong said he had a copy of the search warrant, but did not have a conversation
with any of the complainants about the purpose of the search warrant nor did he show them a
copy of it at any time. Sergeant Armstrong said the ETF team was inside the residence for a
short time and was there to ensure a safe environment. Any arrests and serving the parties with
the search warrant was up to the investigators.

At some point, when Sergeant Armstrong was going outside, he heard that one of the parties
was complaining about head pain so they immediately arranged first aid and the tactical
paramedics went up and said they would transport the individual to hospital.

The TAC medics were paramedics who had been tactically trained for specific use on such
assignments with ETF. They wore a helmet and a tactical outfit with body armour however, they
were not a police officer and did not carry a firearm.

At that point, SIU protocol was initiated. Sergeant Armstrong sent an email to his supervisor
indicating they did not know what was going on and they were waiting for direction. Detective
Balint was in charge of the scene.

Sergeant Armstrong was not aware of how the individual sustained the head pain. The injured
party’s first aid was his primary concern, then investigators could deal with it after the fact.
Furthermore, the scene was then controlled by Detective Balint.

Sergeant Armstrong did not make observations of the male’s injuries or make enquiries about
who had been dealing with him because the male’s first aid was the primary concern. He noted
that it did not matter how a person sustained a head injury when in the custody of a police
officer, SIU protocol was automatically invoked.

His role after the SIU protocol was in place was to email his supervisor and to “separate
everybody out and [have them] do their notes at the station. Make sure they don’t communicate
in regards to matter that is being investigated.” He could not start interviewing a potential SIU
witness or a potential subject officer so it was kind of a “double-edged sword.” He was
eventually advised by Detective Balint and his supervisors that the matter did not fall under the
SIU’s mandate.
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In terms of what information his team members provided to him about complaints received or
actions taken, Sergeant Armstrong said he was only told of the circumstances of the head pain.
This was communicated to him by Constable Shangi. Sergeant Armstrong believed it was
Constable Howes who had dealt with that individual. He did not have any conversation with
Constable Howes about the incident except a discussion that they were following protocol.

Sergeant Armstrong had no contact with any other parties at the residence and no one
complained to Sergeant Armstrong. He had no contact with the injured male, Yasin, or any
decision making in regards to his matter. Once the paramedics were involved, they would
decide whether the party would be transported anywhere.

Sergeant Armstrong did not see any of the searches that were conducted. Regarding money
that was found, Sergeant Armstrong said [the ETF] had no interest in that whatsoever. Sergeant
Armstrong said he did not make any racist or derogatory remarks or hear anyone else making
them.

Sergeant Armstrong did not deal with any neighbours while he was outside.

When asked how he thought the search warrant execution went in terms of the entry, the
securing of the residence and all the parties, he said he was happy with it. He felt he had a
reasonable exchange of information with Yusuf, who seemed very pleasant. Sergeant
Armstrong said there was a major issue in regards to the pitbull but that was resolved in a very
non-confrontational manner.
Respondent Officer 4 – Constable Joe Shangi, Badge 5459
(Constable Shangi was interviewed by the OIPRD on December 2, 2014. The following is a
summary of the relevant portions of the interview.)

Constable Shangi stated that he started his policing in 2001. He worked in the Street Crime
Division and has been with the Emergency Task Force (ETF) for the past eight years.

Constable Shangi was notified by his Sergeant that there was a request to assist Guns and
Gangs with a criminal code search warrant. Constable Shangi attended 54 Division for a
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briefing. Detective Balint and Constable Brind’Amour conducted the briefing. The search
warrant was for a handgun and ammunition. Constable Shangi then briefed his team and then
the officers proceeded to the residence.

The briefing was regarding the plan for the entry and containment and securing of the
residence. ETF would breach the residence via a dynamic entry with verbal announcements. No
distraction devices would be deployed. Once inside, levels one and two would be secured
initially then the basement. Secondary searches for other individuals would be completed and
then the residence would be turned over to Guns and Gangs.

The entry was to be a dynamic entry. The original plan was that both Constable Shangi and
Constable Howes would breach the door with a ram, but given the entranceway was narrow,
only Constable Howes breached the door. Constable Shangi advised the breach of the door
was a dynamic entry into the residence with the usual verbal announcement “Toronto Police,
get down.” Their weapons were drawn as they entered.

Shortly after entering, Constable Shangi conducted a quick search of the closets he passed on
the main floor and saw his team move up the stairs. Constable Shangi followed and at the top in
a bedroom to the right, observed a female (Faye Stanley) sitting on the bed. There was also a
male on his stomach (Yasin Stanley) on the threshold of that room. The parties were not
handcuffed at the time. Constable Shangi heard a dog barking from one of the other rooms.

Constable Shangi also saw a male in the room to the left lying down, but other officers were
dealing with that male. He did not see anything specific happening with that male.

Constable Shangi noted that the officers already upstairs were there a few seconds before he
arrived.

Constable Shangi focussed on the door that appeared to contain a dog. Constable Shangi
opened the door slightly and confirmed that a pit bull was inside. Out of his peripheral view,
Constable Shangi saw Yasin, who had been prone, pushing off his hands and getting up. He
said Yasin did not get up very far. Constable Shangi called up for support and Constable Lusby,
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who had been in a room across from the dog, relieved him at the door. Constable Shangi was
then able to handcuff the prone male.

When Constable Shangi was asked whether any officer had custody of Yasin when he first saw
him, he stated, “I don’t think anybody like had him secured in a sense. I believe there was
somebody there and I’m just not a 100% on whether it was Howes or not. I know that Howes
was there afterwards but I don’t know exactly who was there but I know that they were dealt
with because he was on the ground prone and the female was on the bed and I’m quite positive
they were-, somebody with them.”

When Constable Shangi was asked how it went from Yasin starting to get up to being
handcuffed, he stated that he saw Yasin starting to get up, but then he might have gone back
down. Constable Shangi did not see that however because he was watching the door. Once
support arrived for him at the door, he could deal with Yasin.

Constable Shangi did not encounter any issues with Yasin while handcuffing him. When he
started to handcuff Yasin, he said his head hurt, but Constable Shangi did not ask him why at
the time and dealt with the dog matter.

When Constable Shangi was asked whether Constable Howes assisted him in handcuffing
Yasin or rendering him compliant, he replied, “I don’t believe so, no.”

Constable Shangi was asked if he ever heard Constable Howes giving verbal commands to
Yasin. He responded, “There was, I think there were things being said but I don’t know exactly
what was being said. Like I said, there was a lot going on at that time in regards to verbals. I
don’t know exactly but there-, definitely there could have been an interaction verbally with both
even, right, in regards to instructions. I don’t know exactly what was said but I’m sure that there
would be just because-, I mean that’s usually what happens if we do go into a place that there
is-, whoever is there will interact with the people. And I don’t exactly what was said; sometimes
it could be as simple as you know, “Investigators are coming up; they’ll answer your questions,”
you know to, “Hey, keep your hands on your head,” you know, “Stop moving,” whatever…”
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He could not recall Faye saying anything about police brutality however, there were different
conversations happening at the time. He could not recall Faye’s response after Yasin told her
his head hurt.

Constable Shangi could not recall how Yasin was dressed, but he recalled he was wearing
glasses.

Constable Shangi did not see any injuries on Yasin and he did not place a knee in his back.
When asked whether he had to hold or secure Yasin during the handcuffing, Constable Shangi
said it was definitely a possibility [that he placed a knee in his back] because it’s a standard
practice for handcuffing.

Faye directed Constable Shangi to a leash for the dog kept downstairs. Constable Shangi
believed he relinquished control of Yasin to Constable Howes before going downstairs.
Constable Shangi retrieved the leash. Constable Shangi described Faye as cooperative and
said he did not handcuff her.

Constable Shangi did not recall Yasin offering information about the dog and telling officers to
be careful with his mom. Yasin could have done this but he could not recall.

Constable Shangi spoke to the tactical medics and told them someone was complaining of
headaches. Constable Shangi said he did this approximately one minute after he learned of the
complaint.

When Constable Shangi went back upstairs Faye assisted with moving the dog to the bathroom
and Yasin was still in the threshold. Constable Shangi could not recall if Yasin was lying there or
had sat up by that time. When asked where Constable Howes was at the time, Constable
Shangi said he did not know. Constable Shangi said in his presence, no other officer had any
physical interaction with Yasin.

After the dog was secured, Constable Shangi assisted with secondary searches for people such
as checking under beds or in closets. Then the parties located in the house were brought into
the kitchen and living room.
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Constable Shangi said once the parties were secured, Faye was pretty calm. He may have
heard Faye complain about wanting to see the search warrant. He did not see her ever being
shown the search warrant.

Once the investigators entered, Constable Shangi made certain all ETF members had their
equipment and were relieved from their posts.

Regarding Yasin’s complaint of the racist comment made to him during handcuffing, Constable
Shangi said he did not state any such thing or hear anyone make that comment.

Constable Shangi said he did not recall Yasin’s pants being pulled down and his buttocks being
exposed. When asked whether he ever saw Yasin or Taufiq in this manner, Constable Shangi
said he did not.

When Constable Shangi was asked whether he saw Yasin being dragged across the room by
his belt, he stated, “I don’t know. I don’t know anything about that. I have nothing to offer you on
that.”

Constable Shangi recalled Yasin being in a neck brace at some point. Constable Shangi did not
hear of how Yasin said he sustained the injuries directly from Yasin.

Constable Shangi did not see or hear any of the incident with Taufiq. There were a lot of things
going on and interactions and commands being given.

Constable Shangi was not aware of any money or marijuana found in the residence. Constable
Shangi did not recall any complaints from Taufiq about handcuffs being too tight

Constable Shangi said he was wearing his badge number, but it may have been covered by his
gear. He did not recall Faye asking for his name or badge number.

Constable Shangi did not conduct any searches in the house or damage property in any way.
He did not see the searches conducted by Guns and Gangs or any other ETF members.
Constable Shangi explained that ETF’s role was generally to secure the residence and once it’s
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secure and safe, they turned it over to the investigators. ETF was rarely present in the
residence when the searches occur.

Constable Shangi did not have any contact with any neighbours. He was at the scene from 1:53
am to 2:17 am. Once outside the house, he ensured his team was back in the truck and spoke
to the ambulance driver and then left.

Constable Shangi believed there had been some discussion within his unit about the SIU
protocol. He believed it was basically confirming that the SIU [injury] threshold had not been
reached. However, he did not have a specific recollection of hearing that the male was “clear”.

Respondent Officer 5 – Constable Mark Potts, Badge 8925
(Constable Potts was interviewed by the OIPRD on December 2, 2014. The following is a
summary of the relevant portions of the interview.)

Constable Potts was an officer for seven years with the UK Thames Valley Police. He moved to
Toronto in 2004 and has been with Toronto Police for ten years. He has worked with the
Emergency Task Force for the last six years.

Constable Potts said the ETF was requested to assist with a search warrant by Guns and
Gangs. He went to 54 Division for a briefing. After this, they prepared their vehicle and
continued to suit up. At 1:35 am they had a tactical briefing in the rear of their vehicle. The
Criminal Code Search Warrant was for a firearm believed to be in the possession of suspect
Taufiq Stanley. They went over their tactical plan and arrived on scene at 1:52 am. The door
was breached at 1:53 am. They immediately announced their presence and the purpose of the
search warrant.

Constable Potts entered the house and cleared the first floor. Constable Potts believed he was
the fourth officer to enter the residence after the breach. They did not locate anyone on the main
floor. He then supported the officers on the stairs. He was aware that someone had made
contact on the stairs with somebody. Constable Potts moved up the stairs and at the top of the
stairs there was a door to the left. Constable Potts went inside the room, supported by another
officer. He saw someone in the bed covered up.
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Constable Potts identified himself as police and told the person to show his hands. The person
did not show his hands. The covers were pulled back and they saw it was a light skinned black
male. The male sat up and was straight away aggressive with them. By aggressive, Constable
Potts stated, the male would not show his hands and was “resisting everything.” One of the
male’s hands was under his body and Constable Potts could not recall the location of the other
one. Constable Potts stayed towards the door and verbally directed him. Constable Potts had a
gun drawn on the Complainant and “covered” Constable Ladurantaye.

The male refused to show his hands and that was when Constable Ladurantaye took physical
control of him. The male was still struggling and still refusing to show his hands so Constable
Potts drew his Taser. Constable Potts said the male resisted Constable Ladurantaye, but did
not know whether the male hit him.

Constable Potts advised Constable Ladurantaye about the Taser and told the male that he
would be Tasered if he continued to fight them. Constable Ladurantaye got one of the male’s
arms and eventually managed to secure the other arm as well. Constable Potts advised that
Constable Ladurantaye probably hit the male.

Constable Potts re-holstered his Taser and the male was handcuffed. Constable Potts could not
recall who handcuffed the male. His notes stated, “Get handcuffs and we cuff male to the rear.”

During the struggle, Constable Potts did not have any [physical] contact with the male since he
was the cover officer.

Once the male was handcuffed, Constable Potts ensured Constable Ladurantaye was okay and
then moved outside and covered a door that was closed but contained a dog. Eventually a
woman came out from a bedroom to his right. She had a leash and was going to take control of
the dog so Constable Potts could search the room. The female removed the dog and Constable
Potts moved in with the Team Lead. They cleared the room and ensured no one was present.
Constable Potts went downstairs and assisted in some secondary searches there then went
outside and posted security at the vehicle.
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Constable Potts said the interaction with Taufiq lasted approximately one minute. Taufiq did not
complain to them of the handcuffs being too tight. He did not recall whether they were doublelocked. He did not have any conversation with Taufiq about guns or firearms and was not aware
of any money found in his room. Constable Potts did not recall anyone wrapping a T-shirt
around the male’s head.

Regarding Taufiq’s boxers, Constable Potts said they may have been down when they pulled
the covers back. He could not recall if they were down to his ankles. Constable Potts said he did
not pull Taufiq’s boxers down. When asked if it was possible the boxers had become displaced
during the struggle, Constable Potts said it was possible.

Constable Potts was told about Taufiq’s allegation that there was a time when his genitals were
exposed and he was left that way until he asked several times for them to be adjusted.
Constable Potts advised, “I didn’t adjust it and I didn’t do it so I don’t know.” Constable Potts did
not recall seeing Taufiq’s underwear being adjusted.

Constable Potts was asked if Taufiq was ever dragged across the floor, and he responded,
“Don’t think so. No.”

Regarding Taufiq’s allegation that his braids were grabbed and his face was smashed against
the wall, Constable Potts said he did not do that or see that happening. Constable Potts said he
did not even know the male had braids.

Constable Potts could not recall if there was any damage to the male’s bed during the
interaction, but stated he had not caused any damage.

Constable Potts did not see or hear any of the incidents with the other Complainants. Constable
Potts knew a male had been lying prone on the floor at the top of the stairs and to the right;
however, he did not have any contact with that male or see what was happening in that area.
He noted that once you got on the landing upstairs, other doors were visible and he and
Constable Ladurantaye took the first closed door to the left.
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Constable Potts conducted a secondary search for people but did not conduct any other
searches or see any of the searches conducted by other officers.

Constable Potts was wearing his nametag on his vest. He was not asked for his name or badge
number.

Constable Potts did not hear any racial slurs or derogatory comments being uttered at any time.
Respondent Officer 6 – Constable Gord Lusby, Badge 6080
(Constable Lusby was interviewed by the OIPRD on December 11, 2014. The following is a
summary of the relevant portions of the interview.)

Constable Lusby started as a police officer in 1989. He started with the ETF unit in 2000.

On April 25, 2014, he was working in uniform. At 1:35 am he attended 54 Division for a briefing.
His team had a tactical briefing shortly thereafter.

The information was that there was going to be a criminal code search warrant executed at the
Complainants’ residence. The subject of the warrant, Taufiq Stanley, was believed to be in
possession of a firearm. They would execute the warrant dynamically, not using any DDs
(distractionary devices). Constable Lusby was to be second in the lineup.

His team arrived at the residence at 1:52 am and the door was breached at 1:53 am. He did not
recall the actual breach but advised that generally, a command such as “Police search warrant”
was issued once the door was breached.

Constable Lusby entered the premises and entered the kitchen area, which appeared to be
clear. Constable Lusby advised that his rifle was drawn upon entry. As he made his way
upstairs, he recalled Constable Shangi, the team lead, was already upstairs as well as
Constable Howes, to his right. He noticed a black male on the ground, half inside and half
outside the bedroom. A female was also in that room.
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Constable Lusby did not recall exactly how the male on the ground looked. He assumed he was
face down and he believed his head may have been in the hallway and his feet in the bedroom.
Constable Lusby could not recall whether Constable Howes was in the bedroom or in the
hallway, but he recalled he was controlling the male just by his presence. He recalled it was
very tight quarters there and believed Constable Howes was standing over top of the male. He
could not recall whether the male was handcuffed.

In a bedroom to his left, he saw officers in that room. He assumed they were clearing the room.
He believed he later saw them holding a black male.

Constable Lusby did not recall any hearing conversations at the time.

Constable Lusby also saw a closed door to what appeared to be a bathroom and an opened
door to the far left which was open and a threat. He did not know if it had been cleared by his
team so he cleared it.

Once he cleared that room to the left, his team leader asked him to hold the door to a bedroom
in which a dog was contained. Constable Lusby held his gun with left hand and physically held
the door shut with his right hand.

The team leader had the mother, later identified as Faye, to assist with removing the dog from
the room Constable Lusby was holding into the bathroom. Constable Lusby stood by and
covered his team while this occurred. He then entered the room vacated by the dog and cleared
it. He believed the team leader then brought Faye back to the bedroom or elsewhere.

Constable Lusby then stood by for a short time and exited the premises to take a security
position outside. At 2:18 am, he was back at ETF.

Constable Lusby felt that the scene was under control within a normal amount of time and he
did not hear anything “out of line” upstairs or he would have provided assistance while coming
up the stairs.
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Constable Lusby did not see the alleged stomping on the neck of the male lying in the threshold.
He did not hear anyone cry out in pain. He did not recall the mother saying, “police brutality” or
“police abuse.”

He did not recall whether the residents were in handcuffs when he saw them. He explained that
their general procedure was to handcuff them immediately. He noted they had a handcuffing
team which was officers designated to handcuff any parties. He was not part of that team and
did not recall who was. The team leader would know that information.

When asked whether he heard an officer make the derogatory comments, “Shut the fuck up or
I’ll put you in a hole with the rest of them nigger” Constable Lusby said he did not. He noted that
the officers on his team were way too professional to act like that.

Constable Lusby did not recall seeing that male being dragged by his belt across the floor. He
did not have any dealings with any parties other than the mother so he did not recall what they
were wearing.

Regarding Taufiq’s complaints that he was arrested using excessive force and blindfolded and
punched on his body and kneed in the back, Constable Lusby said he did not recall that. He did
not recall hearing any kind of a scuffle.

He noted, “… again these would be things that I would pick up on ‘cause if I heard a scuffle, I
would assume that I would be needed and I would have gone to assist my teammates and I
don’t recall that happening. Well it didn’t happen because I don’t have [it in] my notes so that-, I
didn’t hear that happen at all.”

Regarding whether Taufiq was blindfolded, Constable Lusby explained that faces had been
covered in the past when they had “spitters” or other such individuals. However, that had not
happened in this situation.
At the time, Constable Lusby was not aware that one of the residents had been taken away in
an ambulance.
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Constable Lusby denied incurring any property damage in the Complainants’ home. He did not
recall having to move anything.

Constable Lusby did not see the subsequent search of the home.

When asked if he heard any of the Complainants complaining about handcuffs being too tight,
police acting badly, or anything like that, Constable Lusby said, “nothing sticks out, nothing.”

Once he exited the home, Constable Lusby did not recall having any contact with neighbours or
see any neighbours come outside.

Constable Lusby said he was wearing his nametag, but did not know whether anyone would be
able to see it since he was wearing his full kit. However, he was not asked for his name or
badge number.
Respondent Officer 7 – Constable Rene Kuhn, Badge 8713
(Constable Kuhn was interviewed by the OIPRD on December 5, 2014. The following is a
summary of the relevant portions of the interview.)

Constable Kuhn had completed eleven years with the Toronto Police Service including almost
seven with the Emergency Task Force.
On April 24, 2014, the ETF received information that the Gun and Gang Task Force (GGTF)
would be conducting a search warrant. Constable Kuhn was to prepare an RECCE package in
which he would put together all the information about the building, where the doors were, where
it was located, what approach would potentially be employed, etc. ETF’s role was to execute the
search warrant and secure all the residence in the place and make the area safe for
investigators.

On April 25, at 12:50 am, his team attended 54 Division for a briefing for the Criminal Code
Search Warrant. Constable Kuhn prepared all the equipment on the vehicle they would be using
to execute the search warrant. At 1:35 am, the ETF had a tactical briefing with the members of
their special weapons team. At 1:45 am, that briefing was complete and shortly after that they
proceeded to the address where they arrived at 1:52 am.
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Shortly thereafter, the front door was breached. Constable Kuhn said it was a manual breach
with a ram. He heard loud announcements of “Police! Search warrant!” Constable Kuhn was
position three in the line-up so he was the third person through the door. He recalled holding the
basement and voicing out to see if anyone was down there. He did not receive any responses.
The main floor was cleared by his team. A short time later, his Sergeant relieved him of his
position covering the basement and Constable Kuhn moved with the rest of the team upstairs.

At the top of the stairs there Constable Kuhn observed a prone black male, being covered by an
ETF officer. Constable Kuhn did not speak to the male or the officer. Constable Kuhn could not
recall exactly where the officer was in relation to the male, however he felt that the male was not
a threat and the officer did not require assistance.

Constable Kuhn could not recall whether the male was handcuffed. Constable Kuhn did not see
anyone touching or handling the male in any way. Constable Kuhn did not recall hearing any
racist slurs made to the prone male.

He heard audible shouting coming from his left where there was a bedroom. Constable Kuhn
went to the bedroom where he saw someone under the covers and two ETF officers dealing
with the person, trying to take him into custody. It looked as though the person was struggling
on the bed and resisting their efforts to take him into control. Constable Kuhn saw one officer
covering while the other officer attempted to gain control so he did not think his assistance was
required and he exited the room.

Constable Kuhn did not see any strikes being issued. He heard shouting but could not recall
what was being said. He did not recall which officers were dealing with the male. He did not
recall seeing or hearing any talk of a Taser.

Constable Kuhn exited the room and saw another ETF officer holding another bedroom which
he later learned contained a large dog. While in the hallway, Constable Kuhn asked the
pronated male about who was in the room with the dog and he replied there was nobody in
there. Constable Kuhn did not recall the male talking a lot and this was the only conversation he
had with him.
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Constable Kuhn did not see an ETF officer place a boot on the prone male’s neck. He did not
recall hearing about it at the time. He did not see any of the two people who were in the
bedrooms being dragged by their belts or their boxers or having their pants removed. He did not
recall any of the complainants saying something about police brutality. To his knowledge he did
not have any contact with property or knock anything over.

Constable Kuhn pointed out that he made a late entry in his notes. He recalled that when he
initially went upstairs he saw a female prone on the ground of the first bedroom to the right. He
did not recall if she was handcuffed.

Constable Kuhn checked with the officer there if the room had been cleared yet and he advised
he had not. Constable Kuhn went into that bedroom and cleared it by making sure there were
no other occupants other than the female lying on the ground.

At that time, he went back downstairs to assist with clearing the basement. When he got back to
the main level, the Sergeant was speaking to the male coming upstairs from the basement so
Constable Kuhn stood by while the Sergeant called the male up and took him into custody.
Constable Kuhn did not recall if the male came upstairs backwards. Constable Kuhn again
called out first to see if anyone else was in the basement. Once Constable Kuhn had sufficient
support from other ETF officers, he and the officers moved into the basement and cleared it.
There were no other occupants in the basement. Once his responsibilities were completed
there, they conducted a secondary search and Constable Kuhn then moved outside to provide
security. He did not recall any contact with any neighbours.

Constable Kuhn noted that the residence was cluttered, but he had seen more cluttered places.
Constable Kuhn said no one complained to him about any injuries. He was aware that someone
had received medical care but was not aware of the nature of the care.

Constable Kuhn said that from the time he entered the residence to the time he went upstairs,
was less than one minute.

Constable Kuhn was never asked for his name or badge number. He believed that information
would have been located somewhere on his equipment such as his vest.
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Constable Kuhn did not recall any conversation about money being found or about the mother
being told that one of her sons was selling drugs and she shouldn’t be naïve and that he (the
officer) was going to take some money. He did not recall any complaints about the handcuffs
being too tight.

Constable Kuhn was not present for the subsequent search conducted by Guns and Gangs.
The secondary search involved taking a closer look and lifting beds or looking in closets, in
between clothes just to make sure there was nobody standing there.
Respondent Officer 8 – Constable Brock Ladurantaye, Badge 8529
(Constable Ladurantaye was interviewed by the OIPRD on December 5, 2014. The following is
a summary of the relevant portions of the interview.)

Constable Ladurantaye has been employed by Toronto Police since August 2002. He has spent
nine years at 12 Division and has been with ETF for over three years.

On the night of the incident, his team was briefed for a search warrant that was happening at
the Complainants’ residence. The target was Taufiq Stanley and information received indicated
that he unlawfully possessed a firearm. After the briefing, his team attended the address and a
dynamic entry was used to breach the front door.

Constable Ladurantaye advised that there were basically two styles of entry. One in which they
did a breach and stood at the door and did “call outs” or one in which they did an active clearing
where they entered and cleared the house. They’d start at the main level up to the top floor and
then to any other floors.

In this case, they breached the door and as they went inside, they announced their presence
and that a search warrant was in effect.

Constable Ladurantaye was number one in the line up of ETF officers entering. He was carrying
an MP5 weapon. The main floor was cleared after which Constable Ladurantaye proceeded to
the second floor. Constable Ladurantaye heard from the first officer upstairs, Constable Howes,
that there was contact on the right side. He did not recall what Constable Howes was saying,
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but from what he was saying, it seemed Constable Howes had seen someone and had made
contact with that person. Constable Ladurantaye at the same time went into the first room on
the left where he saw a bed against the wall. Constable Potts accompanied him. Constable
Ladurantaye saw what appeared to be the shape of a body “cocooned” or wrapped up on the
bed.

Constable Ladurantaye initiated call outs from the door identifying himself as the police and
telling the person to remove the blankets and show their hands. There was no movement or
reaction from the person on the bed. Constable Ladurantaye secured his firearm to free his
hands and approached the bed. Constable Potts also approached the bed and “covered”
Constable Ladurantaye; he likely had his gun drawn. Constable Ladurantaye pulled the sheets
back and found a male party in the bed later identified as Taufiq Stanley. Constable
Ladurantaye pulled the sheets down to Taufiq’s chest level. Taufiq was not wearing anything on
top. Taufiq yelled as soon as the covers were pulled down and he immediately pulled them back
up and hid his hands under the sheets.

Constable Ladurantaye saw Taufiq’s hands for a split second, but could not see whether he was
holding anything.

Constable Ladurantaye gave Taufiq commands again to show his hands after which a “tugging
match” ensued for the covers. When Constable Ladurantaye pulled the sheets down, Taufiq
pulled them back up and buried his hands under them. At one point Taufiq grabbed the covers
and rolled away from Constable Ladurantaye and positioned himself against the wall. Taufiq
exposed his back to Constable Ladurantaye. Constable Ladurantaye continually told Taufiq to
show his hands and that they were the police. At that point, the level of threat increased
because of the consideration that some of the residents might have a firearm. Therefore, based
on Taufiq’s refusal to show his hands and stop struggling, Constable Ladurantaye gave him a
knee strike to the back. It was a successful strike because Constable Ladurantaye was able to
get Taufiq’s left hand free and control it. However, Taufiq still had his right hand underneath him
so Constable Ladurantaye punched him two or three times in the back again delivering
distractionary strikes. Again they were effective because Constable Ladurantaye was able to get
Taufiq’s right hand free. At that point Constable Ladurantaye had Taufiq’s hands behind his
back so he handcuffed him.
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After a search of the room to ensure there was no one else in there and no other threats to their
safety, Constable Ladurantaye pulled the sheets down to see if Taufiq was covering anything or
hiding anything. Taufiq was time naked with his boxers around his ankles. Taufiq asked for help
to pull his underwear up because he couldn’t reach them with his hands since he was
handcuffed. Constable Ladurantaye helped him cover up by pulling his underwear up for him
and standing by with him as the rest of the apartment got cleared. Once the rest of the place
was clear, investigators came up and Taufiq was turned over to them. Taufiq stayed on the bed
at that spot the entire time Constable Ladurantaye was with him.

Constable Ladurantaye denied pulling Taufiq’s braids and banging his head against the wall.
Constable Ladurantaye was not aware of Taufiq’s head hitting the wall during the struggle.

Once Taufiq was handcuffed, he just lay on the bed and stopped resisting.

Constable Ladurantaye recalled when asked that at some point during the struggle Constable
Potts had switched weapons from his firearm to his Taser. However, it was never deployed.

Constable Ladurantaye did not believe his partner ever handled the Complainant during the
struggle. He basically acted as Constable Ladurantaye’s “cover officer.”

Regarding Taufiq’s allegation that he was pushed onto his back and that his private parts were
on display, Constable Ladurantaye advised, “The covers, say, while I was dealing with him were
up around his chest. Soon as the room’s clear, I pull the covers down, there was no way I had
no opportunity to go under the covers at that time. When I pulled them down, they were around
his ankles. Told him he could pull them up, he asked for help because he was handcuffed and I
helped pull them up.”

Constable Ladurantaye said Taufiq only asked once for assistance in pulling his underwear up
and Constable Ladurantaye . Taufiq was immediately assisted in having his underwear pulled
up.

Constable Ladurantaye said that when the covers were taken off, Taufiq was face down with the
handcuffs on. The covers were pulled off then [his underwear] was pulled up. Taufiq had to be
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turned over because his underwear couldn’t be pulled up all the way. Therefore he had to be
turned to his side to get his shorts the rest of the way up.

Regarding Taufiq’s allegation that a t-shirt was wrapped around his head when he tried to move
himself towards the door after hearing his brother screaming, Constable Ladurantaye said, “I’m
not aware of that. He never made any attempts to go towards the door. He was lying on the bed
handcuffed. I’d say he was, once he was cuffed and sitting there he was compliant. If he had
tried to move towards the door, he would have been basically placed back on to the bed. But I
don’t recall, I didn’t put a t-shirt on his head.”

Constable Ladurantaye did not recall seeing Taufiq with a t-shirt or any kind of blindfold on his
face.

After Constable Ladurantaye assisted Taufiq, he verbally identified himself.

Constable Ladurantaye estimated his struggle with Taufiq to have lasted between 30 seconds
and one minute.

Constable Ladurantaye said during the struggle he did not consider using a secondary weapon
such as a baton or spray or his own Taser. He noted the distractionary strikes were effective.

Constable Ladurantaye described Taufiq’s behaviour as actively resisting. Taufiq did not punch
at Constable Ladurantaye but he pushed his hands away and blocked him.

Taufiq did not complain to Constable Ladurantaye about any pain after the interaction.

Constable Ladurantaye turned Taufiq over to an investigator in the room. That was his last
involvement with Taufiq.

Constable Ladurantaye did not see or hear any of the interaction happening with any of the
other parties upstairs nor did he hear complaints from them. He did not hear anyone call out
“police brutality” or anything like that.
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Constable Ladurantaye did not see or hear about an allegation made by a male that his neck
was stomped two times. Constable Ladurantaye did not hear or make any derogatory
comments to that male.

Constable Ladurantaye was asked if during the struggle with Taufiq, the bed was damaged in
any way. Constable Ladurantaye said he did not notice anything. He did not hear anything being
broken.

Constable Ladurantaye knew nothing about the money and trace amounts of marijuana found in
Taufiq’s room since he had not conducted any searches.

Constable Ladurantaye did not hear any conversation about how that money was obtained.
Constable Ladurantaye said his name and badge number were not requested by anyone. He
had no physical or verbal contact with any of the other complainants.

Constable Ladurantaye said he handcuffed Taufiq. Constable Ladurantaye denied tightening
the handcuffs excessively, however he had not double locked them. Constable Ladurantaye
explained the handcuffs had been provided by the investigators and he did not double lock them
because at that time the search had not been completed and it was an officer safety issue.
Taufiq had to be handcuffed and secured and Constable Ladurantaye had to ensure that the
surroundings were safe at that point. There were still threats; therefore double locking, which
required a fine motor skill, was something that could have been done later. Constable
Ladurantaye believed the handcuffs were not cutting circulation and if Taufiq had mentioned at
any time that they were too tight, Constable Ladurantaye would have loosened them.

Regarding how Taufiq’s pants came to be down around his ankles, Constable Ladurantaye
noted there was no movement on the bed when he opened the door. Therefore it was probable
that they had been in that condition prior to his arrival into the room.

Constable Ladurantaye was asked if Taufiq’s boxers might have become displaced during the
struggle. Constable Ladurantaye said he did not want to speculate but noted they had not
slipped just an inch, they were around his ankles. However, anything was possible. When
Constable Ladurantaye turned Taufiq over to the investigators, he was only wearing boxers.
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Regarding any delay in ensuring the room was clear before assisting with pulling his pants up
Constable Ladurantaye said once Taufiq was cuffed and in custody, they checked the rest of
the room, which was fairly quick, he then removed the covers saw the pants were down and told
Taufiq to fix them. When he couldn’t do it, Constable Ladurantaye assisted him in pulling them
up.

Once Constable Ladurantaye went outside he did not have any contact with neighbours.
Respondent Officer 9 – Constable Chris Howes, Badge 7716
(Constable Howes was interviewed by the OIPRD on December 2, 2014. The following is a
summary of the relevant portions of the interview.)
Constable Howes was in his 16th year of policing. He started his career at 41 Division and
worked in various divisions before going to the Emergency Task Force (ETF) in 2012. He was
an ETF officer on April 25, 2014.

On that date, his team was required to assist Guns and Gangs for a criminal code search
warrant. The team went over to 54 Division for a briefing. Constable Howes was briefed at 1:35
am on April 25 by his team leader, Constable Shangi; Sergeant Armstrong was in attendance as
well. They were advised that the target of the search warrant was Taufiq Stanley and it was
believed he possessed firearms. Constable Howes was advised he would be doing the
breaching of the front door.

At 1:52 they were on scene at the address and at 1:53 the door was breached. As the doorbreacher, Constable Howes carried the ram and his issued firearm—a Glock.

Constable Howes said that while breaching the door, he usually yells “police search warrant”
five or six times and then follows that with a “get down on the ground and don’t have anything in
your hands”.

After breaching the door, he stood aside and allowed his team to enter. After entering, he stood
at the bottom of a staircase. At the time he was still screaming out “police search warrant, get
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down on the ground, don’t have anything in your hands”. Constable Howes stood by until his
team had finished its job on the main floor and was ready to do the second floor.

As Constable Howes made his way up the stairs, he continued to yell out “the verbals.” When
he arrived at the top of the second small staircase, he saw a male party standing in a doorway
with his arms around his waist. The male was later identified as Yasin Stanley.

Constable Howes could not recall what Yasin was wearing. Constable Howes yelled at him to
get down on the ground. Yasin complied. He slowly went down to his knees and then “proned
out” with his hands around his head area. Yasin was partly outside the room with his feet on the
cusp of the doorway. There were two or three other closed doors and Constable Howes could
hear a dog barking. Constable Howes took a quick glimpse at Yasin and saw that his hands
were empty at that time and he was compliant.

Inside the bedroom, Constable Howes saw a female standing near the male’s feet. She was
later identified as Faye Stanley. Constable Howes took a quick glimpse into the room and saw
that Faye’s hands were clear. Constable Howes had to move closer to Yasin and out of the
stairwell because other officers were coming upstairs. Constable Howes moved towards Yasin
and waited for authorization to clear the room. Constable Howes said he was, “pretty much
standing over top of [Yasin] now slightly to his left side.” Constable Howes was straddling
Yasin’s body.

Constable Howes confirmed it was his intention to handcuff the parties in the room but he knew
another officer was behind him and would take care of that, so his next “threat” was Faye.
Constable Howes told Faye to get down on the ground. While Constable Howes was doing this,
he felt something grab his left foot. He looked down and saw Yasin’s right hand on his boot.
Constable Howes saw Yasin’s body “sort of torque” and it looked as though he was trying to get
to his knees. Constable Howes pointed out that Yasin had not been searched.

Regarding specifically what it felt like when Yasin grabbed his foot and his intentions in doing
so, Constable Howes stated, “It felt like he had a hold of my left foot and I don’t know if he was
trying to stop me from going into the room with his mum, if he was trying to trip me. I have no …
yeah, I don’t know if he was trying stand up. It … it looked like, from his body positioning, he
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was trying to stand up. He hadn’t been searched. I had no idea if he’s (inaudible). I’ve no idea if
he has a handgun. It was very dynamic.”

Constable Howes noted that a lot of things happened very quickly including the dog in the
background. Constable Howes pulled his left foot away and Yasin’s hand came off his boot and
went down to the ground. Constable Howes very quickly took his left foot and pressed it down
on the back of Yasin’s head to push him back down to the ground.

Constable Howes stated that he did not issue any verbal commands to Yasin. Constable Howes
stated it was all fairly quick and he did not think he had the time to do so. Therefore he pulled
his foot away and went to the back of Yasin’s head just as he was trying to stand up at the same
time. Constable Howes’s immediate concern was to gain absolute control of Yasin.

Constable Howes described his boot action and the reasons for it as follows: “It was not a
stomp, it was not a kick. It was more just pressure on the back of his head to actually push him
back down. I’m quite aware of my strength and 320 pounds in full kit and it was, by no means
did I want to hurt this guy and the potential’s quite high with his head there so … I didn’t want to
lean down. I had a hand gun in my hand at the time. I did not want to get any closer to him for
his safety, mine and the actual team too and still try to deal with his mum in the actual
background.”

Constable Howes stated the force he applied was just enough to gain control to push Yasin’s
head back down to the ground. Constable Howes could not recall if Yasin’s face turned to the
side when it hit the floor. Constable Howes said there was no resistance to the action of his
boot.

After pushing Yasin’s head to the ground, Constable Howes held his foot there for a second or
two. He heard a slight groan from Yasin. Constable Howes noted, “I mean, I heard him groan,
so it was…through the back of my mind was, ok, he’s… I may have hurt him. I really don’t know
but his body went completely flat back down to the ground.”
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Constable Howes removed his boot from the back of Yasin’s head and Yasin complied at that
point and stayed face down on the ground. Constable Howes advised that applying his foot to
the back of Yasin’s head worked and Yasin flattened himself out.

After this, Yasin was talking about the dog and about his mom but did not try to move.
Constable Howes then stepped past Yasin to deal with Faye.

Constable Howes was aware one of his teammates gained control of Yasin while he dealt with
Fay who was on the ground, face down. He allowed her to sit on the bed just for her comfort
and because she was being compliant.

At some point, Constable Howes saw Constable Shangi handcuff Yasin. Yasin remained on the
ground and continually asked if his mother was alright. Constable Howes heard him say some
things about the dog and also talk about his glasses. Constable Howes did not recall seeing
glasses on Yasin’s face, but was not certain. Yasin complained that his head was sore.

Constable Howes stayed in the room with Faye. One final room that had not been cleared was
the room with the dog. Eventually Faye assisted with the dog matter.

Constable Howes had no other contact with Yasin except for the initial verbal contact and the
“boot to the back of his head for his assaultive behaviour.”

After Faye returned to the bedroom, she asked Constable Howes what was happening and he
told her Investigators would be in the room to talk to her. Once investigators came into room,
Constable Howes went downstairs, exited the residence and took up security outside. He
recalled that medics arrived at some point and took a male party from the second floor. Once
outside, Constable Howes had no contact with any neighbours.

Constable Howes’s notes stated that when he heard the male grunting, Faye yelled out “police
brutality.” Constable Howes confirmed this was after he placed the boot to Yasin’s head.
However, he pointed out that during the briefing they was told that this was not the first time
police had attended this residence and each time the occupants had laid complaints against
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police. He noted, “I was completely aware of that but that doesn’t change how we operate. We
are there to do our job as safely and as tactfully as we possibly can.”

Constable Howes said that he did not find it irritating that Yasin was talking about the location of
the dog, asking about his mom, etc., and he did not tell Yasin to shut up. Constable Howes also
denied telling Yasin to “shut the fuck up or I’ll put you in the hole with the rest of them, Nigger”.
He did not hear any other officers stating this.

Constable Howes said he did not grab Yasin by his belt and drag him across the floor. He did
not recall seeing Yasin with his buttocks exposed.

Constable Howes did not have anything to do with any of the property searches and he did not
damage any property except for the front door.

Constable Howes did not see any interactions with any of the other complainants.

Constable Howes did not hear any complaints about property damage or about handcuffs being
too tight. He did not see any of the searches that took place.

At the time, Constable Howes did not learn of any complaints about his treatment of Yasin. He
did not speak to his supervisor about it.
Respondent Officer 10 – Constable Jason Contant, Badge 8296
(Constable Contant was interviewed by the OIPRD on December 5, 2014. The following is a
summary of the relevant portions of the interview.)

Constable Contant started policing in 31 Division and was there for eight years. He came to the
Emergency Task Force in 2009 and was currently in that unit.

Constable Contant said that his role in the April 25, 2014, search warrant execution was
basically outside containment. He watched the windows outside the perimeter of the house for
any movement or anything that needed to be reported to the team. He was outside with one of
their Police Dog Services officers.
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For the majority of time, Constable Contant remained in the back of the house which was
fenced in. Once the initial breach was completed and the team was inside, he was called in by
their Team Leader Constable Shangi to go into the basement and clear one of the rooms, which
happened to be a laundry room.

Constable Contant and Constable Kuhn went into the basement to clear it. Constable Contant
did not touch anything while there, he simply ensured no persons were hiding there.

Constable Contant did not recall seeing or stepping on any broken glass while he was
downstairs.

After that, Constable Contant went back outside and continued to provide security. While
outside he did not hear any verbalizations from officers or anybody inside the house. He also
did not recall any neighbours outside at that time of night.

Constable Contant was not aware that there was an injured party. He was not even aware that
medics drove someone to the hospital in the ambulance.

Afterwards, Constable Contant did not hear any officers talking about having had to use force or
mentioning any struggles.

Constable Contant had no contact with any of the Complainants. Constable Contant did not see
any of the subsequent searches.

Constable Contant was on scene with his team approximately 25 minutes.
Respondent Officer 11 – Detective Constable Mark Tan, Badge 8954
(Detective Constable Tan was interviewed by the OIPRD on November 27, 2014. The following
is a summary of the relevant portions of the interview.)

Detective Constable Tan started as a police officer in 2002 with York Regional Police. He
transferred to Toronto Police Services in 2004. He worked in various units there and has been
with Guns and Gangs for almost five years.
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On the night of the incident, he was in plainclothes. On April 24, 2014, at 6 pm, he was briefed
by Detective Balint regarding a Criminal Code Search Warrant in which the person of interest
was Taufiq Stanley. At 12:15 on April 25, Detective Constable Tan attended the area of the
Complainants’ residence. Detective Balint told him to take up a stand-by point in the area.
Detective Constable Tan was told that the Emergency Task Force would be executing the
search warrant.

At 1:51 am he was told that the ETF had breached the residence and executed the warrant. He
was told to proceed to the address to assist with the search. He arrived there at 2:09 am at
which time the residence was turned over to the Guns and Gangs Task Force. He was made
aware that there were four people located inside that address when the warrant was executed.

Detective Constable Tan explained that ETF generally executed the warrant and cleared the
residence which meant they brought all the occupants into custody or detained them. Once they
deemed it safe or cleared they turned the residence over to Guns and Gangs. Entry photos of
the home were taken then Guns and Gangs conducted their searches.

After entering the residence, Detective Constable Tan proceeded to the second floor where an
ETF officer transferred custody of Yasin Stanley to him. Detective Constable Tan recalled that
Yasin and perhaps his mother were present in addition to two or more ETF officers. The two
parties had been taken into custody by the officers who were standing by for Guns and Gangs
members.

When Detective Constable Tan saw Yasin, he was standing up and was compliant. Neither
Yasin nor Faye made any complaints at the time.

Detective Constable Tan escorted Yasin downstairs to the living room area. While walking down
the stairs, Yasin made complaints of pain to his neck. Yasin did not say how the neck pain had
resulted. Faye also did not make mention of how it had happened. Detective Constable Tan
advised Detective Balint about it as well as one of the tactical paramedics that was on scene.
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Detective Constable Tan explained that a tactical paramedic was not dressed as a typical
paramedic. A tactical paramedic wore a helmet dressed a bit more tactically with tactical pants,
etc.
Once Yasin had been placed on the couch, Detective Constable Tan went back upstairs to
conduct a search. He had no further contact with Yasin except when he saw him in a neck
brace and being transported out of the residence on a stretcher.

Detective Constable Tan searched bedroom three. Detective Constable Tan recalled there were
bunk beds in the room. He searched the bed then placed belongings in the surrounding area
onto the bed. He searched the entire room but did not find anything of evidentiary value.

Detective Constable Tan did not recall knocking things down or damaging any items. He noted
that when they search an area, it’s reasonable to think that it was not going to look the same as
when they had first arrived. However, Detective Constable Tan did not destroy anything while
conducting his search.

Detective Constable Tan was asked if he recalled seeing a towel rack on the ground with towels
strewn all over the place, but he did not even recall seeing a towel rack.

Detective Constable Tan noted other officers were simultaneously searching the other rooms in
the house. After completing his search, he returned downstairs.

Detective Constable Tan saw other officers searching around him but nothing really stood out.
He did not see officers doing any damage or stepping on sofas. He did not hear any complaints
about damage from the Complainants.

Detective Constable Tan did not believe he had any contact with Taufiq or see any officers
handling him at any time. Detective Constable Tan did not see any Complainants with their
pants pulled down or recall any complaints about handcuffs being too tight. He also did not hear
any complaints about excessive force or humiliating treatment from officers.
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He recalled that Faye was actually talking very pleasantly to everybody and was polite.
Detective Constable Tan did not hear any derogatory or racist comments being made nor did he
utter any such comments.

In terms of the behaviour of the male parties, Detective Constable Tan said they were just sitting
there and being compliant and not saying very much.

In terms of the how the Complainants were treated by officers that night, Detective Constable
Tan said, “Professional. Every time we execute a warrant, it’s … it’s the same and in this case
too. We’re coming to somebody’s house and we understand that we’re … It’s a huge
infringement to somebody. So, when we’re doing that and that’s why I recall Mrs. Stanley being
so pleasant because I think we were just being polite to her and professional as well in the
course of our duty.”

Detective Constable Tan did not hear any explanation about the search warrant given to the
Complainant or see her being given a copy of it. Detective Constable Tan did not believe
anything was seized at the residence.

Detective Constable Tan was never asked for his name and badge number.

Detective Constable Tan recalled the cardboard box urns. He noted that they were sealed and
he had to break open the seal. He had no idea at the time that the boxes were urns. He did not
recall the contents spilling out.

Detective Constable Tan noted that he generally believed that urns were a vase of some sort
and he had no idea the sealed boxed had contained the ashes of deceased dogs.

Detective Constable Tan explained that he had executed several search warrants where the
residents had a sacred room. They generally would not disturb such rooms where it was clear
that no contraband would be stored there. He had also attended other residences where he had
seen urns of deceased people kept [in a container] over a fireplace that may also be labelled. In
this case, out of respect for somebody’s deceased pet, a container with its remains would
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generally not be searched if he knew that was what was contained inside. But in this case,
cardboard boxes kept in a room would be searched if he had no idea of their contents.

Respondent Officer 12 – Detective Constable Todd Storey, Badge 7547
(Detective Constable Storey was interviewed by the OIPRD on January 13, 2015. The following
is a summary of the relevant portions of the interview.)
Constable Storey was going into his 19th year of policing. During the incident, he was working
with the Guns and Gangs Task Force as a detective constable.

On April 24, 2014, Constable Storey started his shift at 3 pm and was to work until early the
following day. He was in plainclothes.

Constable Storey was briefed by Detective Balint about a signed, authorized search warrant for
a firearm at the Complainants’ residence. The person of interest was Taufiq Stanley. A second
briefing was completed at approximately 1:20 am on April 25 with Emergency Task Force and
Police Dog Services and 54 Division officers. He noted that they always had uniform officers
with them because none of the Guns and Gangs officers were in uniform.

Constable Storey’s role in the search warrant was to be the notes officer and to do a search
warrant package. He had nothing to do with obtaining the search warrant although he prepared
Appendices A and B.

At 1:47 am on April 25, they proceeded to the residence. There was a line of cars and he was
located closer to the back end.

The ETF were going to execute the breach of the door so the rest of the officers stayed back. At
1:51 am ETF breached the door. Constable Storey did not see the breach or recall hearing it. At
2:09 am ETF officers advised the residence as secure and turned over the premises to Guns
and Gangs.
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After entering, Constable Storey waited on the main floor while photos were taken of the
residence by a detective. Eventually, the occupants of the home were brought downstairs and
seated on couches which had been searched prior to the situating residents there.

Constable Storey then went upstairs to review and record the layout of the rooms. By that time,
all the parties had been moved from the bedrooms to the main floor downstairs. When asked,
Constable Storey said he was not struck by anything unusual. However, he stated that [most of
the rooms] were pretty messy.

Constable Storey said when he initially went upstairs, Faye was talking a lot and was pretty
angry but he did not recall hearing any complaints at that time.

Constable Storey did not see any of the handcuffing or restraining of the Complainants.

Constable Storey spoke to the four Complainants and recorded their information including
names, dates of birth, where they were located in the home, etc. Constable Storey also
attended most of the rooms in the house to create a floor plan map for the search warrant
package. Constable Storey was then detailed to search the basement and also helped a little bit
with searching the kitchen.

Constable Storey then helped search a little bit in the kitchen. He was pretty sure he made a
comment when he saw a few cabinets he opened up full of canned goods. He spoke briefly to
Faye who said she had a lot of children so she keeps a lot of food.

Sometime between 2:09 to 2:20 am, Yasin complained of a sore neck. Constable Storey did not
recall Yasin explaining how he sustained the neck pain. He did not recall Faye making
statements to the effect of “police brutality” and that her son’s face was stomped, but he was not
certain. Detective Balint likely contacted the paramedics who arrived just before 2:20 am to
examine Yasin. He was transported to Sunnybrook Hospital in the ambulance, accompanied by
Detective Small.

Constable Storey then searched the basement. He noted three quarters of the space was
stacked from floor to ceiling with all kinds of items. The PDS dog was eventually brought in to
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search the basement but nothing was located. Constable Storey noted that the basement and
kitchen were cluttered.

Constable Storey was asked about the Complainants’ allegations that the manner of the
searching was unprofessional or inappropriate and that officers stepped on furniture and towels
were strewn on the floor and that cardboard urns containing the ashes of her deceased pets
were ripped open. Constable Storey advised that they were conducting searches for firearms
and ammunition, which could be something as small as a bullet. Given this, they had to search
everywhere. In terms of how they search, they usually took everything out of closets to see
whether anything was hidden inside them. They would also look in between clothes, blankets,
etc. He did not see the searches conducted in the manner described by the Complainants.

He did however state that he could see officers stepping on furniture if necessary and he had
done so in order to look behind something or to reach an object placed up high. They must
ensure that everything is secure and nothing is missed.

If there was a ladder in the vicinity, he would have used that or have grabbed a chair. They
would only step on furniture where necessary.

Regarding his search of the basement, Constable Storey said he did not recall any ceiling fan
glass being shattered and shards of glass on the carpet. He did not break any glass.

When asked whether it was normal to have PDS come inside to search, he said it was not and
depended on the availability of the dogs trained to detect firearms.

Constable Storey did not really watch while other officers searched the residence. He said none
of the Complainants made any complaints about derogatory or racist language being used. He
did not make or hear any such statements.

Constable Storey did not loosen Taufiq’s handcuffs and he did not recall hearing about that
matter. He did not recall conversation about a sum of money and a small quantity of marijuana
that had been found. He did not hear any insinuations by an officer that the money was from
selling drugs.
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In terms of how he characterized the search warrant execution, Constable Storey stated, “We
did a search like we always do. It’s thorough. Depends on the officer works from left to right, top
to bottom as best as we can in these circumstances. You move everything you can because
what we’re looking for, we’re looking for something that could be, like I said I put in the palm of
my hand that I can’t see be it a firearm, be it an ammunition, people tend to hide them in their
residences. We’re thorough; we’re not destructive. Sometimes we do have to move things or
things might get broken. I’ve had people that have put guns in walls and kind of haphazardly
plastered them up again but you could tell something’s behind there and basically all they do is
pull something, pull it open they’ve got a gun like or they put it in an area in vents where you
have to pull a string or whatever else. So sometimes things might get damaged but it’s not our
practice to damage or do anything. But people, from our experiences, have hid things; you
name it, they’ve hidden it.”

Constable Storey was wearing a tactical vest with Police written on the front. He would have
had his badge number on a lanyard. He did not believe Faye requested his name or badge
number. He did not recall hearing her asking other officers for this information and being
refused.

Constable Storey’s sheet he filled out for Taufiq that night was reviewed. It was noted that under
clothing he had written “grey underwear and white t-shirt.” Constable Storey confirmed Taufiq
was not wearing pants at the time, only boxers and a T–shirt.

Taufiq did not complain about how he had been treated by officers. In general, the boys were
quiet and it was Faye who spoke the most.
Respondent Officer 13 – Sergeant Kimberly Harris, Badge 5322
(Sergeant Harris was interviewed by the OIPRD on November 27, 2014. The following is a
summary of the relevant portions of the interview.)

Sergeant Harris has been in policing for 16 years. She was at 54 Division for most of her career
and was in a number of units. She went to the Guns and Gangs task force for three years, was
promoted and was currently at 42 Division.
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At the time of the incident she was a Detective Constable in Guns and Gang. Her team had a
briefing with Detective Balint in regards to a criminal code search warrant for a firearm at the
Complainants’ residence. The person of interest was Taufiq Stanley. The information received
was that the ETF was going to breach the door and Guns and Gangs was going to search the
home afterwards.

At 11:30 pm Sergeant Harris arrived to the area of the Complainants’ address and stood by. At
12:30 am on April 25, 2014, the crew went to 54 Division for a briefing, but Sergeant Harris did
not attend.

She then received information over the air that the ETF was proceeding to the residence. At
1:50 am, Sergeant Harris was on scene. At 1:51 am, the ETF executed the warrant and she
stood by outside. At 2:09 am, ETF handed the premise over to Guns and Gangs. Detective
Balint took “entry” photos of the house. Sergeant Harris was detailed to go upstairs and search
one of the rooms. In that room, a female was sitting on the bed and a male was lying on the
floor with his head out in the hallway and his feet inside the room. The male was on his stomach
and handcuffed to the rear. The male was later identified as Yasin and the female as Faye.

Sergeant Harris believed Yasin was wearing baggy jeans and a shirt. If his pants had been
down, she would have remembered. She did not see him dragged along the carpet or anything.

There were ETF officers present upstairs, but she did not recall which ones. She could not recall
any conversations she had with the officers. Both parties were quiet.

Sergeant Harris did not see any officers stepping on the back of Yasin’s neck; however, she
recalled that Yasin complained of soreness in his neck. She could not recall if he did this when
he was upstairs or downstairs.

Sergeant Harris dealt with Faye. She advised her that they had a search warrant and explained
that the house would be searched and she was detained. Sergeant Harris then escorted Faye
downstairs to the living room.
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Sergeant Harris did not recall hearing Faye complain about her son being handled badly by
officers or about the searches and damage to property. Sergeant Harris did not have any
contact with Taufiq Stanley.
Sergeant Harris was then assigned to search the mom’s room which she did. Sergeant Harris
described the bedrooms as very cluttered and it took her approximately one hour to complete
the search of the room. She had to move things around to get to various areas. Sergeant Harris
recalled that several pairs of eyeglasses on one of the dressers and she would have searched
any boxes. However she did not recall breaking any of the eyeglasses. Nothing of evidentiary
value was located.

Sergeant Harris said she did not break anything during her search. There were however boxes
that she could not open so she had to tear them open to see what they contained. They
contained what appeared to be sand. She realised after reading the complaint that those boxes
may have been the ashes of their dogs.

Sergeant Harris did not recall where she found the boxes. In terms of how she left the boxes,
she said she tried to put [the lids] back on and left them on the dresser. She did not think any of
the ashes had spilled.

She knew other officers were in other rooms conducting searches, but she did not pay much
attention to them. She did not see anyone damaging or stepping all over furniture, however, she
pointed out that there were times when she had to step on furniture to reach something. In this
case, she likely had to step on certain items to reach various areas. However she would have
done it carefully and tried not to damage anything. Wherever possible, she would use a chair.

Sergeant Harris was told that PDS would conduct another search of the room. While PDS
conducted its search, Sergeant Harris stood outside the room. PDS also did not locate anything.

Sergeant Harris did not recall any complaints about handcuffs being too tight. She did not hear
any complaints about racist or derogatory comments. When she saw the Complainants, the only
boy complaining was the one who had hurt his neck. Faye was cooperative.
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At 3:36 Sergeant Harris exited premises and went to 54 Division. Detective Balint detailed
Sergeant Harris to attend the hospital where Yasin had been transported regarding an injury to
his neck.

At 4:20 am, Sergeant Harris arrived at the hospital. She recalled Detective Constable Small
talking and laughing with the ambulance attendants. They were advised that it was going to be a
very long wait.

Yasin’s father arrived at the hospital. Sergeant Harris advised him of what had happened. He
was told there had been a search warrant executed at the residence and that his son became
injured and was brought to the hospital.

Sergeant Harris spoke to Detective Balint and because of the length of time they would have to
wait, the officers left the hospital and had someone on the day shift follow up to see whether
Yasin was admitted.

When advised that when she arrived at the hospital, Yasin was not handcuffed.

Detective Constable Small and the ambulance attendants and nurses were talking about
personal things that were not work related. Sergeant Harris said she did not speak about or
hear conversation about their group being an elite group or dealing with dead bodies, etc.

Sergeant Harris had to complete an injury report and asked Constable Small what had
happened but he did not know. She then spoke to an ETF officer and was told that they had
executed the search warrant and at some point, Yasin had grabbed an ETF officer’s legs to try
to get up and the officer pushed him down with his foot.

Regarding the allegation that Taufiq was handled roughly and repeatedly accused by a female
officer of having a gun in the house and repeatedly threatened that everyone would be arrested
unless he admitted this, Sergeant Harris said she had no knowledge of that. Sergeant Harris did
not state this.
Respondent Officer 14 – Sergeant Jodi Mitchell, Badge 7463
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(Sergeant Mitchell was interviewed by the OIPRD on December 10, 2014. The following is a
summary of the relevant portions of the interview.)
Sergeant Mitchell was in her 19th year of policing. She started at 23 Division and was in a
number of units and worked with the Guns and Gangs Task Force from 2010 to 2012. She was
in Afghanistan for a year then came back to Guns and Gangs in 2013. At the time of the incident
she was a Detective Constable with Guns and Gangs.

At 6 pm on April 24, 2014, she received a briefing from Detective Balint that a criminal code
search warrant for firearms would be executed later on at the Complainants’ residence. She
was told that ETF would be executing the warrant while they would stand by and then
conducting the subsequent search.

Sergeant Mitchell attended the location in an unmarked vehicle and was in plainclothes.

Sergeant Mitchell was in the area of the Complainants’ residence at 1 am on April 25. At 1:51
am she heard over the radio that the ETF were moving toward the address. By the time she
arrived on scene, the ETF were already out of their vehicles and set up at the door. She heard
them breach the door. Sergeant Mitchell heard the bang of the ram going through the door and
officers yelling, “Police! Search warrant!” Sergeant Mitchell remained outside while ETF cleared
the residence.

At 2:09 am, the residence was turned over to Guns and Gangs. Sergeant Mitchell remained
outside for a while since the space was very small. Detective Balint went in first and spoke to
ETF, determined how many parties were inside and what needed to be done. He also took
photos of the premise. Sergeant Mitchell conducted a brief search of the exterior. She recalled
seeing a bag hanging in a tree but there was nothing contained inside.

Detective Balint eventually called her inside. She went into the main foyer and recalled seeing a
female sitting in the living room. Detective Balint assigned her to search the upstairs bedroom.
Before she went upstairs, ETF brought a handcuffed male down the stairs. The female in the
living room said the male needed medical attention for his head. Sergeant Mitchell did not hear
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the male say anything. The female did not say anything about what had happened. There were
ETF paramedics on scene so they dealt with the male.

Sergeant Mitchell proceeded upstairs. Another handcuffed male was brought down as she went
up. She did not recall what he was wearing. An ETF officer was with the male. The male was
calm and there was nothing of any concern. She did not hear him complain about any injuries.
Sergeant Mitchell searched the last bedroom on the left. She noted it was very messy and there
wasn’t a lot of space to move around. As to how she conducted the search, Sergeant Mitchell
stated, “It wasn’t an easy search to do because it’s so crowded and there’s so many items in the
room but what I do is I always start at one side and I search everything, try and put it back as
best as I can depending on the situation and then go through. So I started in the … right when I
went in this little nightstand area here and then I proceeded to search through the bed area,
underneath the bed. There was several items underneath the bed and then I proceeded around
like that.”

Sergeant Mitchell did not damage any property during her search. She recalled there had been
a TV just propped up on the bed in the room. It was not attached to the wall or anything. She put
the TV on the floor so she could look through the bed.

When Sergeant Mitchell was told there was an allegation that the TV was not working after the
search warrant execution, Sergeant Mitchell said she had not turned it on to see if it worked
before conducting the search. When asked how she placed it on the floor, Sergeant Mitchell
said, “I’m not going to purposely damage somebody’s items. I try and be as careful as possible.
If something would have happened to it, I would have made note of it and there was nothing that
was a problem with the television.” Sergeant Mitchell was not certain that she replaced it on the
bed after completing her search, however it would have been put back in the same vicinity.

She finished searching the bedroom and did not find anything. She then searched the bathroom
which contained a dog. Detective Balint arranged the transfer of the dog by the female in the
residence. Sergeant Mitchell searched the bathroom and found nothing in there.
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Sergeant Mitchell went back downstairs and advised the tactical unit that she had completed
her search. When the other officers had also completed searching, she was advised to proceed
to 54 Division. She left the scene at 3:36 am.

Sergeant Mitchell was aware that other officers were searching the other rooms upstairs. She
was not standing in the rooms while searches were conducted, but she did not recall see any
officers damaging any property.

Sergeant Mitchell eventually searched the bathroom. She noted it was much less cluttered than
the bedroom she had searched. It was not a long search since there were not a lot of items to
search through. Nothing was damaged or broken at that time.

She did not recall seeing towels scattered on the floor. Sergeant Mitchell did not knock any
towel racks over.

Sergeant Mitchell did not see any alleged excessive force against any complainants nor did she
hear talk of it. She did not hear any derogatory or racist statements made by officers.

In terms of the searches conducted elsewhere, she did not see officers stepping on furniture or
throwing things around.

Sergeant Mitchell noted the female was not happy that the police were in her home but she did
not have any conversations with her. Sergeant Mitchell did not have conversations with any of
the other residents.

Sergeant Mitchell said she was not the female that Taufiq alleged repeatedly accused him of
having a gun in the house. She did not hear any male or female officers saying this.

Sergeant Mitchell said she was wearing a tactical type vest and was not wearing her name and
badge number. However she was not asked for either. She did not hear the female asking for
that information and being refused it.
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Sergeant Mitchell was aware that money was found in one of the bedrooms, but it was not from
the room she searched. She recalled it wasn’t a large sum of money; if it had been it most likely
would have been seized.

Regarding the overall treatment of the house and the Complainants by officers, Sergeant
Mitchell stated, “I’d say that there’s no issues. We did it professionally. We try and put stuff back
where we find stuff when possible. The more crowded or more stuff that’s in the house the more
difficult it obvious is to put things back where we found them and to search properly. We didn’t
damage anything that I’m aware of. We didn’t put holes in walls or anything like that. We just
went through every item that’s as best as possible. That we have to search through everything
that’s there – that’s the way we do things. And she was provided with a copy of the search
warrant. Explained. You know that we were there for leg purpose. And Detective Balint dealt
with her for the most part that I am aware of ‘cause he’s the officer in charge of the scene.”

Sergeant Mitchell clarified that she had not heard the conversation about the search warrant or
see the copy being given to her. However she was aware that Detective Balint always had a
copy of it when he entered a residence.
Respondent Officer 15 – Detective Constable Michel Brind’Amour, Badge 8575
(Constable Brind’Amour was interviewed by the OIPRD on November 27, 2014. The following is
a summary of the relevant portions of the interview.)

Constable Brind’Amour has been an officer for twelve years. He has been with Guns and Gangs
since September 2012. On the night of the incident he was in plainclothes.

Constable Brind’Amour advised that his team had received a briefing earlier that day regarding
a Criminal Code search warrant. After the briefing, Detective Balint was detailed to another
investigation after the briefing. At 10:20 pm he was called back to the area where the criminal
code warrant was to be executed.

Constable Brind’Amour knew the area so he was assigned to watch the residence and the
movements of any persons to and from the residence.
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At approximately 1:15 am, he was detailed to attend 54 Division to brief the ETF officers and
Police Dog Services as well as some uniformed members from 54 Division. The ETF would be
executing the warrant. He provided them with the layout as well as any information he had
about the place.

Constable Brind’Amour was then asked to drive the ETF team to the location. They arrived on
scene at 1:51 at which time the ETF officers exited the truck and went inside.

ETF’s job was to secure any parties in the residence. In terms of the door breach, Constable
Brind’Amour heard a bang and then the ETF yelling, “Search warrant! Search warrant! Police!”
The ETF then entered the home.

After this had been done, Constable Brind’Amour entered the residence. Inside, he saw two
parties in the living room who appeared to be handcuffed. He had no interactions with them. He
was assigned by Detective Balint to go upstairs and search the first bedroom to the left which
was Taufiq’s room.

Constable Brind’Amour did not recall seeing anyone lying on the ground upstairs. The landing
upstairs was very small so there was not a lot of room for any extra people.

He did not recall seeing a towel rack and towels all over the floor.

Regarding the search of Taufiq’s room, Constable Brind’Amour did not locate anything of
evidentiary value. He had found many shoe boxes in the bottom of the closet. Inside one box,
he found some cash but did not note its amount. However it was not seized and he did not bring
it downstairs. If there had been a substantial quantity of drugs found in addition to cash, an
argument could be made that the case were the proceeds of crime. In this case, Constable
Brind’Amour believed that there may have been remnants of marijuana and a strong odour of it.
However, no charges were laid.

Constable Brind’Amour opened the boxes but denied stomping on them. Once he had looked
inside a box, he closed it and stacked the boxes in a pile. Constable Brind’Amour treated the
property in the room as if it was his own. He denied stepping on furniture. He did not recall the
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bed being damaged. He lifted the mattress to look underneath it, but he did not recall seeing
damage to the frame. Constable Brind’Amour did not damage the bedframe. This was the only
room he searched.

Constable Brind’Amour went outside once he had completed his search and waited there. They
exited the location at 3:36 am and then de-briefed at 54 Division.

Once he entered he may have heard conversations between Faye Stanley and Detective Balint
but he did not recall any details. Constable Brind’Amour did not have any verbal or physical
contact with any of the Complainants. He did not hear any complaints about injuries sustained.
He found out after one of their officers attended the hospital. He did not recall any complaints
about handcuffs being too tight.

While Constable Brind’Amour was aware other officers were conducting searches of other
rooms, he did not see exactly what they were doing. He did not see any officers doing anything
inappropriate such as damaging property or stepping on things.

Constable Brind’Amour may have mentioned the cash and marijuana to Detective Balint.
Constable Brind’Amour did not make any comments about how the cash may have been
obtained.

Constable Brind’Amour did not make any derogatory or racist comments nor did he hear anyone
make them.

Constable Brind’Amour was asked about his notes where it stated at 22:50, he was watching
the residence and observed one party out in front wearing a grey hoodie. The person walked to
darkness to the south of the front door, reached up and brought his arm back down.

Constable Brind’Amour explained there was a huge tree in front and the person reached up into
the tree and pulled his hand back down and put it into the pouch of his hoodie. He then went
back inside the house and closed the door behind him.
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Constable Brind’Amour examined the tree and saw there was a little plastic container like a
Javex bottle that had been cut off and was in the tree. It appeared that something had been kept
there but it was empty when Constable Brind’Amour examined it.
Respondent Officer 16 – Detective Constable Matthew Oliver, Badge 7647
(Detective Constable Matthew Oliver was interviewed by the OIPRD on November 27, 2014.
The following is a summary of the relevant portions of the interview.)

Detective Constable Oliver has been with the Toronto Police Services for approximately 15
years. He has been a Detective Constable with the Gun and Gang Task Force for the last five
years.

On April 24, 2014, Detective Constable Oliver was part of a briefing held by Detective Balint in
relation to a Criminal Code Search Warrant. They would be attending the residence at a later
time in the day to execute the search warrant. The target of the search warrant was a male by
the name of Taufiq Stanley who was believed that he was in the possession of a firearm.

Detective Constable Oliver continued working until approximately 23:30 hours when he
attended the area to take up observations and to await further instructions. At approximately
1:51 an on April 25, the Emergency Task Force attended the area to execute the search
warrant. Detective Constable Oliver took up a position just north of the address for perimeter
assistance in case neighbours or anyone else came out.

At 2:09 am, they entered the residence. Detective Constable Oliver stood by while Detective
Balint photographed the scene. Detective Constable Oliver recalled searching the couch area in
the living room because the four occupants located in the home were to be brought to a central
location. Eventually all the parties were brought down to the living room.

Detective Constable Oliver was detailed to search the rest of the living room for a firearm or any
evidence that could assist in the laying of charges. Detective Constable Oliver did not find any
evidence. At 3:36 am, they cleared the residence.
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Detective Constable Oliver did not go very deep into the house which he described the place as
being full of items. He spent most of his time in the living room which he described as very
messy with a lot of articles all over the place.

In terms of how he searched the living, Detective Constable Oliver said he started from one side
of the room to the other in a methodical manner. No one assisted him with the search. When he
was asked if he stood on top of the couch or other furniture, he stated he did not think he would
have, but he could not say that he did not. After reviewing the pictures, although he did not have
a recollection of standing on the couch, but he may have stood on the arm of the couch to look
above the hutch to see what was on top. However he noticed a step ladder in the picture and
did not know why he would have stood on the couch if it had been there at the time. He thought
someone else may have been using the step ladder. However, he concluded he may have
stood on the couch.

Detective Constable Oliver did not drop or damage things. He noted the family was right there
and when searching one wanted to take good care of their personal belongings.
Detective Constable Oliver recalled having a conversation with the mother when he was
searching the bottom cupboards of the hutch area. She was speaking with pride about some of
the items that her children had made. Their conversation was quite cordial. He tried to keep
things calm and to be respectful. Detective Constable Oliver was very careful with all of the
articles while searching for the firearms. Detective Constable Oliver’s search lasted half an hour
to 45 minutes. Detective Constable Oliver did not have any conversations with the other
Complainants.

Regarding whether Detective Constable Oliver heard any of the Complainants being told about
the purpose of the search or given a copy of the search warrant, Detective Constable Oliver
stated, “I don’t recall specifically but it’s customary to bring them to the central location and
explain everything to them at once. So, that was the central location. I may or may not have
been there. I can’t recall.”

Regarding the injured person, Detective Constable Oliver said he recalled someone was hurt,
but did not have a recollection of the individual. Detective Constable Oliver might have been in
the hallway or stepped outside at the time. Detective Constable Oliver did not recall Faye
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Stanley stating that an officer had stepped on that person’s neck. Neither Faye nor the other
Complainants made any complaints to Detective Constable Oliver.

Detective Constable Oliver did not recall anyone complaining about the handcuffs being too
tight.

Detective Constable Oliver was in plainclothes and would have had his badge fixed to his police
vest. No one asked him for his name or badge number.

Detective Constable Oliver did not hear any talk about excessive force or humiliating behavior.
Detective Constable Oliver was not aware of anything found at the residence and he had
nothing to do with the cash or marijuana that was located.

Detective Constable Oliver did not hear any inappropriate or racist or derogatory comments
from any officers. Detective Constable Oliver did not see any officers behave inappropriately.
He did not see any how searches were conducted by any other officers.

Detective Constable Oliver did not recall hearing a conversation between Detective Balint and
Faye about the money that was found.

Respondent Officer 17 – Detective Constable Paul Askin, Badge 8062
(Detective Constable Askin was interviewed by the OIPRD on November 27, 2014. The
following is a summary of the relevant portions of the interview.)

Detective Constable Askin had been a police officer for 15 years. He has been with the Gun and
Gang Task Force (GGTF) for four years. On the night of the incident, he was in plainclothes.

At approximately 5:30 pm Detective Constable Askin received information from Detective Balint
that there was going to be a search warrant execution. Detective Constable Askin noted they
were executing the search warrant for the major projects section of the GGTF.
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Detective Constable Askin was told the person of interest was Stanley, Taufiq and that he lived
with his mother and two brothers at the location. At 6:10 pm, the brief concluded and Detective
Constable Askin continued work on unrelated investigations.

At 10:20 pm, he was on scene in the area of the Complainants’ residence and stood by. He had
received information that Detective Balint, Detective Constable Storey and Detective Constable
Brind’Amour were going to meet with the Emergency Task Force (ETF) at 54 Division and that
the ETF would be executing the search warrant for the location.

At approximately 1:50 am on April 25, 2014, the ETF was on scene at the address. At 1:51 am,
the ETF breached the door and at 2:09 am, the ETF turned over the premises to the GGTF.
Detective Constable Askin had seen the breaching of the residence door but could not recall
exactly how it occurred. He believed the door was rammed by the ETF.

Detective Balint took the entry photos of the address. At 2:30, Detective Constable Askin was
detailed by Detective Balint to search the kitchen area. Upon entering, Detective Constable
Askin saw the mother, Faye, in the living room. Two of the brothers were in the kitchen and he
believed they were Taufiq and Yusuf.

Detective Constable Askin did not find anything in the kitchen area. Detective Constable Askin
did not think anyone else searched the kitchen with him. Regarding how he conducted the
search, Detective Constable Askin stated, “When I search or any, I can, I’ll speak for my other
officers, my fellow officers, nobody’s going to treat anybody’s property with disrespect; it’s not
why we’re there. We’re looking for a gun; we have information there’s a gun; that’s what we’re
looking for. We’re certainly not going to be-, I read the complaint it was very disturbing so none
of my fellow officers would have behaved in that manner…”

Detective Constable Askin did not see any officers stepping on the sofa or breaking things or
knocking things over.

Once he completed the search of the kitchen, he stood by with the two brothers in the kitchen
area. Detective Constable Askin had no conversation with either of them and said they were
compliant.
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Detective Constable Askin denied that any officers threatened Taufiq with arresting everybody
in the home and shouting at him to tell them where the guns were.

Detective Constable Askin advised that he had read the complaint and noted he was the officer
who loosened the handcuffs. This was the only physical contact he had with the Complainants.
He noted, “One of the brothers said, “No, the cuffs are too tight.” I checked them; they were a
little snug. I think maybe he probably sat on them or something so I loosed them off for him.”

Detective Constable Askin said they were not so tight that the skin was folding up on top of the
cuffs. Detective Constable Askin had no verbal contact with any of the Complainants.

At 3 am, the Police Dog Services was on scene and a canine went through the premises for
them. Detective Constable Askin noted it was very cluttered with lots of stuff including stacks of
boxes and clothing and furniture on top of furniture. He noted they did not usually call for a gun
dog however, one was called because the address was so cluttered. He believed they could
have been at the home for two days and still not have completed the searching.

At 3:30 am, the PDS had completed its search and had negative results. At 3:35 am, the
detained persons were released. The crew left the premises which was returned to Faye
Stanley. At 3:47 am, they were at 54 Division for a quick debrief.

Detective Constable Askin recalled the mother being quite pleasant. Detective Constable Askin
had a bit of a conversation with her when getting ready to leave and she did not seem upset. He
noted, Faye did not make any complaints about her property being damaged and Detective
Constable Askin did not see any damaged property. Although he pointed out it would be hard to
tell because there was so much stuff in the residence.

Detective Constable Askin was aware one male was taken to the hospital. Detective Constable
Askin did not hear the male or anyone else complain that his neck had been stomped on by an
officer. He did not see anything like that.
Detective Constable Askin pointed out that once ETF had done their job, they turned a
residence over to the GGTF and then left the scene. The GGTF is not inside the residence
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when the ETF is doing its work therefore none of the GGTF officers would have seen the ETF’s
interactions.

Regarding the male who had pain in his neck and went to the hospital, Detective Constable
Askin said he saw him when he was being checked out by the paramedics. However, Detective
Constable Askin had no contact with him.

Detective Constable Askin did not hear of any derogatory or racist comments being made at any
time. If he ever heard an officer talk like that there would be “trouble.” He noted nobody spoke in
the manner alleged in the complaint.

Detective Constable Askin said Faye did not request his name and badge number. He had been
wearing a chain with his badge on it.
Respondent Officer 18 – Constable Scott Aikman, Badge 416
(Constable Aikman was interviewed by the OIPRD on December 17, 2014. The following is a
summary of the relevant portions of the interview.)

Constable Aikman has been a police officer for nearly 24 years. He’s worked in different units
and was currently in the canine unit. On the night of the incident, he was in 42 Division in a
uniform role. He requested a ride-along with canine officer Constable Rose in order to gain
experience in the unit. On that date he was a back up officer for the canine unit and would
accompany the canine officer on a call.

His involvement in the incident started when he accompanied Constable Rose to a briefing by
the Guns and Gangs Unit at 54 Division. Constable Aikman did not attend the briefing, but
Constable Rose did and told Constable Aikman that Guns and Gangs Unit were going to
execute a Criminal Code search warrant for guns and ammunition at a residence. Constable
Rose’s role for the search warrant execution was going to be containment as determined by the
Emergency Task Force Unit, who were going to do the actual entry. ETF wanted a dog unit to
stay in the backyard in case someone tried to leave the residence through a window or back
door.
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Constable Rose and Constable Aikman attended the target residence and when the ETF Force
officers approached the house, they snuck into the backyard and remained there for 15 minutes
to half an hour, however there was no movement from inside and no one came outside. After
that time period, Constable Rose advised that ETF had secured the place and they were not
needed at the moment. Constable Rose then advised that a search with the drug dog was
required. Therefore, Constable Aikman and Constable Rose went into the house through a side
door.

They were directed through a kitchen into the basement. The dog searched two main areas in
the basement – a bedroom and another small room. The dog was led to these areas and did not
give any indication of the presence of narcotics.
They were then directed to an upper floor where there were two bedrooms and a washroom.
The dog searched the rooms and again did not signal the presence of narcotics.

Once the searches were completed, they left the premises.

The drug dog was used to detect narcotics or guns or ammunition. Upon entering the home, he
did not see any ETF officers, however the Guns and Gangs Unit officers were present.

He had no idea what the officers were doing. He did not see any of the parties who were held.
Constable Aikman did not have contact with any of the officers.

Constable Aikman described the basement as cluttered and containing a lot of items.
Constable Aikman said he did not handle any of the property down there. He did not see the
dog knock over anything or cause damage either.

Constable Aikman did not recall seeing any broken glass. He noted that it would be a major
concern for the dog. So it was important to ensure there was no glass that was going to cut the
paws or nose of the dog when he’s searching and sniffing.

Therefore, not only did Constable Aikman recall there was no glass, but Constable Rose would
have pointed out its presence.
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There was a Guns and Gangs officer present but he was not doing any searches. The search of
the basement took approximately ten minutes.

On the way upstairs, Constable Aikman did not have contact with anybody. The upstairs looked
as though it had been searched or was in the process was being searched.
.
Constable Aikman did not recall seeing officers still searching while they were upstairs. The
dog did not detect anything upstairs.

Constable Aikman did not recall seeing any property damage, towels strewn around on the
floor, as well cardboard box urns ripped open and the ashes within scattered.

Constable Aikman did not hear the officers talking about complaints that were being made.
Constable Aikman did not hear any conversation that the complainants might have had with
officers. He was not aware of any issues at the house.
Respondent Officer 19 – Sergeant Jonathan Rose, Badge 99548
(Sergeant Rose was interviewed by the OIPRD on December 17, 2014. The following is a
summary of the relevant portions of the interview.)

Sergeant Rose has been with Toronto Police Service since October 1995. He worked in various
before going to the Canine Unit. He became a Sergeant in early 2014 and was now at 54
Division.

Sergeant Rose advised that on April 25, 2014 at approximately 1 am, he met with officers from
the Gun and Gang Task Force (GGTF) and the Emergency Task Force (ETF) at 54 Division for
a search warrant briefing. Sergeant Rose was in the Canine Unit at the time and was detailed
by the officer in charge of the ETF, Sergeant Armstrong to provide rear containment support for
the ETF as they executed the search warrant.

Sergeant Rose explained he had two different dogs; one was a German Shepherd used for
containment support and a female Springer Spaniel used for detecting guns and drugs.
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After the briefing, Sergeant Rose attended the address with his escort Constable Aiken and
situated themselves in the backyard with the containment dog while ETF did a dynamic entry
into the residence.

Sergeant Rose had heard the ETF officers announce, “Police search warrant! Police search
warrant!” while breaching the door to the residence. Sergeant Rose was in the backyard almost
the entire time the search warrant was being executed.

Sergeant Rose went back to his vehicle once the ETF team had left the premises and the GGTF
investigators assumed responsibility. His containment detail was completed but he waited in
case his detector dog was required.

Sergeant Rose then received a request from Detective Balint of the GGTF to attend inside the
home to conduct a search with his detector dog.

At approximately 3 am, he went inside the residence with the detector dog and conducted a
search in the basement. The dog did not indicate in any area of the search. Sergeant Rose said
he did not see any property damaged, or broken, or broken glass on the carpet.

Sergeant Rose then went upstairs to the upper floor bedrooms. On his way upstairs, he saw the
Complainants seated on a couch. Sergeant Rose did not have any contact with the arrested
parties .He did not recall hearing any conversations or complaints from the Complainants.

Upstairs, Sergeant Rose conducted a search of the bedrooms. He did not recall seeing the
ashes of the previous dogs scattered. He described the areas of the house that he saw as
“cluttered.” The dog did not indicate in any area of the search.

While upstairs he noted that plainclothes officers had already started searching however he did
not observe the manner of their search.

The sweep of both the basement and upstairs took approximately 30 minutes.
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Sergeant Rose said neither he nor his dog damaged any property. He noted that [search] dogs
were minimally invasive and there was no need for Sergeant Rose to toss things aside, etc.

Sergeant Rose was not aware that money and trace amounts of marijuana had been found.
After the searches were completed, Sergeant Rose went outside and left the scene at 3:30 am.

He recalled seeing an ambulance there but did not see someone being removed from the scene
in the ambulance.

He did not recall hearing talk of someone injured during the securing by ETF officers.
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Investigation

The Investigators undertook the following investigative steps:
♦ Interviewed the Complainant and Civilian Witnesses.
♦ Interviewed Respondent Officers.
♦ Obtained from the Toronto Police Service:
o

Officer Duty Reports and Notebook Entries.

o

General Occurrence Reports.

o

Search Warrant.

o

Photos of the scene.

o

Relevant Policies and Procedures.

♦ Obtained two Complainants’ medical records.
♦ Reviewed the Police Services Act and associated Ontario Regulation 123/98.
♦ Reviewed relevant sections of the Criminal Code of Canada.
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Analysis
Allegation 1 – Unnecessary Exercise of Authority
2(1)(g)(ii) in that he or she uses any unnecessary force against a prisoner or other person
contacted in the execution of duty.

Faye and Yasin Stanley alleged that Yasin Stanley’s head/neck was stomped twice while he
was handcuffed and lying on the ground.

Taufiq Stanley alleged that officers used excessive force in handcuffing him.

Yasin Stanley

Yasin advised that in the early morning hours of April 25, 2014, he became aware that officers
were about to enter his home. He went to his mother’s room and wakened her and tried to
waken his other brother and closed the door of the dog’s room. He heard officers yell
commands to have nothing in their hands and to put their hands behind their back. Yasin did so
and was lying in the doorway of his mother’s room when officers arrived upstairs. He was
handcuffed behind his back. A tall, white, male officer in mask and ETF uniform went to deal
with his mother. Yasin told the officer to be careful with her. In response, the officer stepped on
his head. This caused his glasses to fall off [his face.]

Yasin said he was in a lot of pain and told this to the officer and asked if he could get up. In
response the officer stomped on his head again. This time he felt his legs “jump out behind [him]
like a lever” and he had a lot of pain in his back, neck and along his spine. He heard his mother
yell at the officer to stop abusing him. Yasin said he lay still and moaned in agony.

Faye advised that Yasin woke her up regarding police entering her home. She got dressed and
was on the floor when officers arrived upstairs. Yasin was in her doorway lying on the floor.
Officers told them to get down and handcuffed both her and Yasin. The officers started asking
them questions and a tall, white, male officer came into her room. This officer was abrupt, rude
and rough. She and Yasin responded to his questions. After a few minutes she was able to sit
on her bed.
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Faye also saw the tall white male officer step on Yasin’s head twice. In her interview, she
stated, the first time was when Yasin asked the officer if he could sit up. Faye was unsure of
how much force was exerted, except that Yasin’s glasses were down on the side of his face and
he was moaning. She told the officer that was not necessary and that this was abuse. The
officer stepped on Yasin’s neck a second time when Yasin was trying to be helpful in giving
them some information, which she could not recall.

However, in her written submission, she stated that the officer stepped on Yasin’s neck the first
time when Yasin told them to be careful with his mother and the second time when he asked to
sit up on the bed with his mother.

Regardless, both Complainants stated that an officer stepped or stomped on the back of Yasin’s
neck twice without cause.

Constable Howes advised that he is an ETF officer and was part of a team that executed a
search warrant for firearms at the Complainants’ residence.

Sergeant Armstrong advised that ETF’s role was to breach the door and secure all parties
contained and render the residence safe for the Gun and Gang Task Force to conduct the
searches.

Constable Howes stated that he breached the door of the residence and went upstairs. He saw
a male party standing in the doorway of a bedroom. Constable Howes yelled at the male, later
identified as Yasin Stanley, to get on the floor. The male went prone on the floor and partly
outside the room with his feet lying on the cusp of the doorway. Constable Howes saw that
Yasin’s hands were empty and he was compliant.

Constable Howes told the female to get on the ground. As she did not, he felt something grab
his left foot. He looked down and saw Yasin’s hand on his foot. He saw Yasin’s body “torque”
and it appeared that he was trying to get up. Yasin had not been searched. He did not know
Yasin’s intentions. Constable Howes therefore pulled his left foot away at which time Yasin’s
hand came off his boot. Constable Howes then took his left foot and pressed it down onto the
back of Yasin’s head to push him back to the ground.
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Constable Howes did not issue any verbal commands to Yasin prior to pushing his head down.
He noted that everything happened very quickly and he did not think he had the time to do so.

In terms of the pressure he applied with his foot, Constable Howes advised that he did not
stomp or kick Yasin. He was aware of his size and weight and did not want to hurt the male. He
had a gun in his hand at the time and applied just enough force to push the head to the ground.
He held his foot there for a second or two. He heard a slight groan from Yasin. Constable
Howes acknowledged that when he heard the groan, he wondered if he might have hurt Yasin.
However, Yasin flattened himself on the floor.

At some point Constable Shangi handcuffed Yasin. Yasin was constantly asking if his mother
was okay and mentioned something about his glasses and also complained his head was sore.

Constable Howes said that he only gave Yasin’s head a push one time, not twice as alleged by
Yasin and Faye.

The only other people who may have witnessed this incident were Constable Shangi, Constable
Lusby and Constable Kuhn.

Constable Shangi said that after the door was breached, his team moved upstairs. He followed
and saw a female (Faye) in one bedroom and a prone male (Yasin) on the threshold of that
room. Constable Shangi focussed on the room which appeared to contain a dog. Out of his
peripheral vision he saw Yasin pushing off his hands and getting up. Constable Lusby, who was
nearby, relieved him at the door to the dog’s room, and Constable Shangi handcuffed the prone
male.

Constable Shangi was asked how it went from Yasin trying to get up to becoming handcuffed.
Constable Shangi stated that Yasin might have gone back down before being handcuffed. He
did not see that because he was watching the door to the [dog’s] room.

Constable Shangi could not recall whether any officer had secured Yasin when he first saw him
but he thought [an officer] may have been there. He said he knew Constable Howes was there
afterwards, but was not 100% sure Constable Howes was there initially.
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When Constable Shangi started to handcuff Yasin, he complained that his head hurt.

Constable Lusby advised that after the door was breached, he made his way upstairs.
Constable Shangi was already upstairs as well as Constable Howes. He recalled Constable
Shangi was standing over top of a male (Yasin). He could not recall whether the male was
handcuffed.

Constable Lusby cleared a room to the left and was asked by Constable Shangi to hold the door
to a bedroom containing a dog. He did so. He stood by and covered his team while the dog was
moved by the female (Faye) to another room. Constable Lusby cleared the room vacated by the
dog then stood by and exited the premises.

Constable Shangi said he did not see any officer step on Yasin’s neck twice. Constable Lusby
also did not see the alleged stomping of the neck of the male lying in the threshold.

Constable Kuhn had also been upstairs and had seen the prone male being ‘covered’ by an
ETF officer, whom he could not recall. Constable Kuhn did not see any ETF officer place a boot
on the prone male’s neck.

He had a brief conversation with this male about the dog in one of the rooms, cleared one of the
rooms upstairs and then went back downstairs.

Civilian Witness 1 was one of the paramedics who examined Yasin and eventually rode with
him in the back of the ambulance. Civilian Witness 1 did not have a very good recollection of the
incident. He recalled immobilizing the male, placing him in a neck brace and putting him on a
board. His reports were relied upon.

His report stated that the patient complained of head ache and pain to the left eye and lower
neck. There was nothing in the report indicating redness to the face. The injuries as noted in the
report were not serious according to Civilian Witness 1. A rating of C-3 indicated that the patient
needed to be examined by a doctor to be cleared. A rating of 2 would indicate chest pains and
difficulty breathing, while 4 would indicate the patient was able to walk.
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The medical reports from the hospital indicate medical imaging reports were taken for portions
of the spine, the head and facial bones. None of the reports indicated any fractures. The
diagnosis was, “contusion/minor head injury.” He was given various medications.

A report was obtained from the Complainants’ medical doctor who was seen on May 2, 2014.
The report stated, “said that police stomped on neck and back on 25 April. Having pain in head,
neck, back. Numbness in arms and thighs. Insomnia.” The patient’s neck and back were tender;
he had some pain in his shoulders at “extremes” and had “myofascial pain/contusion in neck,
whole back, shoulder.”

On June 20, the following was stated in the report, “neck/back & shoulder pain not as bad” with
some tenderness in the back reported.

Regardless of the extent of injuries sustained by Yasin, Constable Howes’s action in controlling
Yasin’s head with his foot is the issue and whether it was reasonable and justified given the
circumstances.

Both Yasin and Faye advised that the head presses/stomps occurred after they were both
handcuffed to the rear. This is in contrast to Constable Howes’ information which was that Yasin
grabbed his foot before he was handcuffed. However, neither Faye nor Yasin advised that Yasin
grabbed the ETF officer’s foot at any time. This matter cannot be definitively determined.

Yasin and Faye stated that Yasin was eventually handcuffed to the rear and was lying on his
stomach during the head pressing/stomping incident. If Yasin had been handcuffed to the rear
and lying on his stomach when Constable Howes placed his boot on Yasin’s neck, that force
would likely be deemed unnecessary.

However, if we accept the officer’s version that Yasin was not handcuffed at the time, it is in line
with Constable Shangi’s account that he saw Yasin try to get up and briefly turned away from
the scene and then approached Yasin and handcuffed him. It is clear Constable Shangi missed
a small portion in between the two events since Constable Howes stated he had to apply some
force with his boot to the back of Yasin’s head/neck and Constable Shangi advised he did not
witness this.
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Constable Howes’s notes echo what he stated in his interview. When he first went upstairs, his
notes state the following: “…top of stairs / multiple (__) observe M/P standing (__) door hands at
waist height / yelling verbals get on the ground / M/P slowly kneels then prones out face down
with hands just above head / observe F/P standing in room just behind feet of M/P / small room /
lots of furniture / move closer to open door to allow team access to other rooms / standing
overtop left side of proned M/P / given F/P verbals / F/P slowly kneels / feel something grab left
foot / look down / M/P’s right hand on my boot / begins to bring knees up / appears to be
attempting to stand / M/P & F/P not secure (__) move left foot & M/P hand pulls away / begin to
prop up upper torso with right hand / move my left foot to rear of M/P head and press down. M/P
contacts floor and body flattens out / hear M/P grunting / F/P yells out police brutality / remove
boot from rear of head and M/P stays still on floor / verbals stand down on ground /”

Constable Howes stated that when he first saw Yasin, he did not see anything in his hands.
Once he issued commands to Yasin to get down on the ground, Yasin slowly lay down with his
hands above his head. Constable Howes did not feel he was a threat at that point.

While dealing with Faye, Constable Howes felt something on his boot. Constable Howes saw
Yasin’s right hand on his boot and it appeared he was trying to stand up. Constable Howes
moved his foot and Yasin’s hand pulled away. Yasin then tried to prop himself again with his
right hand. This time, Constable Howes applied his foot to the back of Yasin’s head.

Constable Howes noted that Yasin had been compliant when he first issued commands to get
down on the floor. Constable Howes had initially determined that Yasin’s hands were clear.
Constable Howes did not state that he saw anything in Yasin’s hands when he grabbed his boot
or tried to raise himself up. Constable Howes did not state that Yasin grabbed his boot the
second time. Yasin’s behaviour in both instances, as described by Constable Howes did not
appear to be assaultive. Therefore, it does not appear that he perceived Yasin to be a threat.
Yasin was however displaying behaviour that could be considered resistive to officer
commands. However, instead of re-issuing verbal commands to comply, Constable Howes
instead pushed Yasin’s head back to the floor with his boot.

Constable Howes explained that he did not re-issue verbals to Yasin because there was no
time. He did not lean down because he had a gun in his hand. However, Constable Howes had
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time to remove his boot from Yasin’s left hand and he had time to observe Yasin try to prop
himself up again with his right hand. Therefore, his lack of time explanation is not reasonable.

Moreover, Constable Howes said he was well aware of his strength and weight which amounted
to 320 pounds when fully equipped. He also had a firearm drawn and was standing above a
prone male who did not appear to have anything in his hands. Given all of these circumstances,
the force used by Constable Howes is deemed unjustified and unnecessary. There was nothing
stopping Constable Howes from issuing a command to Yasin to remain flat on the ground
before resorting to the application of any force.

There is also the question of whether Constable Howes pressed Yasin’s neck once or twice.
None of the officers upstairs saw any officers press a foot to Yasin’s head. Constable Howes
acknowledged he had done so one time. The only other person who witnessed the second
application of force from an officer’s boot was Faye. Both Faye and Yasin stated that the second
time the ETF officer pushed Yasin’s head to the ground, he utilised more force and this resulted
in Yasin’s body or legs jerking.

There is no dispute that shortly thereafter, Yasin complained that his head hurt. Constable
Howes said he heard Yasin groan and complain of pain to his head. Constable Shangi said
Yasin complained of pain to his head when he handcuffed him.

The available information indicates that Constable Howes stepped on Yasin’s head/neck area
twice and in doing so used an unreasonable and unnecessary amount of force.

Taufiq

Taufiq also advised that officers used unnecessary force in restraining and handcuffing him. He
said that he was asleep when he was awakened by officers punching and kicking him. He guess
he did not wake up right away but did wake up when he felt a very hard knee to his back. He
woke up and heard officers screaming at him but did not strike back at them.
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Taufiq said officers tried to pull his hand out and he may have pulled it back, believing he was
dreaming. When he finally woke up and saw two officers with guns, he let them restrain and
handcuff him.

Constable Potts and Constable Ladurantaye dealt with Taufiq. Constable Potts advised that
when they entered one of the bedrooms upstairs, they identified themselves as police and told
the person in the bed (Taufiq) to show his hands. The person did not do this. Instead, the male
sat up and was aggressive straight away when he did not show his hands and resisted the
officers. One of the male’s hands was under his body. Constable Ladurantaye dealt with the
male while Constable Potts covered the officer.

Constable Ladurantaye also advised that upon approaching Taufiq’s bedroom, he issued call
outs from the door identifying himself as a police officer and telling the person to remove the
blankets and show his hands. Constable Ladurantaye pulled the sheets down, but Taufiq yelled
and immediately pulled them back up and hid his hands under the sheets. This happened again
until Taufiq grabbed the covers and rolled himself away from Constable Ladurantaye and
against the wall. Constable Ladurantaye then issued a knee strike which allowed him to secure
Taufiq’s left hand. He then issued several strikes to Taufiq’s back and was able to secure his
right hand and handcuff him.

Both Constable Ladurantaye and Constable Potts denied Taufiq’s allegation that he was
grabbed by his braids and his head was banged against the wall.

Taufiq himself advised that he was not fully awake when the officers initially entered and issued
commands to show his hands. He said he woke up when he felt a hard knee strike to his back.
He also acknowledged he might have pulled his hand back when an officer pulled it out [from
the covers] because he thought he was dreaming.

Taufiq’s behaviour as he described it is the same as that alleged by the officers. However he
was acting in that manner because he was not fully awake and thought he was dreaming.
Whereas the officer interpreted his actions as resisting their commands.
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Given that the search warrant was for firearms and ammunition and that the threat level of an
individual who refuses to give up his hands and hides them under sheets is high, the officers
were justified in using force to restrain Taufiq. The force is not deemed excessive.
Allegation 2 – Discreditable Conduct
2(1)(a)(ii) in that he or she uses profane, abusive or insulting language that relates to a person's
race, ancestry, place of origin, colour, ethnic origin, citizenship, creed, sex, sexual orientation,
age, marital status, family status or disability.

Yasin Stanley alleged an officer whispered, “shut the fuck up or I’ll put you in a hole with the rest
of them, nigger.”

Yasin believed that the same officer, who had stomped his head twice, whispered the racial and
derogatory statement in his ear.

When asked during the interview, Faye Stanley advised that she saw the officer who had
stomped on Yasin’s neck leaning over him, but she could not see what was going on.

Constable Howes denied making the derogatory and racist comment and did not hear any other
officers stating this.

Constable Shangi handcuffed the Complainant. He too denied making any such comments or
hearing any other officers make that comment. Constable Ladurantaye also denied hearing or
making such comments.

The ETF officers that were upstairs and had contact with the Complainants there were
Constable Lusby, Constable Potts, Constable Ladurantaye and Constable Kuhn. All of these
officers denied making such comments or hearing them made.

Allegation 3 – Discreditable Conduct
2(1)(a)(xi) in that he or she acts in a disorderly manner or in a manner prejudicial to discipline or
likely to bring discredit upon the reputation of the police force of which the officer is a member.
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Taufiq Stanley alleged that he was blindfolded with a T-shirt and his boxers were pulled down to
his ankles, exposing his private parts. Officers did not assist in fixing his boxers until after he
made multiple requests.

Yasin Stanley alleged he was dragged across the floor by his belt which resulted in his pants
being pulled down and his buttocks exposed.

Taufiq advised that after he was handcuffed by officers, he heard a stomp in the hallway and
heard his brother scream. He tried to look over and was blind-folded with a T-shirt wrapped
around his head.

The two main officers who dealt with Taufiq were Constable Ladurantaye and Constable Potts.
Constable Potts did not recall anyone wrapping a T-shirt around Taufiq’s head. Constable
Ladurantaye denied putting a T-shirt on Taufiq’s head.

Constable Lusby advised that people’s faces had been covered in the past if they were “spitters”
or other such individuals. However, he stated this that had not happened in this situation.

Taufiq also alleged that his boxers were pulled down to his ankles and his private parts exposed
and he was left this way for some time. A white, bald male who identified himself as a Sergeant
removed the T-shirt from his head and assisted him with his boxers.

There was no other sergeant on scene except for Sergeant Armstrong. However, he said he
had no contact with any other parties at the residence, except for Yusuf Stanley, and no one
made any complaints to him.

Constable Ladurantaye stated that after handcuffing Taufiq and ensuring the room was clear, he
pulled the covers off Taufiq and saw that his boxers were around his ankles. Taufiq requested
assistance in pulling them up and Constable Ladurantaye assisted.

Constable Potts advised that Taufiq’s boxers may have been down when they pulled the covers
back but could not recall whether they were at his ankles. He did not pull Taufiq’s boxers down.
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Constable Kuhn advised he did not see any of the two people who were in the bedrooms being
dragged by their belts or their boxers or having their pants removed.

Yasin Stanley alleged he was dragged across the floor by his belt which resulted in his pants
being pulled down and his buttocks exposed.

The two officers that dealt with Yasin were Constable Shangi and Constable Howes. Constable
Shangi did not recall Yasin’s pants being pulled down and his buttocks being exposed. When
asked whether he ever saw Yasin or Taufiq in this manner, Constable Shangi said he did not.

Constable Howes said he did not grab Yasin by his belt and drag him across the floor. He did
not recall seeing Yasin with his buttocks exposed.

Faye Stanley was presumably downstairs when this incident occurred with Yasin. She had not
seen any of the incident involving Taufiq.

Given the available information, there is insufficient evidence to substantiate these allegations.
Allegation 4 – Discreditable Conduct
2(1)(a)(xi) in that he or she acts in a disorderly manner or in a manner prejudicial to discipline or
likely to bring discredit upon the reputation of the police force of which the officer is a member.

Yasin Stanley alleged that an officer made inappropriate statements while en route to the
hospital and at the hospital in an attempt to intimidate him.

Yasin believed that the same ETF officer who assaulted him accompanied him to the hospital in
the ambulance. During that time, the officer made inappropriate statements which Yasin found
intimidating including having seen life leaving a body; seeing all the insides pour out of a dead
body; and being part of an elite team.

However, Constable Howes who was the officer who placed a boot on Yasin’s head, did not
accompany him to the hospital. Instead it was Detective Constable Small, who was a
plainclothes officer with the GGTF.
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Detective Constable Small did not recall having any conversation with Yasin en route to the
hospital. He pointed out that a tactical paramedic rode with him and that paramedic was
dressed similarly to an ETF officer.

Detective Constable Small did not make the statements alleged by Yasin and he did not hear
that conversation from the tactical paramedics.

Civilian Witness 1 was the tactical paramedic who rode with Yasin to the hospital. Civilian
Witness 1 did not recall the conversation on the way to the hospital, however he denied having
heard the alleged comments. Civilian Witness 1 said he would have had general conversations
with the officer and nothing as alleged.
Allegation 5 – Discreditable Conduct
2(1)(a)(xi) in that he or she acts in a disorderly manner or in a manner prejudicial to discipline or
likely to bring discredit upon the reputation of the police force of which the officer is a member.

Faye, Yasin and Taufiq Stanley alleged that their property was mistreated by officers during the
search and in some cases was damaged by officers.

Specifically the Complainants alleged the following property was damaged by officers: Taufiq’s
bed; deadstock boxes from his shoe collection; Faye’s and Yasin’s eyeglasses; Yasin’s belt and
television; a vacuum hose; ceiling fans; basement carpet; a towel shelf and urns.

The issue of property handling involved all ETF and GGTF officers. ETF officers acknowledged
the front door was forcefully breached and was damaged in the process. Faye advised that
TCHC (Toronto Community Housing Corporation) had fixed the door.

All ETF officers said they had no contact with any other property. However, ETF officers
Ladurantaye and Potts restrained Taufiq in his bedroom after a struggle. It was possible there
was some damage from the struggle. Constable Potts could not recall if there was any damage
to the male’s bed during the interaction, but stated he had not caused any damage. Constable
Ladurantaye said he did not notice the bed being damaged during the struggle with Taufiq. He
did not hear anything being broken.
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During the interview, Taufiq identified photo #7 (image P1000913) as his room. The before and
after photos (image P1000913 & P1000931) for the room were reviewed. Although the pictures
do not show the bedframe in its entirety, there does not appear to be any damage to it.

Regarding any damage to the deadstock boxes from Taufiq’s shoe collection, Constable
Brind’Amour advised he searched Taufiq’s room. He advised that he had found many shoe
boxes in the bottom of the closet however he denied stomping on them. Constable Brind’Amour
said he had to open the boxes to examine the interior and then closed the boxes and stacked
them in a pile. Constable Brind’Amour said he treated the property in the room like it was his
own.

Constable Brind’Amour searched Taufiq’s room. He did not recall the bed or bedframe being
damaged. He lifted the mattress to look underneath it, but did not damage the bedframe.

Faye mentioned damage to her glasses in her complaint submission, but did not mention the
matter during the interview. Instead she mentioned Yasin’s glasses three times but referred to
seeing them fall down the side of his face during the incident with the officer.

The matter of Faye’s glasses was addressed to Sergeant Harris who searched Faye’s room. SH
advised that there may have been several pairs of eyeglasses on a dresser in the room. She did
would have opened the boxes and did not recall breaking any of them. She did not recall any of
them being damaged.

The photos of Faye’s room were examined (P1000915 & P1000929). The dresser cannot be
clearly viewed in either picture. There does not appear to be any eyeglasses visible in the
picture.

Yasin advised that during the incident with the ETF officer, his glasses fell off. He advised they
were bent out of shape and one of the lenses was on the verge of popping out.

Only a few officers mentioned Yasin’s eyeglasses. Constable Howes, who secured Yasin, did
not recall seeing glasses on Yasin’s face, but was not certain. Constable Shangi could not recall
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how Yasin was dressed, but he recalled him wearing glasses. Detective Constable Small
recalled seeing Yasin lying on the gurney with his glasses on and a neck brace.

These officers were not asked if the eyeglasses were damaged.

Yasin’s advised his television did not work properly after the incident. Sergeant Mitchell had
searched Yasin’s room and recalled the television. She stated she had not turned it on to see if
it worked before conducting a search. In terms of how she moved it to the floor, Sergeant
Mitchell said, “I’m not going to purposely damage somebody’s items. I try and be as careful as
possible. If something would have happened to it, I would have made note of it and there was
nothing that was a problem with the television.”

Regarding the ceiling fans and shattered glass on the carpet in the basement, Constable Storey
searched the basement and said he did not recall any ceiling fan glass being shattered or
seeing shards of glass on the carpet. He said he did not break any glass.

Constables Rose and Aikman were the PDS officers. They conducted a search of the basement
with the detector dog. Both Constables advised they did not see any broken glass.

Constable Rose said that his search with the dog was minimally invasive and did not generally
require him to toss things aside. Constable Aikman pointed out that broken glass would be
noted because it could be a major concern of potential injury to the dog while it was sniffing or
walking during the search.

The before and after photos of the basement were examined (P1000907 & P1000925). Two
white ceiling fans are seen in the before picture (P1000907) however, the glass globes
belonging to the fans are not seen in the picture. The after picture (P1000925) does not include
the ceiling fans.

Faye advised that urns containing the ashes of deceased pets were roughly opened and
damaged. She stated the urns were hard cardboard boxes with aluminum reinforcing some of
the edges. They boxes had been sealed.
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Detective Constable Tan recalled the cardboard box urns. He noted that they had been sealed
and he had to break open the seal. He had no idea at the time that the boxes were urns. He did
not recall the contents spilling out.

Detective Constable Tan noted that generally urns were a vase of some sort and he had had no
idea the sealed boxes had contained the ashes of deceased dogs. If he had known the boxes
were urns containing the remains of deceased pets, he likely would not have searched the
boxes.

Faye advised her towel shelf had been knocked over and towels were strewn all over the floor.
Faye had asked an officer to pick up her towels when the dog was going to be placed in the
bathroom. The officer threw some of the towels into the bathtub.

Sergeant Mitchell eventually searched the bathroom. She did not recall seeing towels scattered
on the floor. Sergeant Mitchell did not knock any towel racks over.

All officers denied intentionally mistreating, breaking or damaging property at the residence.

The TPS policy Executing a Search Warrant 02-18 was reviewed. It is not extensive or detailed
in how a search should be conducted. The one statement that addresses the manner of a
search is the following:

5. When executing a search warrant shall
- conduct the search in such a manner as to minimize damage, or disturbance, to the
building and contents.

With regards to the mistreatment of property, namely stepping on sofas to access upper level
items, Detective Balint denied ever stepping on the sofas. Constable Pickett recalled seeing a
plainclothes officer searching the living room. He advised that the officer probably stepped on
furniture to look on top of a tall unit that was there.

Detective Constable Oliver said he spent most of his time in the living room. When he was
asked if he had stood on top of the couch or other furniture, he stated he did not think he had,
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but was not certain. He reviewed the photos of the residence and advised that he may have
stood on the arm of the couch to search the top of the hutch. Detective Constable Oliver noticed
a step ladder in the picture (presumably P1000901) and did not know why he would have stood
on the couch if it had been there at the time. He thought someone else may have been using
the step ladder. However, he concluded he may have stood on the couch.

Constable Storey advised he could see officers stepping on furniture if necessary and he had
done so [in other situations] in order to look behind something or to reach an object placed up
high. They must ensure that everything is secure and nothing is missed.

The overall information from officers who conducted searches in the Complainants’ residence
indicated that they attempted to conduct searches in a respectful manner and did their best to
ensure no items were damaged and were replaced to their original locations.

The policy does not outline in detail the manner in which a search should be conducted. It states
that an officer shall conduct the search in a manner that minimizes damage or disturbance.

In this case, there is insufficient evidence to suggest that the searches conducted by officers
incurred damage or disturbance to items in the manner suggested by the Complainants.

Allegation 6 – Discreditable Conduct
2(1)(a)(xi) in that he or she acts in a disorderly manner or in a manner prejudicial to discipline or
likely to bring discredit upon the reputation of the police force of which the officer is a member.

Faye Stanley alleged that she was not told about the reason for the search warrant nor provided
a copy until the very end.

Faye Stanley alleged she requested names and badge numbers of officers and was not
provided with this information.

Almost all the ETF officers and a number of the GGTF officers advised that upon entering, they
yelled or heard yelled, “police” and “search warrant” a number of times.
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Detective Balint advised that once the photos were completed and he had assigned a person to
remain with the parties, he explained to the parties the purpose of the search warrant. Detective
Balint also provided a copy to Faye, although he could not recall when he did this, whether it
was at the beginning or later after she requested it.

During the interview, Yusuf Stanley advised that his mother asked police what they were looking
for and was told guns. Taufiq said his mother requested names and badge numbers multiple
times but was not provided with them. When she eventually asked a Sergeant, he said to look in
the search warrant, but the warrant did not contain this information.

Therefore, although officers may not have explained in detail what was going on and what they
were searching for, it is clear that they had a search warrant and two of Faye’s sons appear to
have known the purpose of the search warrant.

Faye also alleged that she asked an officer for the names and badge numbers of officers and
was refused.

In her complaint submission, Faye did not specify whom she asked for the names and badge
numbers of officers. During the interview, she said she had asked the Coordinator. However in
her complaint submission, the Coordinator was “the ETF Coordinator.”

It is unknown to which officer she had made her request since Detective Balint was the
investigator in charge of the search warrant investigation. He was presumably the person she
referred to as “Officer” in her complaint submission. The ETF Coordinator was presumably
Constable Shangi or Sergeant Armstrong, however Sergeant Armstrong said he had no contact
with anyone other than Yusuf Stanley. Constable Shangi said he spoke to Faye several times
but said she had not asked him for his name or badge number. Constable Shangi was not
asked whether Faye asked him for the names and badge numbers of all officers present.

During the interview, Faye stated the Coordinator told her to call 54 Division to obtain the names
of the officers and to report any problems or complaints.
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Detective Balint said he had several conversations with Faye but did not recall whether she
asked him for the names or badge numbers of the officers involved [in the search warrant.]
However, he had been wearing his badge and recalled providing her with his badge number on
a piece of paper.

Constable Pickett spent a good deal of time during the incident with Faye and her sons in the
living room. He did not recall hearing Faye asking for badge numbers or names of the officers.
However, he was not with Faye the entire time and may have missed the conversation she had
with the Coordinator.

There is a requirement in the Executing a Search Warrant policy for the Case Manager in
charge of the investigation to “provide the owner, or occupant with the names and badge
numbers of all officers participating in the search, if requested.” However, there were a number
of plainclothes officers present whom Faye may have spoken to. Detective Balint was the officer
in charge of the search warrant. He did not recall being asked for this information by Faye
Stanley. Based on the available information, it is not possible to determine the identity of the
officer that Faye alleged refused to provide her with officer names and badge numbers.
Allegation 7 – Discreditable Conduct
2(1)(a)(v) In that he or she uses profane, abusive or insulting language or is otherwise uncivil to
a member of the public.

Faye Stanley alleged that an officer made inappropriate statements about having a garage sale
and insinuated one of her sons had engaged in criminal activity.

Regarding the insulting comment about having a garage sale, Faye said that an undercover
officer came over and loosened Taufiq’s handcuffs. The same undercover officer while in the
living room searching through things, walking on the sofa and looking behind pictures made
comments about having a garage sale. Although these were not her biggest problems of the
night, she did not appreciate the comment.
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Detective Balint advised that he might have made that comment. He explained that there was a
lot of clutter and because of everything he observed, he likely made that “off the cuff” comment.
However, he had not meant anything by it.

Many of the officers described the place as cluttered. A couple of officers explained that the
home was undergoing renovations. The comment made by Detective Balint was not an
appropriate comment, regardless of the appearance of the home. However, there is also no
indication that the comment was meant to be insulting or offensive. Given all of the above, the
comment does not constitute misconduct.

Faye advised that the ETF Coordinator insinuated that the money located in the home was drug
money. The identity of the ETF Coordinator remains unclear.

However, all of the ETF officers advised they did not conduct any property searches and did not
have anything to do with anything that had been found.

Constable Brind’Amour advised he found cash inside a box in one of the rooms. However, it
was not substantial and was not seized. He also detected a strong odour of marijuana and may
have found trace amounts of the drug, however no charges were laid in relation to the finding.

Constable Brind’Amour said he may have mentioned the cash and marijuana to Detective Balint
however he did not make any comments about how the cash may have been obtained.

Detective Balint also advised he did not have a recall having a conversation with Faye in which
he insinuated that the money was from selling drugs.

Constable Storey, Detective Constable Oliver and Constable Pickett also did not recall this sort
of conversation between Faye and an officer.

Again, the evidence is not definitive that this statement was not made by an officer, but it is not
possible to identify which officer may have uttered it.
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Allegation 8 – Discreditable Conduct
2(1)(a)(v) In that he or she uses profane, abusive or insulting language or is otherwise uncivil to
a member of the public.

Taufiq Stanley alleged that officers, in particular one female officer, threatened to arrest his
family if he did not tell them where the guns were located.

Yusuf Stanley advised a female officer told Taufiq to tell her the location of the guns or his famiy
would be arrested.

Detective Constable Askin said he was with Taufiq and Yusuf in the kitchen area. He had no
conversation with either of them and denied that any officers threatened Taufiq with arresting
everybody in the home and shouting at him to tell them where the guns were.

Both female officers also denied making such threatening statements.

Regardless, it is not uncommon for police to compel a witness to provide information by creating
intimidating and stressful situations. Given that officers had a valid search warrant for a firearm,
these comments, if they had been made, would not necessarily constitute misconduct.

Conclusion

Allegation 1 – Unnecessary Exercise of Authority
2(1)(g)(ii) in that he or she uses any unnecessary force against a prisoner or other person
contacted in the execution of duty.

Faye and Yasin Stanley alleged that Yasin Stanley’s head/neck was stomped twice while he
was handcuffed and lying on the ground.

Taufiq Stanley alleged that officers used excessive force in handcuffing him.
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Constable Howes dealt with Yasin and advised that when Yasin tried to lift himself off of the
floor, where he had been lying on his stomach, he used his foot to push Yasin’s head back to
the ground. Constable Howes stated that he did this one time only.

Constable Howes did not lean down to Yasin because he was holding a firearm at the time. He
also stated there was not enough time to issue any verbal commands to Yasin.

Both Yasin and Faye Stanley advised that Constable Howes stepped on the back of Yasin’s
neck twice and that the second time caused significant pain and injury to Yasin. Yasin was
eventually examined by tactical paramedics and transported to hospital.

The available information indicates that Constable Howes stepped on Yasin’s neck two times.
His actions and the force are deemed unnecessary and unreasonable.

Therefore, with respect to the allegation of Unnecessary Exercise of Authority against Constable
Howes, upon review of all available information, the Director has determined that there is
sufficient evidence to conclude that misconduct occurred. Therefore this allegation is found to
be substantiated.

Taufiq Stanley also alleged that officers used excessive force in handcuffing him.

Both Constables Ladurantaye and Potts restrained and handcuffed Taufiq. The officers advised
that Taufiq resisted their commands to show his hands. Constable Ladurantaye advised that he
issued knee and hand strikes to Taufiq in order to render him compliant. Constable Potts said
he covered Constable Ladurantaye by standing behind him and having a gun and later a Taser
in his hand. He did not have to use any force in subduing Taufiq. He did however believed
Constable Ladurantaye issued strikes to the .

Taufiq Stanley confirmed during his interview that he had been asleep when officers arrived and
began striking him. He guessed he did not completely wake up until he felt a very hard knee to
his back. When officers tried to pull his hand, he may have pulled it back, believing he was in a
dream.
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Taufiq’s account is quite consistent with the Officers’ statements in that he did not give up his
hands when told to do so. Officers are authorised to use force where necessary to render a
detained party compliant. In this case, it is determined that the level of force used by Constables
Ladurantaye and Potts was reasonable and necessary.

Therefore, with respect to the allegation of Unnecessary Exercise of Authority against
Constables Ladurantaye and Potts, upon review of all available information, the Director has
determined that there is insufficient evidence to conclude that misconduct occurred. Therefore
this allegation is found to be unsubstantiated.

Allegation 2 – Discreditable Conduct
2(1)(a)(ii) in that he or she uses profane, abusive or insulting language that relates to a person's
race, ancestry, place of origin, colour, ethnic origin, citizenship, creed, sex, sexual orientation,
age, marital status, family status or disability.

Yasin Stanley alleged an officer whispered, “shut the fuck up or I’ll put you in a hole with the rest
of them, nigger.”

Only a few officers dealt with or saw Yasin while he was upstairs and lying on the floor. These
were Constable Shangi, Constable Howes, Constable Lusby, Constable Potts, Constable
Ladurantaye and Constable Kuhn. Of these officers, only two had physical contact with Yasin
while he was prone: Constable Howes and Constable Shangi. Both Constables Howes and
Shangi denied making this statement or hearing it from any other officers.

Faye saw an officer lean over Yasin, but she did not know what was going on at the time. Faye
did not advise of having heard any officer make this statement.

Therefore, with respect to the allegation of Discreditable Conduct against Constable Shangi,
Constable Howes, Constable Lusby, Constable Potts, Constable Ladurantaye and Constable
Kuhn, upon review of all available information, the Director has determined that there is
insufficient evidence to conclude that misconduct occurred. Therefore this allegation is found
to be unsubstantiated.
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Allegation 3 – Discreditable Conduct
2(1)(a)(xi) in that he or she acts in a disorderly manner or in a manner prejudicial to discipline or
likely to bring discredit upon the reputation of the police force of which the officer is a member.

Taufiq Stanley alleged that he was blindfolded with a T-shirt and his boxers were pulled down to
his ankles, exposing his private parts. Officers did not assist in fixing his boxers until after he
made multiple requests.

Yasin Stanley alleged he was dragged across the floor by his belt which resulted in his pants
being pulled down and his buttocks exposed.

Taufiq Stanley was handled by Constables Ladurantaye and Potts. Neither officer recalled
Taufiq being blindfolded with a T-shirt around his head.

Constable Lusby advised that in certain situations, they may cover a person’s face if for
example he was a spitter. However, that had not happened in this case.

Taufiq alleged that his boxers were pulled down by an officer and he was left that way for a
while until he asked multiple times for assistance.

Constable Ladurantaye stated that after he handcuffed Taufiq, he pulled the covers down and
saw his boxers around his ankles. Constable Ladurantaye said Taufiq requested help to pull his
underwear up and he provided that assistance. Constable Ladurantaye notebook entry detailed
the same information.

Yasin alleged that he was dragged across the floor and that this resulted in his pants being
pulled down leaving his buttocks exposed. The two officers who had contact with Yasin while he
was on the floor were Constables Howes and Shangi. Neither officer recalled this occurring. It
appears that Faye Stanley had not been in the room at the time.

Constable Kuhn said he did not see either party, Yasin or Stanley, being dragged or having their
pants removed.
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Therefore, with respect to the allegation of Discreditable Conduct against Constable
Ladurantaye, Constable Potts, Constable Howes and Constable Shangi, upon review of all
available information, the Director has determined that there is insufficient evidence to
conclude that misconduct occurred. Therefore this allegation is found to be unsubstantiated.

Allegation 4 – Discreditable Conduct
2(1)(a)(xi) in that he or she acts in a disorderly manner or in a manner prejudicial to discipline or
likely to bring discredit upon the reputation of the police force of which the officer is a member.

Yasin Stanley alleged that an officer made inappropriate statements while en route to the
hospital and at the hospital in an attempt to intimidate him.

Yasin believed that the same ETF officer who had assaulted him accompanied him to the
hospital. However, it was determined during the investigation that Constable Howes was the
officer who had used force against Yasin and Constable Howes did not accompany Yasin to the
hospital. Instead, a plainclothes officer, Detective Constable Small, had been in the ambulance
with Yasin.

The other person in the ambulance was Civilian Witness 1, who was a tactical paramedic.

The ETF officers and tactical paramedics wore similar uniforms. ETF officer uniforms were grey
and they carried firearms, whereas the tactical paramedic uniforms were navy blue absent
firearms.

It is possible that Yasin mistook the tactical paramedic with an ETF officer. Regardless, both
Detective Constable Small and the tactical paramedic denied any inappropriate conversations
about dead bodies or being part of an elite team.

Therefore, with respect to the allegation of Discreditable Conduct against Constable Howes and
Detective Constable Small, upon review of all available information, the Director has determined
that there is insufficient evidence to conclude that misconduct occurred. Therefore this
allegation is found to be unsubstantiated.
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Allegation 5 – Discreditable Conduct
2(1)(a)(xi) in that he or she acts in a disorderly manner or in a manner prejudicial to discipline or
likely to bring discredit upon the reputation of the police force of which the officer is a member.

Faye, Yasin and Taufiq Stanley alleged that their property was mistreated by officers during the
search and in some cases was damaged by officers.

The treatment of property and damage to property was examined in detail in the analysis. It was
determined that the before and after photos taken of the residence did not provide definitive
evidence of damage. The search warrant execution policy is not extensive. It merely directs
officers to conduct searches in a manner that minimizes damage or disturbance to a building
and its contents.

All of the Respondent Officers stated that they had not incurred damage to property. Generally,
the ETF officers were not involved in a search of the property, however, the front door of the
residence sustained damage from the dynamic entry and there may have been damage to
some property during the struggle with Taufiq.

Detective Constable Tan acknowledged he had broken the seal and opened the cardboard
boxes he later learned were urns containing the remains of deceased pets. He said that if he
had known at the time that the boxes were actually urns containing ashes, he likely would not
have opened them.

There is insufficient evidence to suggest that officers incurred damage to the Complainants’
property.

Therefore, with respect to the allegation of Discreditable Conduct against all of the Respondent
Officers, upon review of all available information, the Director has determined that there is
insufficient evidence to conclude that misconduct occurred. Therefore this allegation is found
to be unsubstantiated.
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Allegation 6 – Discreditable Conduct
2(1)(a)(xi) in that he or she acts in a disorderly manner or in a manner prejudicial to discipline or
likely to bring discredit upon the reputation of the police force of which the officer is a member.

Faye Stanley alleged that she was not told about the reason for the search warrant nor provided
a copy until the very end.

Faye Stanley alleged she requested names and badge numbers of officers and was not
provided with this information.

The Complainants were aware a search warrant was being executed at their home. Yusuf
advised they were told at some point when his mother asked that they were searching for guns.
Taufiq stated he was asked where the guns were in the home.

Detective Balint provided a copy of the warrant to Faye, but was not sure when he did so.

Faye advised she requested the names and badge numbers of officers at the residence and she
is entitled to this information. However, it was not possible to determine from which officer she
requested this information.

There is a requirement in the Executing a Search Warrant policy for an officer in charge of the
search warrant to provide the owner or occupant with names and badge number of officers
participating in the search, however, it was not possible to determine which officer Faye spoke
to.

Detective Balint was the officer in charge of the search warrant and he did not recall being
asked for this information by Faye. Based on the available information, there is insufficient
evidence to substantiate this allegation.

Therefore, with respect to the allegation of Discreditable Conduct, upon review of all available
information, the Director has determined that there is insufficient evidence to conclude that
misconduct occurred. Therefore this allegation is found to be unsubstantiated.
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Allegation 7 – Discreditable Conduct
2(1)(a)(v) In that he or she uses profane, abusive or insulting language or is otherwise uncivil to
a member of the public.

Faye Stanley alleged that an officer made inappropriate statements about having a garage sale
and insinuated one of her sons had engaged in criminal activity.

Detective Balint advised that he may have made the statement about having a garage sale.
However, it was an “off the cuff” comment and he had not meant anything by it. Although the
comment may be deemed inappropriate and insensitive, there is no indication that the comment
was meant to be insulting or offensive. Faye did not suggest a malicious or sarcastic tone and
no profane words were used.

Regarding an ETF Coordinator insinuating that money located in the home was drug money, it
was not possible to determine to which officer Faye referring. The ETF officers did not conduct
searches and had nothing to do with anything found.

Both Constable Brind’Amour and Detective Balint were aware of the money being found and
denied making such insinuating comments.

Therefore, with respect to the allegation of Discreditable Conduct against Constable
Brind’Amour and Detective Balint, upon review of all available information, the Director has
determined that there is insufficient evidence to conclude that misconduct occurred. Therefore
this allegation is found to be unsubstantiated.

Allegation 8 – Discreditable Conduct
2(1)(a)(v) In that he or she uses profane, abusive or insulting language or is otherwise uncivil to
a member of the public.

Taufiq Stanley alleged that officers, in particular one female officer, threatened to arrest his
family if he did not tell them where the guns were located.
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Both Taufiq and Yusuf alleged that Taufiq was told to surrender his gun or risk his entire family
being arrested.

The two female officers on scene, Sergeant Harris and Sergeant Mitchell denied making this
threat.

Detective Constable Askin was with both boys in the kitchen and denied officers having
threatened Taufiq in the manner suggested.

Therefore, with respect to the allegation of Discreditable Conduct against Sergeant Harris,
Sergeant Mitchell and Detective Constable Askin, upon review of all available information, the
Director has determined that there is insufficient evidence to conclude that misconduct
occurred. Therefore this allegation is found to be unsubstantiated.

Referenced Information
♦ Ontario Police Services Act and associated Ontario Regulation 123/98.
♦ Criminal Code of Canada
♦ Case Law – R vs. Storrey – (1990)1 S.C.R. 241 – Reasonable Grounds.
R v. Storrey is the leading authority on what constitutes reasonable grounds. To
summarize, the definition of reasonable grounds is:

A set of fact or circumstances which would satisfy an ordinary, cautious and prudent
person that there is reason to believe an offence has been committed and which
goes beyond mere suspicion.
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